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Abstract

Capillary Electrophoresis of DNA in Dilute Polymer Solutions: Videomicroscopy and

Theory

by

Wade Michael Sunada

Models for the electrophoretic separation of DNA in gels predict that no separation of

DNA is possible without the physical structure of a gel. However, we find that excellent

separations of DNA are possible in dilute, unentangled polymer solutions, well below the

entanglement threshold. In addition, the molecular mass of the polymer has a profound

impact on DNA separations: low molecular mass polymers are unable to separate DNA

larger than 1000 bp, while high molecular mass polymers provide excellent separations

of DNA well above 1000 bp. This thesis is concerned with determining the mechanism

of separation in polymer solutions, as opposed to gels, and presenting a mathematical

theory to predict the separations of DNA in polymer solutions.

We use epifluorescence videomicroscopy to record and analyze images of DNA

electrophoresing through polymer solutions. We find that DNA cycles between its

normal globular random-coil conformation and two types of entangling collisions with

polymer molecules that result in conformational changes in the DNA. The first is the U

shape collision, in which the DNA extends both ends in the direction of the electric field,

with the polymer molecule at the apex of the U-shape, and then slides around the

polymer obstacle. The second interaction is a brief collision, in which the DNA begins to

extend, but then retracts as the polymer molecule slips off the DNA. These collisions

occupy a significant fraction of the time the DNA is migrating through the polymer

solution, but the vast majority of collisions with polymer molecules do not result in

vii



conformational changes in the DNA — we term these non-entangling collisions. We base

the transient entanglement coupling mechanisms on these polymer collisions.

We present the collision model to predict electrophoretic behavior of DNA based on the

transient entanglement coupling mechanism. We show that a model based only on non

entangling collisions between polymer and DNA is sufficient to explain the separations of

small DNA in solutions of low molecular mass polymers. The collision model, which

incorporates entangling collisions, is able to explain separations of all DNA sizes in

polymers with both low and high molecular masses.
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Chapter 1

Polymeric Separation Media for Capillary
Electrophoresis of Nucleic Acids



Abstract

In this introductory chapter we present a review of the current theory and practice of

capillary electrophoresis of DNA, with an emphasis on the polymeric separation media.

First, we briefly introduce the necessary background concepts for understanding

capillary electrophoresis of DNA. Then we discuss the current models for the

electrophoretic separation of nucleic acids and their application to capillary

electrophoresis. We discuss how the nature of the polymer matrix affects the

separation of DNA. We then review some important applications of capillary

electrophoresis, focussing on the role of the polymeric separation media. We then

discuss the issues involved in choosing a polymer matrix for a specific nucleic acid

separation.

1.1. Introduction

Electrophoresis is a powerful analytical technique for the separation of biological

molecules, such as nucleic acids and proteins. Since the advent of gel electrophoresis

of DNA in 1966 [1], slab gel electrophoresis has been used for such applications as

DNA sequencing, DNA restriction fragment mapping, protein separations, and a variety

of other applications.

In slab gels, several samples, as well as molecular weight standards, are typically run in

parallel lanes. Large samples of DNA (up to 10 pg) are required, and detection of the

DNA typically occurs after the electrophoretic separation is complete by either

fluorescent or radioactive detection, though the recent introduction of a commercial gel

electrophoresis apparatus with fluorescent scanning makes real-time detection possible



[2] [3]. Advantages of slab gel electrophoresis include the ease of post-separation

sample collection (for further analysis of the DNA), the ability to compare results of

multiple samples on the same gel (useful for DNA sequencing, mobility shift assays of

protein-DNA binding, etc.), 2-D gel electrophoresis applications, and the ability to

separate relatively large amounts of DNA. However, slab gel electrophoresis can be

labor-intensive and slow, requiring from 3-4 hours to two days to complete, depending

on the conditions used and DNA to be analyzed. With the invention of capillary

electrophoresis in 1974 [4], and its application to proteins in 1987 [5] [6], a potentially

superior separation technique was born.

In capillary electrophoresis, charged molecules are separated in a narrow capillary with

on-line detection by either absorbance or laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). This allows

not only the separation of nucleic acids and proteins, but also separations of small

inorganic or organic molecules. Separations are performed in fused silica capillaries,

which can be coated to reduce electroosmotic flow, typically with polyacrylamide [7], or

left uncoated. The negative charge of the uncoated fused silica walls causes the

formation of a diffuse double layer of positive counter-ions. The application of an

electric field over the capillary gives rise to electroosmotic flow in the capillary, causing

the buffer solution to flow towards the cathode with a flat velocity profile [8]. The small

diameter of the capillaries (10-300 pm) leads to efficient heat dissipation, as the fused

silica walls act as a heat sink absorbing heat generated inside the capillary by Joule

heating and dissipate it from the relatively large surface area of the outer wall of the

capillary, reducing band broadening due to thermal effects. This allows the use of

electric field strengths of larger than 500 V/cm, much greater than can be used in slab

gels which are typically limited to low electric field strengths (5-40 V/cm) because of

Joule heating (though the use of ultra-thin gels or cooling of the gel can increase this



range). With these high field strengths, run times decrease by an order of magnitude or

more to less than an hour, and typically less than 20 minutes with efficiencies of several

million theoretical plates/meter. Capillaries also have the advantage of on-line

detection, either by UV absorbance or laser-induced fluorescence of labeled DNA.

These methods are much more sensitive than slab gel detection methods, allowing the

analysis of minute amounts of sample (2-100 mL), so only small quantities of DNA are

required (less than 50 ng). Arrays of capillaries (up to 100 currently) [9][10] and

methods of collecting DNA bands from capillaries [11][12][13][14] have been

developed, and are commercially available, to overcome the advantages that slab gels

currently offer, i.e. multiple lanes and band collection. Micromachined capillary

electrophoresis chips have been shown to drastically decrease separation times

(sequencing of 200 bases in under 10 min [15], and separation of restriction fragments

in under 2 minutes [16]).

This chapter will focus on the use of polymer matrices to separate nucleic acids in

capillary electrophoresis, with a goal of providing a rational method of choosing polymer

types, concentrations and molecular weights for the specific desired application.

1.2. Theory

1.2.1. Electrophoresis of nucleic acids

The principle of separation in electrophoresis is that charged molecules migrate in the

presence of an electric field. When an electric field is applied, a charged molecule

experiences a force, Fe, equal to the product of its net charge, q, and the electric field

strength E:

º:



F. = q. E (1-1)

The molecule also experiences a drag force in the opposite direction of its motion, Fa,

which is proportional to its velocity, v, and its translational friction coefficient f:

Fa = f'v (1-2)

When the molecule is electrophoresing, the drag force acting on the molecule will

counterbalance the electrostatic force. Thus, the velocity of the analyte at steady-state

(Fe=F6) can be expressed as:

V = — . (1-3)

The electrophoretic mobility, pu, is defined as the velocity of the analyte divided by the

electric field:

q
- - 1-4

f (1-4)

Therefore, differences in the mobility of molecules will arise from either differences in

their frictional properties (dependent on their sizes and shapes) or their net charges. It

is these variations between molecules that make separation by electrophoresis possible.

In free solution (i.e. in the absence of a sieving network), DNA molecules have virtually

identical electrophoretic mobilities regardless of their size [17]. This is because DNA

acts as a free-draining coil during electrophoresis, meaning that all segments of the

:



DNA chain are accessible to solvent, and thus each chain segment contributes equally

to the overall drag of the chain, i.e.

f = N (1-5)

where N is the number of segments (base pairs) in the DNA chain. The net charge on a

DNA molecule is roughly proportional to the number of base pairs in the chain, since the

two negatively-charged phosphate groups per base pair contribute most of the charge

So that

q = N (1-6)

Thus, the free-solution electrophoretic mobility of DNA is independent of the size of the

DNA.

(1-7)# -: § - N O

This also applies to RNA and oligonucleotides under denaturing conditions, but not

under non-denaturing conditions since variations in the structure of oligonucleotides or

RNA can lead to differing mobilities. Thus, in order to achieve size-based separations of

nucleic acids by electrophoresis, a separation matrix is needed to alter the dependence

of the friction factor on molecular mass. If DNA were to act as a random coil, sphere, or

rod in solution, then the friction coefficient would depend on a power of N less than one

and separation would be possible in free solution. It is interesting to note that under a

hydrodynamic flow (without the application of an electric field), DNA does not act as a

free-draining coil [18]. This implies that the DNA-solvent interactions change with the

:



application of an electric field, so that the DNA is more accessible to the solvent. This is

likely due to the electrophoretic migration of counter-ions in the electric field, which

causes a local flow of ions through the DNA structure such that every base pair of DNA

is exposed to the ion flow.

1.2.2. Theory of polymer solutions

Polymer solutions can be separated into three different concentration regimes: dilute,

semi-dilute, and entangled (concentrated) (Fig. 1-1). A dilute solution is defined as a

solution in which the polymer chains are hydrodynamically isolated from one another in

solution, which occurs at a low concentration of the polymer. As the concentration of

the polymer is increased, the polymer chains begin to overlap. A further increase in

polymer concentration leads to entangled solutions, where the polymer molecules

Dilute Semi-Dilute Entangled

q) < q)"

Figure 1-1. Illustration of the three concentration regimes in polymer solutions: dilute,
semi-dilute, and entangled. Q is the concentration, with the entanglement threshold
Genoted as q> *.



interact strongly with each other in solution, forming a physical network. The transition

between dilute and entangled solutions is termed the semi-dilute regime, which occurs

at concentrations near the entanglement threshold, q}". If the radius of gyration, Ra, and

the molecular mass, Mw, of the polymer are known, the entanglement threshold can be

defined as the concentration at which the volumes occupied by individual polymers in

solution begin to overlap [19]:

. 3M, (1-8)q = −r
4nMAR,

However, one drawback of this method is that polymers are often quite polydisperse,

and equation 8 assumes a monodisperse sample. An experimental method of

determining the entanglement threshold for a polymer solution was proposed by

Grossman and Soane [20]. In this method, the log of the specific viscosity is plotted

against the polymer concentration. For a dilute solution, this plot will be linear. As the

polymer coils begin to interact in solution, the slope of this line will increase (as the bulk

hydrodynamic properties of the solution are affected by polymer-polymer interactions),

so the entanglement threshold is taken as the concentration at which the slope of this

line departs from linearity.

An entangled solution can be characterized as have an average mesh size, 3, similar to

the gel pore size. How exactly to determine this mesh size is a matter of some debate:

de Gennes [21] derived the following expression:

&= R. (C/q')* (1-9)



where R (nm) is the radius of gyration of the polymer and C is the concentration of the

polymer solution in g/mL. Broseta [19] characterized entangled polymers in solution as

having a “blob" size, ºb, which is related to § by a constant prefactor:

■ e = 2.86% (1-10)

Recently, Wu et al. [22] measured the mesh size of polyacrylamide solutions using small

angle neutron scattering experiments and obtained the empirical relationship:

g = 2.09C-7° (1-11)

1.2.3. Models of Gel Electrophoresis

Theories describing the electrophoretic separation of DNA have been based on the

separations occurring in slab gel systems. As we have seen, in the absence of a

separation medium, the electrophoretic mobilities of DNA molecules are independent of

molecular size and no separation of DNA occurs. The "sieving" capability of gels is

thought to arise from the presence of a network formed by the interstices between gel

structures, termed "pores", through which the DNA has to migrate. The two models

most commonly employed for steady-field DNA gel electrophoresis, the Ogston and

reptation models, are both based on this assumption. For a review of the current state

of theory of capillary electrophoresis in polymer solutions, including approaches other

than the Ogston and reptation model, see [23].

:
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1.2.3.1. Ogston model

The Ogston model [24] [25) describes the gel as a random network of fibers having a

distribution of pore sizes, and an "average pore radius." A DNA molecule is assumed to

migrate through this network as a spherical random coil with radius Ro, diffusing laterally

until it encounters a pore large enough to allow its passage. Thus, smaller molecules

will migrate faster through the gel, since they have access to a larger fraction of the

pores. DNA electrophoretic mobility is assumed to be proportional to the volume

fraction of gel pores that will permit its passage [24]:

H = H, exp(-KC) (1-12)

where the retardation coefficient, K., is proportional to (r-R)”. Thus, a linear

dependence of log(m) vs. gel concentration is expected, commonly referred to as a

Ferguson plot (26). This relationship is expected to hold for molecules with a radius of

gyration smaller than the average pore size. Slater et al. [27][28] have recently

examined other assumptions of the Ogston model and concluded that the relationship

between electrophoretic mobility and gel concentration is a function of gel architecture.

Tietz and Chrambach [29] [30][31] developed an “extended Ogston model" that allows

for non-linear Ferguson plots by introducing an “effective particle radius" that varies with

gel concentration (so that K, is dependent upon r, Ro, and C) in an attempt to explain the

behavior of larger DNA fragments. The Ogston model is successful in fitting

experimental data for small DNA fragments in the limit of low electric fields [32].

However, DNA with radii of gyration much larger than the average gel pore radius still

migrate rapidly through the gel during electrophoresis, implying that the assumptions

inherent in the Ogston model are invalid for larger DNA.
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1.2.3.2. Reptation and biased reptation models

Because DNA is a flexible polymer, the assumption that DNA migrates as an

undeformable particle made by the Ogston model loses validity with increasing size of

the DNA. The Ogston model predicts that DNA with a R, larger than the pore size of the

gel will rapidly approach zero. However, experimentally it was observed that DNA larger

than the pore size of the gel continue to migrate. The reptation mechanism was

developed by de Gennes [33] and Doi and Edwards [34] [35] to explain polymer

diffusion in polymer melts, and was applied to biomolecules by Lerman and Frisch [36].

In the reptation model, a polymer chain travels through a gel not as an undeformable

particle, but rather migrates head first, “snake-like" through (fictitious) “tubes" in the

polymer network. In the reptation mechanism, the friction factor of the reptating

molecule in the tube is proportional to the square of the number of segments, N, as

opposed to the free-solution case where the friction factor is linearly proportional to N.

Thus, the electrophoretic mobility of a reptating chain is:

º -

:
N.

N2 T (1-13)pl = i

This model has the advantage of providing a theoretical explanation for the

experimentally observed regime in which electrophoretic mobility is inversely related to

DNA size. The experimental observation that DNA larger than 20 kbp migrated with a

constant electrophoretic mobility led to a modification to the reptation model, the biased

reptation model [37][38][39]. When the electric field strength is large, the main

assumption of the reptation model that DNA migrates as a random coil is no longer

valid; the DNA will orient in the direction of the electric field, strongly biasing the random

Walk in the forward direction so that DNA is in a stretched, rod-like conformation. Since
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all DNA molecules in this rod-like conformation no longer take a tortuous path through

the gel, the size-based separation ability of the gel is lost for large DNA and at high field

strengths. The electrophoretic mobility of the DNA in this case is:

Q 1 2
- - - 1-14n =#|■ it be") (1-14)

where Q is the effective total charge on the chain, f is the total friction coefficient, and b

is a function of the charge and segment length of the migrating chain. The biased

reptation model with fluctuations [40] further modifies the biased reptation model to

incorporate fluctuations in the theoretical tube lengths. This model takes into account

the experimental observations that DNA, as visualized by fluorescent microscopy,

alternately adopts extended and coiled conformations during gel electrophoresis and

that large DNA could be separated by pulsed fields.

1.2.4. Mechanism of separation in polymer solutions

It was originally thought that the physical structure of a gel was necessary to separate

DNA. However, Bode [41] [42] [43] showed that a non-gel separating medium,

uncrosslinked polyacrylamide, could be used for electrophoresis. Zhu et al. [44] and

Chin and Colburn [45] showed the first electrophoretic separations of DNA in

uncrosslinked, concentrated polymer solutions in capillaries. The mechanism of DNA

separation in uncrosslinked polymer solutions has been a matter of debate ever since.

Some researchers assert that the mechanism is essentially the same as that in

traditional slab gel electrophoresis, i.e., that "pores" are formed in entangled polymer

Solutions [20], [46] while others attribute separation to the attraction and interaction of

DNA fragments with the polymers in the buffer, without specifying these interactions [45]

:
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[47]. A version of the biased reptation model, modified to include constraint release, has

been proposed by Viovy and Duke [48] to account for the dynamic nature of the

uncrosslinked polymer network. In this model, the entangled polymer molecules making

up the “tubes" the DNA reptates through, are themselves allowed to reptate through the

solution. Thus, the tube dimensions fluctuate with the movement of the polymer

molecules.

Recently, Barron et al. [49] have shown that separations of DNA are possible at

concentrations below the entanglement threshold q)". In ultra-dilute polymer solutions

(over two orders of magnitude below q>"), separations of DNA from 2-23 kbp are

possible [50]. At these concentrations, polymer chains remain relatively isolated in

solution. Although chains may collide and interact transiently, the polymer matrix does

not form an entangled network, so nothing resembling "tubes" or "pores", which are

assumed to exist in the reptation and Ogston models, would be expected to exist. This

suggests that the mechanism of DNA separation in dilute, uncrosslinked polymer

solutions must be quite different from that postulated for entangled polymer solutions

and gels. Indeed, the character of the DNA separation does not change in the transition

from a dilute to an entangled solution: similar separations are obtained in a range of

concentrations around q)" with no apparent shift in the behavior of DNA [49] [50] [51].

This implies that at least in the semi-dilute and dilute regimes, the mechanism of

separation is not determined by the presence of any network structure in the polymer

solution. Barron et al. have proposed a transient entanglement coupling mechanism

[50] [51] by which DNA molecules migrating through a polymer solution entangle with

individual polymer molecules and are forced to drag them through the solution. The

DNA-polymer complex has an increased friction coefficient, leading to a decrease in the

electrophoretic mobility. The probability of interaction of DNA with polymers increases
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with DNA size, leading to a size-based separation. Direct observations of DNA using

epifluorescence microscopy [52] show that yeast chromosomal DNA electrophoresing

through polymer solutions both above and below the entanglement threshold undergo

conformational changes from compact to U-shaped conformations. This is qualitatively

similar to DNA motion in gels, except that in polymer solutions the apex of the U-shaped

conformations continues to migrate, instead of being fixed in space. This implies that

the polymer obstacles that perturb the DNA conformation are not permanent on the time

scale of the DNA motion, and provides evidence that these individual DNA-polymer

interactions lead to DNA separation. Following the observation that solutions of small

polymers were unable to provide the separations of large DNA (> 1000 bp) that are

possible in solutions of larger polymers [50], observations of DNA using epifluorescence

microscopy have shown that DNA electrophoretic motion is different in solutions of small

polymers and large polymers [53]. In the small polymer solutions, DNA rarely

undergoes the conformational changes that are prevalent in larger polymer solutions

(Fig. 1-2), providing further evidence that it is the DNA-polymer entanglements that lead

to DNA separations. An advantage of this approach is that it is physically based and :
does not require the use of constructs such as “pores" or “tubes".

1.3. The polymer matrix in capillary electrophoresis

1.3.1. Gels

Attempts to perform capillary electrophoresis of DNA in gel-filled capillaries have met

with limited success, and have been focused almost exclusively on the use of

Crosslinked polyacrylamide gels. The preparation of gel-filled capillaries of uniform

quality and stability has proven difficult and remains a problem [54] [55] [56]. Gel
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Figure 1-2. T4 DNA (166 kbp) electrophoresing in: a) 1.5% HEC (Mw = 139,000); b)
0.1% HEC (Mw = 1,760,000). DNA undergoes extensive conformational changes in the
large polymer, but has few collisions in the smaller polymer, even at the higher
concentration. Electrophoretic conditions: DNA labeled with TOTO (1 dye; 5 bp), 1X
TBE containing 3% B-mercaptoethanol and HEC, E = 50 V/cm.
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instability during electrophoresis, i.e. bubble formation and clogging of pores in the gels,

limits the field strength and number of runs in a gel. Polyacrylamide gels are

polymerized in the capillary, and usually are left in the capillary overnight before use.

This, combined with the limited number of runs possible in each, makes the use of gel

filled capillaries labor intensive. Polyacrylamide gels, however, can provide excellent

separation of small DNA fragments (15-500 bases) for DNA sequencing, with two

groups having reported separating 700 base [57] and 800 base [58] read lengths in

4%T, 5%C gels (%T is the monomer concentration, %C is the cross-linker

concentration), though the separation times for these were prohibitively large, 4 hours |

and 44 hours, respectively. Agarose gels, though useful as slabs for restriction mapping

of large DNA, are poor media for capillary electrophoresis, difficult to cast within a

capillary and yield poor and irreproducible separations [59]. Recently, though, a low

melting agarose gel was used for field inversion capillary electrophoresis (FICE) of DNA

0.1-23 kbp in length with reproducible results [60], with the added advantage that the f

agarose was easily pumped into the capillary in liquid form and allowed to gel, with the :
entire process complete in 10 minutes. -

-

1.3.2. Polymer solutions

Capillary electrophoresis in uncrosslinked polymer solutions provides an alternative to

the use of gel-filled capillaries. Polymer solutions have the advantages of ease of

handling, and are "replaceable" separation matrices, and unlike gel-filled capillaries,

uncrosslinked-polymer-filled capillaries do not necessarily have a limited lifetime. It has

been shown that concentrated polyacrylamide solutions provide excellent single base

resolution of single-stranded DNA sequencing fragments much more quickly than slab
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gel electrophoresis [16] [61] [62][63][64] [65] [66] [67). However, these concentrated

polyacrylamide matrices are not truly replaceable, as they require polymerization of the

polyacrylamide in the capillary. Most concentrated uncross-linked polyacrylamide

matrices are limited to 1-5 runs per capillary before the separations degrade, though

conditions for reusing such capillaries for nineteen or more sequencing runs have been

reported [68].

The strategies that work best for DNA sequencing, i.e. concentrated polymer solutions,

are not as applicable for the separations of dsDNA for a variety of reasons. First,

concentrated polymer solutions typically lose resolving power above 1 kbp, leaving them

unsuitable for many restriction fragment analyses. Second, concentrated polymer

solutions are often hard to work with, some requiring polymerization in the capillaries

(for polyacrylamide and derivatives) or purging with very high pressures (often 1500 psi)

to fill or empty capillaries. Third, concentrated polymer solutions have limited stability for

electrophoresis, with most groups reporting 5 runs per capillary or less (though Chiariet

al. [69] have reported greater than 100 runs in a concentrated solution of a

polyacrylamide derivative). Fourth, single base pair resolution is usually not necessary.

For these reasons, less concentrated polymer solutions, which have the advantages of

being easily replaceable because of their low viscosities and have extended ranges of

separation (up to 48 kbp), are often used for dsDNA separations. Polymer solutions

with low concentrations have been shown to have excellent resolution (3bp for DNA «

203 bp (70], 16 bp for DNA «600 bp, and 32 bp for DNA « 1kbp [71]), though not the

single base resolution that can be obtained in concentrated solutions. These polymer

solutions are truly replaceable; because of their low viscosity, they can be pumped into

and out of capillaries with the application of small pressure differences.
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Righetti and co-workers have taken different approaches to overcome the limitations of

concentrated polymer solutions for the separation of short DNA fragments (69][72][73]

[74]. A series of separations with polyacrylamide derivatives was compared to

separations in polyacrylamide (LPA). Simó-Alfonso et al. [73] show that N-acryloyl

amino propanol (AAP) and N-acryloyl amino butanol (AAB) provide better resolution

than LPA. A polyacrylamide derivative, poly(N-acryloylaminoethoxyethanol), was shown

to be significantly more stable in a capillary (up to 100 runs possible), but this derivative

suffered from auto-polymerization and auto-reticulation [69]. Poly(AAP) has been

shown to be much more stable in capillaries, with up to 26 runs per capillary possible

[74]. An investigation of the importance of the molecular weight of the polymer showed

that LPA with low molecular mass (Mw = 30,000 Da) offers no resolution, and the optimal

molecular mass for LPA is between 250,000-400,000 Da, while for poly(AAP), the

optimal molecular mass is greater than 450,000 Da [74]. A method of producing “short

chain polyacrylamide" with a Mw of 230,000 Da by chain termination in 2-propanol by

polymerization at 70 °C was shown, with resolution in the short polyacrylamide of twice

the resolution found in longer chain polyacrylamide (at 6%) [72]. They were also the

first group to report the use of concentrated solutions of hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) to

separate DNA. They showed that separations of small DNA (less than 600 bp) in 3-6%

HEC were qualitatively similar to separations in concentrated LPA [74]. Raising the

temperature of the separation to 50-60 °C decreases the separation time because the

viscosity of the solution decreases. At high temperatures the resolution is drastically

reduced for lower concentrations (3%) of HEC, though resolution is retained in more

concentrated solutions (6% HEC). Sassi et al. [75] took a different approach to the

problem of trying to obtain the resolution of concentrated polymer solutions with the

ease of handling of less concentrated polymer solutions by using temperature sensitive

polymers. These polymers exhibit very low viscosities when heated (an order of
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magnitude less when the temperature is elevated to 50 °C from 20°C). They showed

excellent resolution for DNA fragments less than 622 bp (including resolution of two

fragments 238 bp and 242 bp) in 35 minutes in a solution of 1.5% hydroxypropyl

cellulose (Mn = 60,000) and 0.4% HEC (MA = 90,000-105,000). They also showed

single base resolution of DNA sequencing products up to 150 bases in a solution of 6%

temperature sensitive polymer (poly-N,N-dimethylacrylamide/N,N-diethylacrylamide).

When heated to 70 °C, this polymer solution has a viscosity of only 10 cF, making it

easy to replace in the capillary.

Several different types of polymers have been employed as DNA separation media for

capillary electrophoresis, including polyacrylamide [46], polyacrylamide derivatives [73]

[74], methyl cellulose [47], hydroxyethyl cellulose [50][76], hydroxypropyl cellulose [77],

polyethylene glycol Dolnik, 1992 #178], polyethylene oxide [78), liquefied agarose (65)

[79], and polyvinyl alcohol (79][80]. Excellent separations of PCR and restriction

fragments have been obtained in a variety of polymer matrices, with a separation range

of at least 40 kbp (81][82]. A comparison of different polymer types can be found in

Section 1.5.

1.3.3. Buffers and Components

DNA separations are typically done in a basic buffered salt solution, generally TBE or

TAPS. For DNA sequencing or oligonucleotide separations, where the DNA is single

stranded, denaturing conditions must be used, typically with urea (in concentrations of

3M-8M) and sometimes formamide (up to 30%). There are some other additives to the

polymer solution that can affect the separations of DNA. Gelfi et al. [83] showed

improved separations of oligonucleotides using an isoelectric buffer containing 25-150

i
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mM Histidine. Cheng et al. [84] showed that, in a 0.5% solution of

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC), adding glycerol in concentrations up to 7.5%

improved the resolution of DNA fragments of 72 bp - 1353 bp by increasing the viscosity

of the solution. They also propose that the glycerol interacts with other buffer

components (the borate and HPMC), and that these interactions could also contribute to

the improved resolution. Several groups have studied the effects of adding intercalating

dyes on the separation of DNA fragments (81][85][86][87][88][89][90][91]. Dyes

such as ethidium bromide (EtBr), YOYO (oxazole yellow homodimer), 9-aminoacridine,

TOTO (thiazole orange homodimer) and propidium intercalate between the base pairs of

DNA. This has the following effects on the DNA: 1) the DNA helix is partially unwound;

2) the DNA is stiffened, increasing the DNA persistence length; 3) the contour length of

the DNA molecule increases; and 4) the net charge on the DNA decreases due to the

addition of the positive charges on the dyes to the DNA chain. Due to these effects, the

mobility of DNA decreases, and in most cases the resolution of the DNA increases. It

should be noted that the use of dimeric intercalating dyes (YOYO, TOTO, and ethidium

homodimers) could lead to anomalous peaks, probably due to formation of

intermolecular dimers [78][86].

1.4. Applications

1.4.1 DNA sequencing

For sequencing of DNA, the polymer matrix must have single base resolution.

Sequencing of DNA is typically done with the Sanger method, with detection done with

one, two, or four different dyes. Because DNA sequencing fragments are single

stranded, electrophoresis must be done in denaturing conditions to keep DNA in a

:
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random coil conformation. Typically, some concentration of urea is used (1-7M) and

other buffer additives such as formamide (30-80%) are used. One study [65] has

concluded that resolution is slightly enhanced by using both urea and formamide in the

buffer solution. Several groups have employed elevated temperatures (50-60 °C) which

improves the resolution of the DNA sequencing fragments (and decreases run times)

[64] [65] [66). Virtually all DNA sequencing by capillaries is done in either a

polyacrylamide gel or a concentrated solution of uncross-linked, linear polyacrylamide

(LPA), although Yeung and co-workers [10][92] use polyethylene oxide (PEO) in their

sequencing efforts. A new approach to sequencing is the use of “flowable networks"

[93]. The flowable network consists of concentrated low-molecular weight telechelic

polymers (polyethylene glycol end-capped with micelle-forming fluorocarbon tails).

These polymers form a gel-like network that breaks down under shear conditions,

allowing columns to be refilled (a process that takes 15 min at 1500 psi).

Increasing the throughput of DNA sequencing is of primary importance. This involves

increasing both the “read length" for DNA sequencing and the speed of separation. The

read length is the number of bases that can be called with high accuracy, which requires

single base pair resolution of DNA fragments. The reported read lengths have been

increasing as groups optimize the separation conditions and polymer matrices.

Recently, the read length has been extended to more than 1000 bases [66] in a solution

of linear polyacrylamide. This was done using a low concentration (2%) of a high

molecular weight linear polyacrylamide (Mw > 5,500,000 Da) at elevated temperature (50

°C) and moderate electric field (150 V/cm) in 80 minutes. Table 1. shows the separation

conditions used in several recent DNA sequencing efforts using capillaries, along with

the read lengths provided.

:
º -
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The speed of the separation is also an important parameter for DNA sequencing. This

is perhaps the downfall of gel-filled capillaries for use in DNA sequencing, for though

similar read lengths to uncrosslinked polymer solutions are obtained, the separation

times are much greater in gel-filled capillaries. For example, Kamahori and Kambara

[57] report a read length of 700 bases sequenced in 4 hours or 400 bases in 50

minutes, while Nishikawa and Kambara [58] report 800 bases in 44 hours, or 680 bases

in 10 hours. In uncrosslinked polyacrylamide, Carillho et al. [66] reported a read length

of 1000 bases in only 80 minutes, and other groups have reported read lengths longer

than 600 bases sequenced in less than two hours (64] [65]. The speed of separation is

one of the biggest advantages of using micromachined capillary devices. Woolly et al.

show a read length of 150 bases in a 9% linear polyacrylamide solution in only 9

minutes using a microfabricated capillary electrophoresis chip.
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Table 1-1. Comparison of read lengths and separation times for different

electrophoretic conditions.

Ref. Polymer Buffer Temp capillary E read time

matrix (°C) length (V/cm) length (min)

(cm) (bases)

[57] 4%T 5%C PA 89mm Tris-borate, room 48 100 700 230

2m M EDTA, 7M urea

[58] 4%T 5%.C PA 1XTBE, 7M urea 40 300 70 800 2640

3%T 5%.C PA 1X TBE, 7M urea 40 200 170 680 600

[15] 9% LPA.” 0.5XTBE, 8.3M urea room 0.005 200 150 9

[62] 6% LPA.” 1X TBE, 7M urea room 35 200 570 113

[63] 9% LPA 0.1M Tris-borate, 7M urea room 40 100 520 430

[64] 5% LPA a) 1X TBE, 7M urea 60 39 150 640 118

[65] 3% LPA a) 50 mM Tris-TAPS, 30% 55 30 250 800 77

formamide, 3.5M urea

[66] 2% LPA.” 1X TBE, 30% formamide, 50 30 150 1000 80

3.5 M urea

[67] 4% LPA.” 1XTBE, 3.5M urea, 30% 25 30 200 460 60

formamide

[92] 3% PEO” 1X TBE room 30 230 300 40

[93] 6% PEG" 100mM TAPS, 6.6 M urea 22 47 200 450 6000°)

a) no value for polymer molecular mass given

b) Mw = 5,500,000

c) 1.5% PEO 8,000,000, 1.4% PEO 600,000

d) Mw = 35,000

e) estimated from mobility data in Table 1 of [93]

s
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1.4.2. Oligonucleotides

Synthetic oligonucleotides are used extensively in molecular biology and medicine as

antisense therapeutic agents, probes for gene isolation, and primers for DNA

sequencing or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. Oligonucleotides are

single stranded like DNA sequencing products, so typically, denaturing conditions (urea,

formamide) are used in capillary electrophoresis. Gelfi et al. [83] used an isoelectric

buffer (25-150 mM Histidine) to improve separations. Oligonucleotides are generally

short (< 100 bases), and so thus generally need concentrated polymer solutions or gels

for separation of the products. The general strategy used is to use low molecular weight

polymers at very high concentrations. Several groups present excellent separations of

oligonucleotides using a variety of concentrated polymer solutions, such as 10% linear

polyacrylamide [83], 14% polyvinylpyrrolidone (Mw = 1,000,000) [94), 12% poly(ethylene

glycol) (Mw = 20,000) [95), and 4% hydroxyethyl cellulose (low viscosity) [96].

1.4.3. PCR products and restriction fragments

Recently there have been many applications of capillary electrophoresis to biological

problems, with excellent results. Butler et al. [70][97] show separation of PCR products

for the short tandem repeat locus HUMTH01 (of interest in forensic analysis), using a

1% HEC solution to separate five to seven major alleles of the HUMTHO1 locus (179

203 bp), which differ in length by as little as 3 bp. Isenberg et al. [98] show separations

of PCR products from two other loci of interest in forensic analysis, the variable number

tandem repeat locus D1S80 locus, with alleles ranging from 369-801 bp, and the

amelogenin locus (about 220 bp), which is used for sex typing, as the Y-chromosome

copy is 6 bp longer than the X chromosome copy. Accurate typing of individual samples

:
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was obtained using a mixed polymer solution of 0.28% HEC (Mn = 140,000-160,000)

and 0.3% HEC (Mn = 40,000) which was optimized for the resolution of DNA in the size

range desired. Baba et al. [71] analyzed PCR products of the variable number tandem

repeat locus in apolipoprotein B (apoB) gene for diagnosis of heart disease. The apoB

locus contains 25-52 repeats of the basic 16 bp unit, and alleles containing 38 or more

repeat units show significant association with coronary heart disease. Using a 0.7%

methylcellulose solution, the authors were able to accurately type samples in the 500

1000 bp range. Gelfi et al. [83] used a concentrated 6% solution of low molecular mass

polyacrylamide (MW = 230,000) for simultaneous separations of PCR products of two

assays for Duchenne muscular dystrophy and Becker muscular dystrophy. The two

assays contain 18 DNA fragments of 88-547 bp, and detect 98% of Duchenne and

Becker muscular dystrophy deletions, which account for 60-70% of total cases.

Klepárnik et al. [99] used a 2% liquid agarose solution to examine seven different

bacteriophages (Staphylococcus aureus 29, 53, 55, 83A, 611 and 80 o') for genomic

homology using restriction fragment analysis. Common restriction fragments were

identified (to determine degrees of homology), and estimates of the restriction fragment

sizes and the genomic sizes for the different bacteriophages were obtained. Maschke

et al. [100] mapped four related plasmids with three different restriction enzymes using a

6% polyacrylamide solution, separating fragments up to 2000 bp in less than 20

minutes. Plasmid mapping is essential for monitoring the stability of an expression

system during a fermentation process.

For any analytical method, some way of applying standards for identification purposes of

the unknown sample is needed. Kleparnik et al. [99] used the migration patterns of two

known DNA molecular size standards for calibrations to estimate the sizes of restriction

fragments from bacteriophages (DNA fragments of 150-3675 bp). However, the margin

>
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for error in this method is 10 bp-50 bp, depending on the size of the fragment. The

issue of determining the molecular mass of DNA fragments using capillary

electrophoresis was also addressed by Butler et al. (97), who used two internal size

standards bracketing the sample DNA sizes to size the DNA. Using internal DNA size

markers of 150 and 300 bp, the authors analyzed PCR products from the short tandem

repeat locus HUMTH01 (DNA fragments of 179-203 bp) in a 1% HEC solution and

found good agreement between capillary electrophoresis and conventional slab gel

electrophoresis. A further study [98] used internal standards of 150 bp, 300 bp, and

1000 bp in the separation of alleles of the variable number tandem repeat locus D1S80

(369-801 bp). A calibration curve was determined by sizing the D1S80 allelic ladder

consisting of the 27 known alleles of the D1S80 locus with the 150 bp, 300 bp, and 1000

bp standards. Zhang and Yeung [101] used capillary electrophoresis in a 2%

polyethylene oxide solution (Mw = 8,000,000) to detect the alleles of the variable number

tandem repeat polymorphic locus D1S80 (369-801 bp)of individuals using an absolute

standard of the D1S80 allelic ladder. By injecting the standard and the unknown sample

simultaneously, and comparing the peak heights of the different alleles between the

standard and the standard/sample mixture, exact identification of the alleles present in

the sample was possible.

1.4.4. Field inversion capillary electrophoresis

In electrophoresis in gels and also polymer solutions, there is an upper limit to the size

of DNA that can be separated (currently 48 kbp in capillary electrophoresis (82).

Reptation theory dictates that this upper limit is reached as the DNA stretches in a

strong electric field. Schwartz and Cantor [102] introduced the technique of pulsed field

gel electrophoresis (PFGE) to extend the range of DNA that can be separated. In
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PFGE, the direction and sometimes the strength of the applied electric field is varied

periodically. This forces DNA to reorient in the field, which leads to a size based

separation for large DNA. In order for overall migration to occur, the net electric field

must be in the “forward" direction. Unlike in a slab gel, in a capillary the electric field

direction must be parallel to the direction of separation, due to the geometry of the

capillary. Periodically reversing the direction of the electric field is known as field

inversion gel electrophoresis (FIGE), and has been shown to separate large DNA (103).

This technique was first applied to capillaries in 1990 using gels of polyacrylamide or the

polyacrylamide derivative Hydrolink [104][105] for the separation of DNA less than 1.5

kbp. Agarose gels were used for field inversion capillary gel electrophoresis (FICGE) to

separate DNA of 0.1-23 kbp in length [60]. The successes of using polymer solutions to

separate DNA in capillaries were later applied to field inversion capillary electrophoresis

(FICE). Sudor and Novotny [106] used entangled solutions of high molecular weight (M,

= 5,000,000) linear polyacrylamide in low concentrations (0.4–0.6%). They reported

separations of DNA 8.3-48 kbp in length, and were the first group to extend FICE to

DNA larger than 48 kbp, separating lambda DNA concatamers of 48 kbp-1 Mb. The

separation times were an order of magnitude faster than PFGE (less than 50 minutes

for DNA - 48 kbp, and less than 3 hours for DNA up to 1 Mb). Drawing on the success

of Barron et al. [49] separating DNA in dilute polymer solutions, Kim and Morris [107]

used dilute and ultra-dilute methyl cellulose solutions (0.01%-0.3%) in FICE of DNA of

75 bp- 23 kbp in less than 9 minutes. The range of DNA separated was later extended

to DNA of 200 kbp-1.6 Mbp in 13 minutes, also in dilute solutions [108]. The dynamics

of DNA in FICE in entangled and dilute polymer solutions was studied using

fluorescence videomicroscopy [109]. It was concluded that in both entangled and dilute

polymer solutions, FICE serves to keep the conformation of DNA between full extension

and a globular, random coil conformation. Different pulse protocols were studied for

:
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pulsed field capillary electrophoresis, and Kim and Morris conclude that equal pulse

durations (FICE) provided the best resolution for fast separations. The use of dilute and

ultra-dilute polymer solutions seems to provide by far the fastest possible separations by

FICE, with excellent resolution.

1.5. Choice of polymer for nucleic acid separations

The choice of which polymer to use as a separation media has often been arbitrary. For

DNA sequencing applications, the polymer of choice has been polyacrylamide (in both

gels and polymer solutions), though Yeung and co-workers have used polyethylene

oxide workers [10][92]. Some of the polymers used for separations of dsDNA are

cellulose derivatives (hydroxyethyl cellulose, methyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose) [49][77], polyethylene glycol [80], polyethylene oxide

[101], galactomannan glycol [80], polyvinyl alcohol [110], liquefied agarose [79), linear

polyacrylamide [72] and polyacrylamide derivatives [73]. Several studies have been

done that compare different types of polymers for separation of DNA fragments [51][74]

[77][79][80][110]. Kleemi■ et al. [110] compared separations of hydroxyethyl

cellulose (HEC), polyacrylamide (PA) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). They show that at

similar concentrations, 1%, HEC gives better resolution of both small and large DNA (72

bp-1353 bp) than PA, though they note that increasing the concentration of PA improved

the separations. Unfortunately, no values for the molecular mass of the HEC or PA

were given. A 3% solution of PVA (molecular mass of 50,000 or 13,000-15,000) is

shown to provide excellent separations of DNA 72-1353 bp, similar to the HEC.

However, the authors note that PVA is less suited for DNA separations than HEC

because the PVA molecules self-aggregate in solution, causing loss of resolution with

the “aging" of the PVA solution.
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Chrambach et al. [79) evaluated the “sieving efficiency” of solutions of four polymers:

polyacrylamide (PA) (M, = 5,000,000), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (MW = 650,000), liquid

agarose, and methylhydroxypropyl cellulose (MHPC) (15,000 cF for a 2% solution).

They use a “separation efficiency function" based on the Ogston model for

electrophoresis and conclude (primarily from an analysis of the separation of

polystyrene sulfate particles, not DNA) that for the particle size range of 120-1084 nm

radius, the separation efficiency increases from MHPC to PVA to PA to agarose. They

also note that solutions with low concentrations of PA are able to provide separation of

DNA from 3.1-21.5 kbp. The relative inefficiency of separations of large particles led the

authors to conclude that the Ogston model would not be applicable to the separation of

large DNA molecules. Baba et al. [77] compared the separations of the cellulose

derivatives methyl cellulose (MC), hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) and

hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC). A comparison of cellulose derivatives with

differing structures but similar viscosities at 2% (thus implying a similar molecular mass)

showed that MC and two different HPMC samples provided qualitatively similar

separations of DNA from 134-12,216 bp, illustrating that changes in the structure and

alkyl group composition does not have large effects on the performance of the cellulose

derivatives for capillary electrophoresis. The effect of concentration was studied,

showing that higher concentrations led to better separations of small DNA (< 517 bp)

but decreased resolution of large DNA (> 8144 bp). An HPC sample (M. = 250,000)

was shown to have superior separating power at low concentrations than the HPMC (Mn

= 90,000), though qualitatively similar separations at higher concentrations, showing that

the molecular mass of the polymer has a significant effect on separations. Baba et al.

conclude that high concentrations are better for separating smaller DNA, while lower

concentrations are better for separating larger DNA, and also that any of the cellulose

derivatives tested (MC, HPC, HPMC) are suitable for separating DNA, though no
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thorough analysis of the differences of separations in the different polymer types was

performed. Barron et al. [51] compare separations between hydroxyethyl cellulose

(HEC), hydroxypropyl cellulose, and polyacrylamide. A comparison between the

separation power of HPC, HEC, and PA leads to the conclusion that, while the

separations in each polymer are quite similar, HEC provided superior resolution of large

DNA fragments (>603 bp), especially at (but not limited to) dilute concentrations. The

authors conclude that the stiffness of the polymer is an important property for the

resolution of DNA fragments larger than 603 bp, as HEC is a stiffer polymer than either

HPC or PA. It seems to be the general consensus that there are many different

polymers that can provide excellent separations of DNA, with cellulose derivatives

(especially HEC) perhaps best suited for the separation of restriction fragment sized

DNA and polyacrylamide perhaps best suited for DNA sequencing, where single base

resolution of small DNA fragments is necessary.

Several studies have been done that investigate the influence of polymer concentration

or polymer molecular mass on the separations of DNA [49] [50] [51] [66][78][81][98]

[111][112][113]. Singhal and Xian [111] showed that for hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC)

solutions (no Mw given), lower concentrations led to better resolution of larger DNA

fragments (872-1353 bp), while more concentrated solutions led to better resolution of

smaller DNA fragments (< 872 bp). They noted that some of the smaller fragments

were unresolved at 0.25% HEC, which provided the best resolution of large fragments,

while the large fragments (872-1353 bp) were unresolved at 0.75% HEC, which resolved

the small fragments well. Mitnik et al. [112] examined a range of concentrations from

0.1% to 1.0% solutions of a high molecular mass (MW = 1,000,000) hydroxypropy

cellulose (HPC) for separations of DNA up to 12,216 bp at different field strengths.

They found that higher concentrations of HPC (up to 1%) provided better resolution of
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DNA fragments (especially smaller DNA), but more dilute solutions led to a wider range

of separations. Carrilho et al. [66] examined the effect of polymer molecular mass and

concentration for DNA sequencing using linear polyacrylamide (LPA). They found that

higher concentration solutions (4% LPA) gave better resolution of small DNA fragments

(less than 450 bases) while a lower concentration solution (2% LPA) gave better

resolution for DNA larger than 450 bases. Increasing the molecular mass of the LPA

led to better resolution of larger fragments, and the maximum separating efficiency of a

polymer solution shifted to larger DNA sizes as the molecular mass of the polymer

increased. Thus, the read length of DNA sequencing was extended by using less

concentrated solutions of a high molecular mass LPA (Mw = 5,500,000).

Barron et al. [49] [50] have examined the effects of polymer molecular mass and

concentration for hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC). They show that solutions of small

molecular mass HEC (Mn = 27,000) provide very poor resolution of DNA larger than 600

bp, and that the resolution of all DNA fragments less than 600 bp increases as the

concentration of HEC (Mn = 27,000) increases. Increasing the molecular mass of the

polymer (up to Mn = 105,000 (MW of this sample is 1,315,000)) improves the separations

of all DNA fragments at equal polymer concentrations, and enables separations up to 23

kbp. The optimum concentration of the higher molecular mass for separations was

determined for different size ranges of DNA for HEC (M = 105,000): for DNA fragments

smaller than 310 bp, the resolution increases as the polymer concentration increases,

while for DNA fragments larger than 310 bp, the optimum resolution occurs at

progressively lower concentrations as the DNA size increases, with optimal resolution of

all fragments larger than 603 bp occurring well below the entanglement threshold of the

polymer (0.37%). In fact, the optimum concentration for separating all DNA larger than

1353 bp was less than 0.07%. Barron et al. [51] also compared separations in
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hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) and polyacrylamide (LPA) to HEC. Both HPC and LPA

show similar trends to HEC: 1) increasing the molecular mass of the polymer increases

the resolution of all DNA fragments, and permits separation of longer DNA fragments; 2)

resolution of small DNA fragments (less than 310 bp) improves as the concentration of

the polymer is increased; 3) after reaching an optimum concentration for separation of

larger DNA fragments 603 bp and larger), resolution of these fragments decreases as

the polymer concentration is decreased.

Chang and Yeung (78] examined the effect on DNA separations of DNA fragments up

to 587 bp of the molecular mass of the polymer matrix poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) in

concentrated solutions. They could not separate DNA fragments less than 400 bp in a

solution of PEO with a molecular mass of 300,000, but showed better separations of

very small DNA fragments (18-80 bp) in solutions of PEO with molecular masses of

600,000 and 2,000,000. Solutions of PEO with molecular masses of 5,000,000 and

8,000,000 gave better resolution of larger DNA fragments (80-400 bp). The effects of

mixed polymer matrices were studied, and it was found that by mixing the PEO samples

with different molecular masses, better separations of larger DNA fragments were

provided than the solutions of single molecular mass PEO of 2,000,000 or less, though

the resolution of the large DNA fragments was not as good as the solution of high

molecular mass PEO (MW = 8,000,000). They conclude that by mixing polymers of

different molecular masses, the effective range of separations of DNA is extended, while

also providing the benefit of having lower viscosities than solutions of only high

molecular mass polymer. They also show that a mixed polymer solution (0.6% each of

PEO with M, of 3X10°, 6X10°, 2X10°, 5X10°, and 8X10°) provides resolution of DNA

from 18-2176 bp. Bünz et al. [113) showed that by using a mixture of polymers with

different molecular masses, the range of effective separations of DNA could be
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increased. Two samples of hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) with molecular masses (Mn)

of 27,000 and 105,000 were mixed. The addition of a low concentration, 0.3%, of the

smaller HEC (Mn = 27,000) to solutions with a range of concentrations of the larger HEC

had the effect of significantly improving separations of small DNA (72 bp - 310 bp),

though the separations of larger DNA (310 bp - 23 kbp) was slightly degraded. The

mixed polymer solutions provided high resolution separations over a wider range of DNA

sizes than the individual polymer solutions at lower viscosities. Isenberg et al. [98]

performed a similar “titration" of various concentrations of a short HEC (Mn = 40,000) in

a 3% solution of a longer HEC (Mn = 140,000-160,000). They found that the resolution

of smaller DNA (< 300 bp) was enhanced with increasing concentration of the smaller

HEC, but the resolution of the larger DNA (369 bp - 803 bp) decreased with increasing

concentration of the smaller HEC. An optimum mixture of short and long HEC was

found that provided good resolution of both short and long DNA. Madabhushi et al.

used mixtures of polyethyleneoxide (PEO) to separate a range of DNA fragments from

80 bp to 40 kbp. They found that a solution of PEO (MW = 1,000,000) was able to

separate DNA up to 10 kbp with good resolution, and that the optimum range of DNA

sizes separated decreased with increasing polymer concentration. To separate longer

DNA fragments (up to 40 kbp) it was necessary to use a higher molecular mass PEO.

Separations over an extended range of DNA sizes required a mix of different sizes of

PEO: the optimal mixture to separate a range of DNA fragments from 80 bp to 40 kbp

was found to be 0.5% PEO (MM = 1,000,000) and 0.1% PEO (MM = 8,000,000) (Fig. 1

3). From this wealth of data on many different polymer types, it is seen that optimizing

the polymer molecular mass and solution concentration is the key to resolving DNA in

the range of interest, and is often more important than the type of polymer used.
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Figure 1-3. Separation of DNA fragments from a mixture of 20 bp, 100 bp, 1 kbp, and 5
kbp ladders (65 fragments ranging from 20 bp to 40 kbp) in a mixed polymer matrix
consisting of 0.5% PEO (Mn = 1,000,000) and 0.1% PEO (Mn = 8,000,000).
Electrophoretic conditions: PEO in 1 XTBE with 2 nM ToPro-3 and 10 mM 9
aminoacridine. E = 108 V/cm. Reprinted with permission from [81]

1.6. Conclusions

Capillary electrophoresis of nucleic acids in polymer matrices is an important analytical

technique used for DNA sequencing, characterization of oligonucleotides, and analysis

of PCR products and restriction fragments. The choice of the polymer matrix will

depend on the type of separation needed: the matrix for the optimal separation of DNA

sequencing products would not be an appropriate choice for separating restriction

fragments. While the choice of polymer matrix often seems arbitrary, there are in fact

principles that can be used to select a polymer system for a given application. The

general principles are: 1) concentrated solutions of polymer are needed for single base

Ž
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resolution and increasing the concentration of a polymer solution leads to better

separations of small (< 600 bp) DNA; 2) high molecular mass DNA is best separated in

high molecular mass polymers (including ssDNA in the current upper range of DNA

sequencing) at lower concentrations; 3) lower concentrations of polymers (and also

lower molecular masses of polymers) yield lower viscosities and faster separations; and

4) separations of a wide range of DNA sizes can be obtained by using mixtures of high

and low molecular mass polymers at low concentrations. Thus, to separate DNA

sequencing products, typically a high concentration polymer solution (typically LPA) is

used, with higher molecular weight polymers increasing the read length, and relatively

long separation times are needed (about an hour). Conversely, to separate large DNA

restriction fragments of up to 40 kbp, a less concentrated solution of high molecular

weight should be used. Optimum separations of both small (< 600 bp) and large (>600

bp) DNA are performed in mixed polymer solutions containing low concentrations of

both small molecular mass polymer and large molecular mass polymer Further

investigation into the role of polymer properties and the mechanism of separation in

polymer solutions should lead to a rational design of polymer matrices for separations of

nucleic acids by capillary electrophoresis.
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Chapter 2:
Capillary electrophoresis of DNA in uncrosslinked

polymer solutions
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ABSTRACT

Models of electrophoretic separation of DNA in gels predict that no separation of DNA is

possible without the physical structure of a gel. In capillary electrophoresis of DNA in

polymer solutions, it is postulated that above the entanglement threshold, polymer

solutions act as a physical gel, which allows the separation of DNA [1]. We find,

however, that excellent DNA separations in polymer solutions are possible at extremely

dilute concentrations, far below the entanglement threshold [2]. In this chapter, we

present the capillary electrophoresis data that led to the development of the transient

entanglement coupling mechanism of separation. We examine the effect of polymer

concentration, polymer size, polymer type, and DNA size on the separation of DNA in

polymer solutions. The data presented in this chapter serves as a gauge of the

predictive ability of the collision model we have developed to mathematically describe

the behavior of DNA electrophoresing through polymer solutions.

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the rate of DNA restriction mapping is a major obstacle in the current

international effort to map and sequence the 3 billion base pairs (bp) of the human

genome. One of the slowest steps in the restriction mapping of chromosomal DNA is

the electrophoretic separation of DNA restriction fragments ranging in size from a few

thousand to a few million base pairs. Currently, DNA fragments ranging from 2 to 40

kilobase pairs (kbp) in length are separated in agarose slab gels using small voltage

gradients, requiring 1-2 hours of electrophoresis. DNA larger than ~ 40 kbp cannot be

separated by steady-field electrophoresis; size-separation is achieved by the application

of low-voltage, pulsed electric fields [3]. Pulsed-field electrophoresis typically requires
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12-24 hours of electrophoresis. The high-resolution separation of small DNA fragments

(under 2 kbp) is necessary for fine restriction mapping, and is typically achieved in

crosslinked polyacrylamide gels in 1-2 hours. In this chapter, we demonstrate the

potential of the technique of polymer-solution capillary electrophoresis to vastly increase

the rate of DNA restriction mapping for DNA in the size range of 0.7 - 23.1 kbp.

2.1.1. Slab gel electrophoresis

DNA electrophoresis is typically performed on slab gels, in which several samples are

run in parallel lanes alongside DNA molecular weight standards. Because DNA chains

of different lengths have different electrophoretic mobilities within the gel matrix, they

form separate bands on the gel. To allow detection of these bands, the DNA molecules

are labeled with fluorescent or radioactive compounds before, during, or after the

electrophoretic separation. Relatively large samples of DNA (up to 10 pg) are required,

because while the fluorophores or radiolabels emit in all directions, signal is only

collected by imaging the gel in two dimensions (e.g., by exposing one side of the gel to

X-ray film). Because gels are prepared and loaded manually, slab gel electrophoresis is

labor-intensive; furthermore, the separation step is slow, requiring from 1 to 24 hours of

electrophoresis, depending on the conditions, desired resolution, and the size range of

the DNA to be analyzed. Advantages of slab gel electrophoresis include the ability to

make side-by-side comparisons of related DNA samples and molecular weight

standards (necessary for applications such as restriction mapping, DNA sequencing,

mobility shift assays of protein binding to DNA, etc.), and the ability to separate, and

subsequently collect from the gel, relatively large amounts of DNA for further

manipulation.
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2.1.2. Capillary electrophoresis

There are several practical advantages to performing DNA electrophoresis within a

microbore capillary (i.d. 50-100 pm) rather than on a slab gel. First, much higher

voltage gradients can be applied, providing much faster DNA separation. The

magnitude of the current which may be applied to a slab gel is limited, because it is

important that the gel remain at a relatively low and uniform temperature during

electrophoresis, to prevent sample or gel degradation and/or thermal convection of DNA

molecules which can be caused by temperature gradients. The maximum voltage which

can be applied to conventional slab gels is in the range of 5-40 V/cm, depending on the

thickness of the gel (thin gels dissipate heat more efficiently). A microbore fused silica

capillary (inner diameter 50-100 pm) has an internal volume of only 1-2 pil and an

intrinsically high electrical resistance, so that the current and resultant Joule heat which

are generated during the application of even very high voltage gradients are relatively

low in magnitude. The small amount of Joule heat produced during capillary

electrophoresis is dissipated with great efficiency because of the high surface-area-to

volume ratio of the capillary; hence voltage gradients of up to 700 V/cm may be applied

without appreciable temperature rise within the capillary. Consequently, DNA

separations by capillary electrophoresis typically require less than 20 minutes, running

up to 25 times faster than slab gel electrophoresis [4]. Efficiencies of greater than

100,000 theoretical plates/meter are routinely obtained [5]. Detection of the DNA bands

separated by capillary electrophoresis may be accomplished on-line (by running the

capillary directly through a detector), either by UV absorbance [6] or by laser-induced

fluorescence of labeled DNA [7]. In addition, various methods to collect separated DNA

bands from capillaries have been developed [8][9][10][11]. Small sample volumes (2-

100 ml) are required for high-performance capillary electrophoresis, so only small
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amounts of DNA are required (less than 50 ng). Hence, capillary electrophoresis serves

extremely well as an analytical technique.

Attempts to perform capillary electrophoresis of DNA in gel-filled capillaries have

focused almost exclusively on the use of polyacrylamide gels, and have met with limited

success. The preparation of gel-filled capillaries of uniform quality and stability has

proven difficult and remains a difficult problem [12][13][14]. Furthermore, the structure

of crosslinked polyacrylamide is such that it can only separate DNA smaller than ~2 kbp,

making it inadequate for most chromosome mapping separations, though it can provide

excellent separation of small DNA fragments (15-500 bases) for DNA sequencing.

Agarose gels, though useful as in a slab geometry for restriction mapping of large DNA,

are poor media for capillary electrophoresis, because they are difficult to cast within a

capillary, optically opaque, and yield relatively poor and irreproducible separations [15].

Thus, no crosslinked gel matrix is effective for the capillary electrophoresis separations

of DNA restriction fragments longer than 2 kbp.

Capillary electrophoresis in uncrosslinked polymer solutions provides an alternative to

the use of gel-filled capillaries. Polymer solutions are easy to handle, providing a

"replaceable" separation matrix which can be pumped into and out of the capillary

automatically. Unlike gel-filled capillaries, polymer solution-filled capillaries are stable

under the high electric fields, which are typically applied during capillary electrophoresis.

Different fluorescent dyes are available to label different DNA samples, allowing

accurate sizing of an unknown DNA sample separated in the same capillary with a

molecular weight standard [16]. Capillary arrays, which will allow parallel DNA

separations such as those performed in slab gels, have also been developed [17][18].
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It has been shown that high-concentration polyacrylamide solutions (e.g., 9%T) provide

single-base resolution of single-stranded DNA sequencing fragments much more

quickly than the separation is accomplished by polyacrylamide slab gel electrophoresis

[19][20]. Restriction mapping of DNA larger than 600 bp is best accomplished in more

dilute polymer solutions. Several different types of polymers have been employed as

DNA separation media for capillary electrophoresis, such as linear polyacrylamide [21],

alkyl celluloses (e.g., hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose) [2] [22]

[23], polyethylene glycol [24], liquefied agarose [23], and polyvinyl alcohol [23] [24].

Separations are performed in fused silica capillaries, which can be internally coated with

polymer (typically polyacrylamide (25), or left uncoated. Typical electrophoresis buffers

have a pH of about 8; under these conditions the negative charge of the fused silica

walls causes the formation of a diffuse double layer of positive counter-ions. The

application of a voltage gradient to the capillary, if it is left uncoated, gives rise to

electroosmotic flow in the capillary; the buffer solution flows towards the cathode with a

flat velocity profile (26].

In order to understand the mechanism by which DNA is separated in polymer solution, it

is necessary to examine the effects of polymer concentration, polymer type, polymer

size, and DNA size on the electrophoretic separation of DNA.

2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1 Instrumentation

The capillary electrophoresis apparatus employed in these studies is shown

schematically in Figure 2-1. The apparatus employs a single fused silica capillary
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Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of the capillary electrophoresis apparatus.

(Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) 50 cm in length (35 cm to the detector),

with i.d. 51 pm and o.d. 360 pm, either uncoated or internally coated with a covalently

attached layer of crosslinked polyacrylamide. The capillary connects the anodic

reservoir with the electrically grounded cathodic reservoir. A high-voltage power supply

with a 30,000-V capacity (Gamma High Voltage Research, Ormand Beach, CA, USA)

was used to drive electrophoresis. Current was measured over a 1-k() resistor in the

return circuit of the power supply, using a digital multimeter (Model 3465B, Hewlett

Packard, Palo Alto, CA, USA). On-column detection was by UV absorbance at 260 nm

using a modified variable-wavelength detector (Model 783, Applied Biosystems, Foster
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City, CA, USA). Data were collected using an integrator (Model 3390, Hewlett-Packard,

Palo Alto, CA, USA).

2.2.2. Materials

A non-stoichiometric mixture of A–HindIII and qX174-Haelll restriction fragments

(A–HindIII fragments are present at a lower concentration, so that peaks of the larger

DNA fragments in this digest will not dwarf those of the qX174-Haelll digest) was

obtained from Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology (Alameda, CA, USA) at a concentration of

500 pg/mL. In experiments with uncoated capillaries, the time it took a neutral species,

mesityl oxide (Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, WI, USA), to move from the entrance of

the capillary to the detection window was used to calculate the neutral marker's average

velocity, assumed to be the electroosmotic velocity. The buffer used in all experiments

with DNA was 89 mM Tris, 89 mM borate, and 5 mM EDTA, with a pH of 8.15 (all buffer

reagents purchased from Sigma Molecular Biology, St. Louis, MO, USA).

Measured amounts of hydroxyethyl cellulose were added to pre-filtered buffer solutions,

which were vigorously shaken, and then mixed for 24 hours by tumbling (mechanical

stirring sometimes led to incomplete dissolution). Successive dilution was used to make

extremely dilute solutions. Two HEC samples, with manufacturer-reported number

average molecular masses of Mn = 90,000-105,000 g/mol and Mn = 24,000-27,000

g/mol, were obtained from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA, USA). Another HEC

sample was obtained from Aqualon Co. (Wilmington, DE, USA); the number-average

molecular mass of this sample was previously determined by Sperry (27). Three

different HPC samples were obtained from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario, NY,
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USA), having manufacturer-specified weight-average molecular masses of Mw =

100,000 g/mol, M. = 300,000 g/mol, and Mw = 1,000,000 g/mol. Two different linear

PAA samples were obtained from Polysciences, Inc. One sample was unfractionated

with respect to molecular mass, and had a manufacturer-specified weight-average

molecular mass in the range Mw = 700,000-1,000,000 g/mol. The other PAA sample

was fractionated and well0characterized with respect to molecular mass, and was

certified to have a weight-average molecular mass of Mw = 1,140,000 g/mol and a

number-average molecular mass Mn = 456,000 g/mol.

2.2.3. Capillary electrophoresis

DNA samples containing X-HindIII and qX174-Haelll restriction fragments were pre

heated for 5 minutes at 65°C and then stored on ice (A-Hindlll restriction fragments of

4361 bp and 23130 bp have cohesive termini). All DNA samples were pre-mixed with a

minute amount of mesity oxide, and injected without dilution. In the electropherograms,

peaks were identified by integration of peak areas. A representative plot of peak area

as a function of the number of DNA base pairs can be found in reference [2].

Each new, uncoated capillary was treated with 1 M NaOH for three hours and then

rinsed with water before initial use, to etch the fused silica surface clean of adsorbed

impurities. Thereafter, before each filling of the capillary with a given polymer solution,

the uncoated inner capillary wall was conditioned first with 1 M NaOH for 10 minutes,

then with 0.1 M NaOH for 10 minutes, and finally with the electrophoresis buffer

(containing dissolved HEC) for 15 minutes. Samples were introduced to the anodic end

of the capillary by applying a vacuum of 1-3 in Hg (3386-10159 Pa) for a specific time
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which depended on the buffer viscosity, to introduce approximately 3 n1 (3 x 10-6 cm3)

of sample for each run. After the sample was drawn into the capillary, the anodic end of

the capillary was replaced in the electrophoresis buffer, together with the anodic

electrode, and the electrophoretic voltage of 265 V/cm was applied. The uncoated

capillary was enclosed in a plexiglas box and surrounded by convected air at a

temperature of 30.0 + 0.1°C during all experiments.

Absolute electrophoretic mobilities are calculated by subtracting the electroosmotic

mobility (determined from the elution time of the neutral marker) from the apparent

electrophoretic mobility of the DNA band, since the electroosmotic flow and the DNA

move in opposite directions; a mathematical description of this calculation can be found

elsewhere [28]. Electroosmosis of the buffer results in uniform flow with a flat velocity

profile [29]. This flow exerts an equal force on all DNA molecules in the sample,

regardless of chain length. This is demonstrated by the fact that when electrophoresis

is performed in free solution, in the absence of polymers in the buffer, all DNA

molecules migrate at the same velocity and elute as a single peak.

2.2.4. Viscosity measurements

Viscosity measurements for all HEC samples were performed using an Ostwald

viscometer which was immersed in a stirred water bath temperature-regulated at 25.0+

0.1°C. Viscosity measurements for all HPC and PA samples were performed using an

automated Ubbelodhe capillary viscometer (Schott-Geräte, Hofheim, Germany)

Controlled by a desktop PC. The Ubbelodhe viscometer was immersed in a water bath

(Model H-1 High Temperature Bath, Cannon Instrument Co., State college, PA)

temperature regulated at 25.0+0.1°C.
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2.3. RESULTS

2.3.1. Characterization of Polymer Samples

The polymer properties that are important in the separation of DNA using capillary

electrophoresis are the polymer mass, entanglement threshold, and radius of gyration.

Where possible, we have characterized our polymer samples with respect to molecular

mass. However, we often have to rely on the manufacturer-specified value for

molecular mass, which are of questionable accuracy for most samples. We have

determined the entanglement threshold for the polymer samples used in our studies.

We have done this using a viscosity-based empirical method, rather than a theoretical

calculation (see eq. 1-8). The empirical method has the advantage that it is based

solely on the properties of the specific solution tested. Since the polymer samples we

use are for the most part not exceptionally well characterized (with the exception of the

PAA 1.14 sample), we believe that the viscosity-based method is more accurate. The

entanglement threshold, b, is determined using a plot of the logarithm of the specific

viscosity vs. the logarithm of the weight fraction of polymer. In a dilute solution, the

relationship between in msp and In weight fraction is linear because the polymer

molecules are hydrodynamically isolated in solution, and thus the bulk viscosity is

directly proportional to the concentration of the polymer. However, as the polymer

molecules begin to interact with each other in solution, they affect the hydrodynamics of

the polymer solution, increasing the viscosity. We plot a linear regression through the

ultra-dilute data, and determine the entanglement threshold as the concentration at

which the specific viscosity deviates from the linear regression by 10%. Figure 2-2

shows a representative plot of In map vs. In weight fraction for the polymer sample HPC

1M, which shows the entanglement threshold occurring at approximately 0.09%. Note
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that past the entanglement threshold, each data point is successively further away from

the linear relationship that holds for dilute solutions. Table 2-1 shows the entanglement

threshold concentrations for the polymer samples used in our studies, as well as their

molecular mass distributions and radii of gyration. Many of the polymer molecular

masses were specified by the manufacturer, while others were determined in our lab
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Figure 2-2. A plot of In specific viscosity of an aqueous solution of HPC as the function
of polymer concentration. The entanglement threshold is taken as the point where the
data departs from linearity by 10%. The departure from linearity signifies that the
polymer chains are interacting hydrodynamically in solution. For the HPC 1M sample,
the entanglement threshold concentration, q)", is approximately 0.09% w/w HPC. The
polymer was dissolved in 1X TBE. Viscosity measurements were taken at 25°C with an
automated Ubbelohde viscometer. Data from [22].
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Table 2-1. Molecular mass distributions, entanglement threshold concentrations, and
radii of gyration of polymer samples used for DNA separations

Polymer Entanglement
type and Weight-average Number-average Poly- threshold Radius of

abbreviation molecular mass molecular mass dispersity concentration Gyration
Mw (g/mol) Mn (g/mol) Mw/Mn % w/w R., (nm)

HEC 139K 139,000” 24,000-27,000° 5.1 1.80 29°)

HEC 1.32M 1,315,000° 90,000-105,000° 12.4 0.37 83°)

HEC 1.76M 1,760,000° 438,800° 4.0 0.09 103°)

HPC 100K 100,000° Unknown High" 0.65 39"

HPC 300K 300,000° Unknown High 0.45 64"

HPC 1M 1,000,000°) Unknown High 0.09 163"

PAA 1M 700,000- Unknown High 0.23 119)
1,000,000”

PAA 1.14M 1,140,000° 456,000” 2.5 0.18 136"

a) Determined in our laboratory by low-angle laser light scattering.
b) Specified by the manufacturer.
c) Determined by Sperry et al (27].
d) Samples for which Mn is unknown, and therefore the polydispersity is unknown, are

unfractionated with respect to molecular mass, and thus are expected to have relatively high
polydispersities (MW/Mn 24.0).

e) Calculated using eq. 2-2.
f) Calculated using eq. 1-8. This equation tends to overstate the value of R, compared to eq. 2
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using low-angle laser light scattering (30). The radius of gyration for the HEC samples
were calculated using the Porod-Kratky equation:

(rº), -2al.(–a/L.(–e *") (2-1)

where crº-o is the mean square end-to-end distance, Lc is the contour length, and a is

the persistence length of the polymer (8.3 nm [31]). The radius of gyration, Ro, is

determined by the following relation:

(R,+) = (r’), /6 (2-2)

Since we do not know the persistence length of HPC or PAA, we used equation 1-8 to

calculate the radius of gyration from the theoretical expression of the entanglement

threshold, using our calculated value for b. It should be noted that that equation 1-8 is

strictly accurate only for monodisperse polymers, and since the HPC samples have

unknown polydispersities, equation 1-8 will tend to overestimate the radius of gyration.

The value for PAA should be a little more accurate, since it has a relatively low

polydispersity (M./Mn = 2.5).

2.3.2. Dilute and ultra dilute solution separation of DNA

The separation of DNA in is possible in unentangled polymer solutions, contrary to the

predictions of the Ogston and reptation models. We have shown separations of DNA in

polymer solutions with concentrations orders of magnitude below the entanglement

threshold [2]. Figure 2-3 (a) depicts the separation by capillary electrophoresis of a
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(b) | to| >

s º

i4-H ---H-4–4–4–4–4–4–4–4–4–4–4–H---H-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18. 19 20 21 22 23 24

Time (minutes)

|
1 2 3 4 5 & 7 & 8 to 11 12 is is is is 7 ■ e is 20 2, 22 2s 2.

Time (minutes)

Figure 2-3. Separation by capillary electrophoresis of a mixture of A–Hindll/ and qX174-Haell!
restriction fragments (in non-stoichiometric mixture) (a) in 0.15% (w/w) HEC 1.32M. Peak
identification: 1 = 23130 bp, 2 = 9416 bp, 3 = 6557 bp, 4 = 4361 bp, 5 = 2322 bp, 6 = 2027 bp, 7 =
1353 bp, 8 = 1078 bp, 9 = 872 bp, 10 = 603 bp, 11 = 310 bp, 12 = 281 bp, 13 = 271 bp, 14 = 234
bp, 15 = 194 bp, 16 = 118 + 72 bp. (b) In 0.025% (w/w) HEC 1.32M. Peak identification: 1 =
23130 bp, 2 = 9416 bp, 3 = 6557 bp, 4 = 4361 bp, 5 = 2322 bp, 6 = 2027 bp, 7 = 1353 bp, 8 =
1078 bp, 9 = 872 bp, 10 = 603 bp, 11 = 310 + 281 + 271 bp, 12 = 234 + 194+ 118 + 72 bp. (c) In
0.001.25% (w/w) HEC 1.32M. Peak identification: 1 = 23130 bp, 2 = 9416 bp, 3 = 6557 bp, 4 =
4361 bp, 5 = 2322 + 2027 bp, 6 = 1353 +1078 + 872 + 603 bp, 7 = 310 + 281 + 271 + 234 + 194 +
118 + 72 bp. In all electropherograms, the furthest left peak corresponds to a neutral marker
(mesity oxide). In (b) and (c), the second peak at left is an impurity present in the DNA sample
Electrophoretic conditions: buffer is 1X TBE, field strength is 265 V/cm, temperature is 30 + 0.1°C.
Data from [30].
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mixture of qX174-Haelll and A-HindIII DNA restriction fragments, ranging between 72

bp and 23.1 kbp, in 0.15% (w/w) HEC 1.32M solution. This represents less than half

that of the measured HEC entanglement threshold concentration (qb" ~ 0.37% (W/w) for

HEC 1.32M). Figure 2-3 (b) shows the separation of the same restriction digest in a

0.025% (w/w) HEC 1.32M solution. At this concentration, resolution is lost for DNA

smaller than 600 bp, but retained for larger restriction fragments. Even at

concentrations as low as 0.001.25% (w/w), (12 parts per million), resolution of larger

DNA fragments is achieved (see Figure 2-3 (c)). Resolution is only completely lost

when the HEC concentration is reduced below 1.5 parts per million.

Figure 2-4 (a) gives a plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility (u) as a function of HEC

1.32M concentration for this mixture of qX174-Hae||l and A-HindIII restriction

fragments. For fragments larger than 2 kbp, there is a distinct concave curvature at low

HEC concentrations. Although the measured entanglement threshold concentration of

this HEC is ~ 0.37% (w/w), no distinguishable changes in the behavior of the

electrophoretic mobilities occur at this concentration; the nature of the separation does

not appear to change during the transition from dilute to entangled polymer solution.

Figure 2-4 (b) shows the ultra-dilute solution data on an expanded scale; the transition

from the equal electrophoretic mobilities of all DNA fragments in free solution, to size

dependent electrophoretic mobilities, is seen to occur at ultra-dilute HEC concentrations.

Figures 2-5 (a) and (b) show plots of the difference in electrophoretic mobilities between

adjacent DNA peaks as a function of HEC 1.32M concentration for large and small DNA

fragments. For all DNA larger than 310 bp, there exists a concentration at which the

difference in electrophoretic mobilities between adjacent DNA peaks is a maximum (Fig.

2-5 (a)). Interestingly, these optimum concentrations for DNA separation occur below

the entanglement threshold. The resolution between adjacent DNA peaks 310 bp and
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Figure2-4 (a) and (b). Plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility vs. HEC concentration (HEC
1.32M) for DNA restriction fragments ranging from 72 bp to 23,130 bp in length. (a)
Normal scale. (b) Expanded scale to show detail at ultra-dilute HEC concentrations.
Data points at each HEC concentration are the average of 3-5 individual determinations.
The entanglement threshold for HEC 1.32M is 0.37% (w/w). Data from [30].
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Figure 2-5 (a) and (b). Plot of the difference in electrophoretic mobilities (Ap) between
adjacent DNA peaks as a function of HEC concentration for HEC 1.32M: (a) for DNA
ranging in size from 1353 bp to 23,130 bp; and (b) for DNA ranging in size from 72 bp to
310 bp. The values for Au were calculated from the data in Figure 2-4. These plots
allow us to determine the optimum HEC concentration to resolve DNA peaks as a
function of DNA size. For DNA larger than 1353 bp, this optimum concentration is less
than 0.1%, while for DNA less than 310 bp, the optimum concentration is greater than
our most concentrated solution (0.55%). The entanglement threshold for HEC 1.32M is
0.37%. Data from [30].
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smaller improves as the concentration increases, up to the highest concentration we

used (well past the entanglement threshold), as can be seen in Fig 2-5 (b).

The molecular mass of the HEC in the running buffer has a large effect on the

electrophoretic separation of DNA. For smaller HEC (Mn = 24,000-27,000 g/mol), we

find that dilute separations of large DNA (>2 kbp) are not possible, though DNA smaller

than 2 kbp can be separated at concentrations well below the entanglement threshold

(q)" ~ 1.80% (w/w)). Figure 2-6 shows an electropherogram of the separation of DNA in

0.9% HEC 139K. Note that while the separation of DNA fragments 603 bp and smaller

is excellent, there is not baseline separation of the three DNA fragments larger than 603

Peak identification
1 = 1353 bp

12 2= 1078 bp
3 3 = 872 bp

4 = 603 bp
5 = 310 bp

4. 6= 281+271 bp
6 7 =234bp

8 = 194bp
-

9 = 118 bp
7 10 = 72 bp

10

8

1 i i i i l i I 1. i 1 I t i i 1 i 1
T º T T t w T u t T t t

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Time (minutes)

Figure 2-6. Separation by capillary electrophoresis of a mixture of A–HindIII and
QX174-Haelll restriction fragments (in non-stoichiometric mixture) in 0.9% (w/w) HEC
139K. The furthest left peak corresponds to a neutral marker (mesity oxide), used to
determine the velocity of electroosmotic flow in the capillary. Peak identification: 1 =
1353 bp, 2 = 1078 bp, 3 = 872 bp, 4 = 603 bp, 5 = 310 bp, 6 = 281 bp + 271 bp, 7 = 234
bp, 8 = 194 bp, 9 = 118 bp, 10 = 72 bp. Electrophoretic conditions: buffer is 1X TBE,
field strength is 265 V/cm, temperature is 30 + 0.1°C. Data from [30].
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bp, unlike the separations in HEC 1.32M. This separation included only the mixture of

qX174-Haelll restriction fragments, since the larger A-Hindlll fragments could not be

separated. Figure 2-7 gives a plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility (u) as a function of

HEC 139K concentration for the qX174-Hae||| mixture. As the HEC concentration

increases, the separation of smaller DNA improves. This is illustrated in Figures 2-8 (a)

and (b), which show plots of the difference in electrophoretic mobilities between

adjacent DNA peaks as a function of HEC concentration for large and small DNA

fragments. As can be seen in Fig. 2-8(a), for DNA larger than 603 bp, there is an

HEC 139K

3.50 !.
* *
E. :

- -** e + 1353
-

-

O m 1078
2, 3.00 ■ º s * O

-
i © © 872-- r" - -

37 * * * m 603
E § à eO - & © In 310

+, × 2.50 ■ º ô * O& E º & A 281
C O ^ ©
5 * * - : © A 271
9 Sº &
5 ºf 2.00 * A & * 234G)

III - ^ • : & 194
$º A 118

º -

1.50 * º • 72

q> * =1.8% &

1.00 |
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

HEC concentration [%(w/w)]

Figure 2-7. Plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility vs. HEC concentration (HEC 139K) for
DNA restriction fragments ranging from 72 bp to 1353 bp in length. No significant
separation of DNA larger than 1353 bp was obtained using this sample. Data points at
each HEC concentration are the average of 3-5 individual determinations. The
entanglement threshold for HEC 139K is 1.80% (w/w). Data from [30].
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Figure 2-8 (a) and (b). Plot of the difference in electrophoretic mobilities (Au) between
adjacent DNA peaks as a function of HEC concentration for HEC 139K: (a) for DNA
ranging in size from 603 bp to 1353 bp; and (b) for DNA ranging in size from 72 bp to
603 bp. The values for Api were calculated from the data in Figure 2-7. These plots
allow us to determine the optimum HEC concentration to resolve DNA peaks as a
function of DNA size. For DNA larger than 603 bp, this optimum concentration occurs
somewhere below the entanglement threshold, which for 1% HEC 139K is 1.80%. For
DNA less than 603 bp, the optimum concentration is greater than our most concentrated
solution. Data from [30].
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optimum polymer concentration for the separation of large DNA in HEC 139K. This

optimum concentration, at which there is a maximum value for the difference between

the electrophoretic mobilities of two adjacent DNA fragments, decreases with increasing

DNA size. Thus, the optimum concentration for the separation of the 1353-1078 bp pair

is approximately 0.5%(w/w) HEC, while for the 872-603 bp pair it is approximately 0.9%

(w/w) HEC. Fig. 2-8(b) shows that the resolution of the separation of small DNA

fragments (<603 bp) increases as the polymer concentration increases, both above and

below the entanglement threshold, for all concentrations where we performed

separations. We were not able to determine if there was an optimum concentration for

separation of any sizes of DNA less than 603 bp, because we did not perform

experiments using highly concentrated polymer solutions due to viscosity limitations.

However, it is clear that the separation of small DNA improves with increasing polymer

Concentration.

At concentrations two orders of magnitude below the overlap threshold, HEC chains

remain relatively isolated in solution. Although chains may collide and interact

transiently, HEC does not form an entangled network. Yet, in HEC 1.32M solution, DNA

larger than 2 kbp can be readily separated at these ultra-dilute concentrations. This

suggests that the mechanism of DNA separation in dilute, uncrosslinked polymer

solutions must be quite different from that postulated for gels. In an extremely dilute

uncrosslinked polymer solution, no obstacle is permanent on the time scale of DNA

motion [32] [2]. Thus, the controlling factor in DNA electrophoretic mobility may be the

local resistance of polymer chains to dislocation and deformation, which would depend

on the relative sizes of the DNA and the polymer chains, as well as other polymer

properties such as stiffness, hydrophilicity, and polydispersity. The influence of these

factors is discussed in the following sections.
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2.3.3. The effect of polymer properties on DNA separations

2.3.3.1 Polymer Type

It is important to determine if the separation of DNA in ultradilute HEC solutions is due to

specific interactions between DNA and HEC rather than nonspecific DNA-polymer

interactions. Thus, we have examined other polymer types to determine if ultradilute

separations are possible in solutions of other polymer types. We show data from

experiments using linear polyacrylamide (PAA), hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), and

hydroxyethey cellulose (HEC). In all cases, separations below the entanglement

threshold are possible using a polymer sample with a sufficient molecular weight.

Figures 2-9 (a)-(c) show the electrophoretic mobilities of qX174-Haelll and X-Hindll

DNA fragments in 0.001.25% HEC 1.32M, 00.125% HPC 300K, and 0.025% PAA 1M,

each solution well below the entanglement threshold for that polymer. These three

electropherograms show similar separations of DNA in ultradilute solution. However,

the concentrations required for these equivalent separations are higher for HPC and

PAA than for HEC. In comparison to HPC and PAA, HEC is a stiffer, more extended

polymer in aqueous solution. HPC is less hydrophilic than HEC, and thus adopts a

more compact conformation in solution. PAA, in turn, is much more flexible than HEC.

There are two possible effects that could account for the better ultradilute separations in

HEC. The first is that the stiffness of the HEC molecules leads to more effective

entanglements with DNA molecules. This could result from a stronger entanglement

interaction between the stiffer polymer and DNA. The second effect is that an increased
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Figure 2-9 (a)-(c). Separation by capillary electrophoresis of a mixture of X-Hindll/ and
qX174-Haelll restriction fragments (a) in 0.001.25% (w/w) HEC 1.32M. DNA above
1353 bp is separated, except for the 2027-2322 bp peaks. There is virtually no
separation below 1353 bp. (b) In 0.0125% (w/w) HPC 300K. DNA above 1353 bp is
separated, except for the 2027-2322 bp peaks. There is no separation below 1353 bp.
(c) In 0.025% (w/w) PAA 1M. DNA above 1353 bp is separated, except for the 2027
2322 bp peaks. There is virtually no separation below 1353 bp. In all
electropherograms, the furthest left peak corresponds to a neutral marker (mesity
oxide), used to determine the velocity of electroosmotic flow in the capillary. Peak
identification given in (b). Electrophoretic conditions: buffer is 1XTBE, field strength is
265 V/cm, temperature is 30 + 0.1°C. Data from [22].
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volume occupied by the polymer could lead to an increased frequency of Collision

between DNA and polymer.

We can also compare the separations of DNA in dilute and semidilute solutions of HEC,

HPC, and PAA. We find that both HPC and PAA provide similar separations to HEC,

and provide good resolution of DNA between 72 bp and 23 kbp. Figures 210 (a)-(c)

depict the separation of DNA in 0.20% HEC 1.76M, 0.20% PAA 1.14M, and 0.3% HPC

|
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18. 19 20

Time (minutes)

0.20% (w/w) PAA 1.14M

|
O 1 3 4 5 & 7 & 8 to 1, 2 is is is is 17 is to 20

Tirne (minutes)

Figure 2-10 (a)-(b). Separation by capillary electrophoresis of a mixture of A–HindIII
and qX174-Haelll restriction fragments (a) in 0.2% (w/w) HEC 1.76M. This solution
provides excellent separation of all DNA fragments, including the 271+281 bp doublet.
(b) In 0.2% (w/w) PAA 1.14.M. This solution provides excellent separation of DNA
between 72 bp and 23,130 bp. In all electropherograms, the furthest left peak
corresponds to a neutral marker (mesity oxide), used to determine the velocity of
electroosmotic flow in the capillary. Peak identification given in (b). Electrophoretic
conditions: buffer is 1X TBE, field strength is 265 V/cm, temperature is 30 + 0.1°C.
Data from [22].
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1 - 72 bp
2 - 116 bp

-
7 3 - 194 bp

0.30% (w/w) HPC 300K ::::::sºr
s 6-310 bp| in a 2027 bp

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18. 19 20

Time (minutes)

Figure 2-10 (c). Separation by capillary electrophoresis of a mixture of A–Hindll and
qX174-Haell■ restriction fragments (c) In 0.3% (w/w) HPC 300K. This solution provides
excellent separation of DNA between 72 bp and 23,130 bp. The furthest left peak
corresponds to a neutral marker (mesity oxide), used to determine the velocity of
electroosmotic flow in the capillary. Peak identification given in figure. Electrophoretic
conditions: buffer is 1X TBE, field strength is 265 V/cm, temperature is 30 + 0.1°C.
Data from [22].

300K. As these electropherograms illustrate, the HEC solution provides better

resolution of smaller DNA fragments (< 2 kbp), while providing similar separations of

larger DNA fragments. Figures 2-11 (a)-(e) show plots of the DNA electrophoretic

mobility vs. polymer concentration, as a function of DNA fragment size, for solutions of

HEC 1.76M, HPC 100K, HPC 300K, HPC 1M and PAA 1.14M (for similar plots for HEC

139K and HEC 1.32M, see Fig. 2-4 (a) and Fig. 2-7). The raw data for these plots are

contained in Appendix A. These plots are all qualitatively similar to those of HEC, and

exhibit many of the same characteristics. In all cases, the separation of DNA smaller

than 603 bp increases as the concentration increases. For DNA 603 bp and larger,

separation first improves as the concentration increases, then degrades above a certain

concentration (different for different sizes of DNA and polymer). This optimum

concentration for the separation of a DNA fragment tends to occur at lower
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Figure 2-11 (a) and (b). Plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility vs. polymer concentration
for (a) HEC 1.76M and (b) HPC 100K for DNA restriction fragments ranging from 72 bp
to 23,130 bp in length. Data points at each HEC concentration are the average of 3-5
individual determinations. The entanglement threshold for HEC 1.76M is 0.09% (w/w)
and for HPC 100K is 0.65% (w/w). The HEC 1.76M sample provides excellent
separations of all sizes of DNA, while the HPC 100K sample provides virtually no
separation of DNA larger than 1353 bp. Data from [22].
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Figure 2-11 (c) and (d). Plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility vs. polymer concentration
for (c) HPC 300K and (d) HPC 1M for DNA restriction fragments ranging from 72 bp to
23,130 bp in length. Data points at each HEC concentration are the average of 3-5
individual determinations. The entanglement threshold for HPC 300K is 0.45% (w/w)
and for HPC 1M is 0.09% (w/w). Both HPC samples provide excellent separations of all
sizes of DNA. Data from [22].
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Figure 2-11 (e). Plot of DNA electrophoretic mobility vs. polymer concentration for (e)
PAA 1.14M for DNA restriction fragments ranging from 72 bp to 23,130 bp in length.
Data points at each HEC concentration are the average of 3-5 individual determinations.
The entanglement threshold for PAA 1.14M is 0.18% (w/w). PAA 1.14 provides
excellent separations of all sizes of DNA. Data from [22].

concentrations as the DNA size increases, and typically occurs below the entanglement

threshold. Indeed, it should also be noted that, similar to HEC, the entanglement

threshold does not appear to be a relevant parameter to the separation of DNA. The

nature of the separation does not appear to change as the concentration of the polymer

is increased beyond the entanglement threshold for any of the polymers studied. The

fact that differing polymers provide qualitatively similar separations implies that specific

interactions between polymer and DNA during electrophoresis play little or no part in the

electrophoretic separation.
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2.3.3.2. Polymer Mass

The effect of the molecular mass of the polymer is again illustrated by Fig 2-11 (b)-(d),

which detail the separation of DNA in HPC solutions of various molecular masses.

Similar to the smallest HEC sample (HEC 139K), the HPC 100K sample provides

virtually no separation of large DNA, with almost no resolution of DNA larger than 1353

bp. Again, the separation of small DNA improves as the concentration increases. Both

the HPC 300K and HPC 1M samples, however, show resolution of large DNA, being

able to resolve all DNA fragments larger than 1 kbp at all but the most dilute

concentrations. Thus, it appears that it is necessary for the polymer to have a molecular

mass well above 100K before separation of large DNA can take place. This seems to

imply that there is a type of polymer-DNA interaction that requires the polymer to have a

high molecular mass, so that large DNA can be separated. Figures 2-11 (b)-(d) also

show that separations of large DNA are optimal at concentrations below the

entanglement threshold. This can be seen by looking at the difference in electrophoretic

mobility for two fragments of DNA: for DNA larger than 603 bp, this difference tends to

be a maximum below the entanglement threshold. The larger the polymer, the lower the

optimum concentration for the separation. Unlike large DNA, the separation of small

DNA (less than 603bp) appears to be concentration-dependent, and does not require

that the polymer have a high molecular mass in order for the separation to occur.

Similar to the HEC samples, the separation of smaller DNA improves as the

concentration increases. Interestingly, the size of the polymer is important to the

resolution of the smaller DNA fragments as well. At identical concentrations,

separations of smaller DNA improve as the polymer molecular mass increases. For

example, at an HPC concentration of 0.25%, the difference in electrophoretic mobilities

between the 72 bp peak and the 310 bp peak is 0.1015*10* cmºWs for HPC 100K,
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while for HPC 300K, the difference is 0.1793*10*.cm■ /Vs, and for HPC 1M the

difference is 0.2378*10* cmºWs. Obviously, the separation improves as the polymer

mass increases. However, this does not show that high molecular mass polymers are

best for separating smaller DNA, as the viscosity of high molecular mass solutions are

much greater than low molecular mass solutions for identical concentrations, making it

possible to use higher concentrations of the low molecular mass polymer at low

viscosities.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS

Our observations of electrophoretic separations of DNA in dilute and ultra-dilute

solutions of hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, and linear polyacrylamide

suggest that a new approach must be taken to understand DNA electrophoresis in such

uncrosslinked polymer solutions, and that the models used for traditional gel

electrophoresis are not appropriate. There are several trends that are evident in our

data. The separation of small DNA (less than 603 bp) improves at higher polymer

concentrations for all polymer types and sizes. The separation of larger DNA (larger

than 1353 bp) requires a polymer of sufficient molecular mass. The smaller HEC 139K

and HPC 100K samples were unable to provide resolution of larger DNA fragments. In

addition, there is an optimum concentration of the polymer for the resolution of large

DNA fragments, typically occurring below the entanglement threshold of the polymer.

This optimum concentration tends to decrease with increasing DNA size. The polymer

type has a small but noticeable impact on the separation of DNA, especially at ultra

dilute concentrations. Neither the HPC samples nor the PAA sample could provide

ultra-dilute separations of DNA at the same concentration as the large HEC samples

(HEC 1.32M and HEC 1.76M). In order to see equivalent resolution, the HPC and PAA
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had to be at a concentration an order of magnitude greater than the HEC. However, the

separations of DNA above the ultra-dilute range were qualitatively similar for all polymer

types, including the molecular mass effects on the separations.

These results have huge implications for the mechanism of separation of DNA in

polymer solutions. Since separations occur well below the entanglement threshold, it is

clear that the mechanism of separation is different in polymer solutions than is

postulated for gels. We have proposed a transient entanglement coupling mechanism,

based on polymer-DNA interactions, to explain the electrophoretic separation of DNA in

polymer solutions. From the difference in the separation behavior of small DNA and

large DNA depending on the molecular mass of the polymer, there appears to be more

than one type of polymer-DNA interaction. Separation of large DNA seems to depend

on a polymer-DNA interaction that requires a polymer with a molecular mass of 300,000

g/mol or larger. Separation of small DNA, though, seems to require only that polymer

be present in the solution, of any molecular weight. In addition, large DNA (larger than

603 bp) has an optimum concentration for the resolution of that size of DNA. Above this

optimum concentration, the resolution degrades. The optimum concentration occurs

below the entanglement threshold. DNA smaller than 603 bp, however, does not have

an optimum concentration for separation, even at concentrations well beyond the

entanglement threshold (though we were not able to test extremely concentrated

solutions due to equipment restrictions). Instead, the separation of small DNA increases

as the concentration increases. This points to there being a difference in how large

DNA and smaller DNA are separated. The polymer type does not seem to have a large

effect on the separation of DNA, though HEC does provide significantly better ultra

dilute separations, and slightly better overall separation of larger DNA. Since HEC is a

stiffer polymer than either HPC or PAA, the stiffness of the polymer seems to have
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some impact on the polymer-DNA interactions. In chapter 3, we will discuss

videomicroscopy data of DNA electrophoresing through polymer solutions that will help

to further elucidate the mechanism of separation in polymer solutions.
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Chapter 3:

Microscopy of DNA in dilute polymer solutions :
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Abstract

The mechanism of separation of DNA in polymer solutions is not well understood. In

this paper we use epifluorescence videomicroscopy to investigate the dynamic behavior

of DNA electrophoresing through dilute polymer solutions. DNA collides with polymer

obstacles, which cause the conformation of DNA to change from the globular, random

coil conformation it takes in free-solution. There are two main types of DNA-polymer

collisions: U-shape collisions and “brief collisions". In U-shape collisions, the DNA

collides with a polymer obstacle and extends into a U-shape, then slides around the

polymer obstacle like a pulley. There are occasionally multiple entanglement points,

causing the DNA to take more complex conformations such as W-shapes. In the brief

collision process, the DNA collides with a polymer obstacle and begins to extend, but

then collapses back into its globular conformation before a full U-shape is formed. The

frequency of these interactions increases as the DNA size increases, and also increases

when the polymer size or concentration increases. These data support the transient

entanglement coupling mechanism of separation of DNA, which states that

entanglements between DNA and polymer molecules result in the separation of DNA.

3.1. Introduction

The electrophoretic separation of DNA molecules is typically performed in a slab gel

composed of agarose or polyacrylamide. However, separation of DNA can be achieved

more rapidly and efficiently by performing the electrophoresis in a capillary containing a

solution of uncrosslinked polymers. Much higher electric fields can be used in capillary

electrophoresis than in slab gels, resulting in faster separation times. Separations of
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both single stranded DNA and double stranded DNA have been performed using

capillary electrophoresis in polymer solutions.

The mechanism of separation of DNA in polymer solutions is not currently well

understood. It was initially thought that uncrosslinked polymer solutions behave in the

same way as gels, i.e. that “pores" are formed in entangled polymer solutions that mimic

those found in gels [1] [2], and that the traditional models of gel electrophoresis, the

Ogston and reptation models, can be applied to polymer solutions. Viovy and Duke [3]

have proposed a version of the biased reptation model that has been modified to include

constraint release, in an attempt to account for the dynamic nature of the uncrosslinked

polymer network. Grossman and Soane [1] proposed that the concentration of the

polymer solution would have to be above the entanglement threshold of the polymer to

allow separations of DNA, since a polymer network containing pores would then be

formed.

However, Barron et al.[4] [5] have shown that entangled solutions of polymers are not

necessary for separations of restriction-fragment-sized DNA, performing separations of

DNA (2-23 kbp) in ultra-dilute polymer solutions, with concentrations more than two

orders of magnitude less than the entanglement threshold. At such low concentrations,

polymer chains remain relatively isolated from each other in solution, and nothing

resembling the “pore" or “tube" constructs of the Ogston and reptation models can exist.

Separations of DNA in polymer solutions with concentrations ranging around the

entanglement threshold have qualitatively similar results: the behavior of DNA does not

seem to change during the transition from dilute to entangled polymer solutions. This

implies that the mechanism of separation in dilute and semi-dilute (near the

entanglement threshold) is not dependent on any network formation in the polymer
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solution. Barron et al. have proposed a mechanism of transient entanglement coupling

for the electrophoretic separation of DNA in uncrosslinked polymer solutions [4]. In this

mechanism, DNA molecules migrating through a polymer solution entangle with

individual polymer molecules and are forced to drag them through the solution,

effectively increasing the drag coefficient on the DNA and resulting in a lower mobility.

The motion of DNA as it electrophoreses through gels has been studied using video

microscopy [6][7]. DNA was found to migrate in an extended conformation through a

gel, alternately contracting and lengthening as it migrates. The DNA was also found to

become hooked around obstacles, forming U-shapes which then slide around the

obstacle as the DNA resumes its forward motion. Studies of DNA electrophoresing

through polymer solutions both above and below the entanglement threshold [8][9],

using fluorescence microscopy, show that the dynamics of DNA migrating through

polymer solutions shares some characteristics with those of DNA migrating through

gels. DNA is seen to alternate between extended and compact conformations as it

migrates through solution. DNA molecules interact with polymer molecules in solution,

forming extended U-shapes, and then release as the DNA slides around the polymer

obstacle. A significant difference between the dynamic behavior of DNA in polymer

solutions and that in gels is that in polymer solutions the apex of the DNA U-shape

continues to migrate (since there is no fixed polymer network to hold the polymer

obstacles in place), while in gels the apex is fixed. These characteristics of DNA motion

are seen in polymer solutions both above and below the entanglement threshold: the

nature of the DNA/polymer interactions does not seem to change with increasing

polymer concentrations, though the frequency and extent of these interactions do.
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Previously, Barron et al. [5][10] have shown that the molecular weight of the polymer

used in capillary electrophoresis is an important factor in the separation of DNA. Large

DNA molecules (> 2 kbp) can be separated only in solutions of polymer with a high

molecular mass, and can be separated at polymer concentrations both above and below

the entanglement threshold. Separations of smaller DNA (< 1 kbp) are more dependent

on the concentration of the polymer than the polymer molecular mass — the resolution of

small DNA increases as the polymer concentration increases. In this work, we

investigate the differences in the dynamics of DNA during electrophoresis through

polymer solutions of high and low molecular mass using fluorescence videomicroscopy.

3.2. Materials and Methods

3.2.1. Microscope Apparatus

The microscope apparatus consisted of a Zeiss epifluroescence microscope with a

Zeiss Neofluar 100X oil immersion objective. The microscope stage was modified to

provide a fixed location for the electrophoresis electrodes so that the electrodes are

located at each end of the electrophoresis chamber. Motion of the stage was controlled

by a Newport 855C controller (for focusing) and a Burleigh/Heidenhain piezoelectric

motor (for precise horizontal movement of the stage). Illumination was provided by a

Zeiss XBO75W/2 argon arc lamp. The image was passed through a Videoscope KS

1381 image intensifier before being recorded at a rate of 30 frames/sec by a

Videoscope VS 2000N videocamera connected to a Mitsubishi HS-U760 SVHS video

recorder. The electrophoresis voltage was supplied by a Bio-Rad 3000Xi

electrophoresis power supply. Images were processed on an Apple Power Macintosh
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7100/80AV computer equipped with a video card using the image analysis software NIH

Image 1.60.

3.2.2. Materials

Three different DNA samples were used in the microscopy experiments, bacteriophage

T4 DNA (166 kbp), bacteriophage T5 DNA (103 kbp) and bacteriophage A DNA (48

kbp), all obtained from Sigma Molecular Biology (St. Louis, MO). The DNA samples

were diluted in 1X TBE to a final concentration of approximately 0.1 pg/ml for the

microscopy experiments. The electrophoresis buffer consisted of 1X TBE buffer (89

mM Tris, 89 mM borate, 5 mM EDTA, all buffer reagents purchased from Sigma

Molecular Biology (St. Louis, MO)) containing 0.01%-1.5% hydroxyethyl cellulose

(HEC), depending on the experiment. Three different HEC samples were used,

previously identified by their weight-average molecular mass as HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M,

both obtained from Polysciences (Warrington, PA), and HEC 1.76M, obtained from

Aqualon Co. (Wilmington, DE). 3-mercaptoethanol was added to the DNA solution at a

concentration of 3% (w/v) to reduce breakage of DNA caused by the photosensitzation

of the dye-DNA complex with light [11]. Thiazole orange homodimer [12] was added at

a concentration of one dye molecule per 5 base pairs DNA for fluorescence visualization

of the DNA.

3.2.3. Microscopy Methods

A 5-10 ul aliquot of the DNA/TBE/HEC/3-mercaptoethanol/dye solution was pipetted

onto a microscope slide and covered with a microscope coverslip (22 x 22 mm), leaving
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a thin layer of DNA solution. The microscope slide and coverslip were treated with an

HEC solution for half an hour to reduce the electroosmotic flow in the fluid layer. The

microscope slide was then placed on the stage of the microscope, aligned with the

power supply electrodes, and fixed in place. The DNA was observed at field strengths

of 33 V/cm, 50 V/cm, or 100 V/cm. The microscope has a viewing area of 80 pum.

Using the piezo-electric motion controller on the stage, which is capable of precisely

controlled motion on the scale of pum/sec, some DNA molecules were “tracked" for a

distance of up to 800 p.m. However, since the microscope slides are not of uniform

width, and the DNA molecule can leave the focal plane of the objective lens, it was

difficult to follow a single molecule for extended lengths without the DNA molecule going

out of focus. Most of the data used in this paper is from observations of DNA migrating

one screen length, about 80 pm.

Analysis of DNA motion was carried out similar to Oana et al. [13]. The center-of-mass

position vector r(t) = (r.(t),r,(t))of the DNA molecule is defined as:

r(t) = XX. x1(x,y,t)/ Io (3-1)

r(t) =XXXI(x,y,1)/ I, (3-2)

where

I, =XXI(x,y,1) (3-3)

and I(x,y,t) is the image intensity at point (x,y) and time t.

The center-of-mass velocity v.(t) can be computed from the r(t) data by the following

equation:
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v(0-4 tièººtiº (3-4)
At

where At is taken to be 0.4 s (instead of the recorded frame rate of 1/30 sec) to reduce

the fluctuations in the v, (t) data.

The size of the DNA molecule is characterized by the radii of the two principal axes

R, and Rs, which are computed by the following equations:

R(t) = [+(M. + M, )++(M., -M,) +4M,” Y■ (3-5)

R(t)=|H(M. M.)-4(M.–M.) +4M, rº■ (3-6)

where M., M.y, and M., are the components of the two-dimensional radius of gyration

tensor, defined as:

M. =XX(x-r). I(x,y,1)/ I, (3-7)

M, -XX(y-r). I(x,y,1)/I, (3-8)

M, -XX (x -r, )(y-r)I(x,y,1)/I, (3-9)

3.3. Results

In experiments where DNA (T4 and lambda) was electrophoresed through dilute and

semi-dilute solutions of HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M and HEC 1.76M, the dynamic behavior

of the DNA had several common characteristics. Regardless of the polymer size or

concentrations, there were three types of DNA conformations: the globular, random coil

conformation that DNA takes in free solution, a U-shape conformation with either single

or multiple entanglement points, and a slightly extended conformation that results from

what we term “brief collisions". The DNA cycles between the globular conformation and
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the extended conformations. During a collision with a polymer obstacle resulting in a

conformational change in the DNA, the DNA continues its migration in the electric field.

The collision process does not result in a stationary DNA molecule, as even the apex of

a U-shaped extension continues to travel in the electric field. It should be noted that the

presence of polymer is required to see these extended conformations, as DNA

electrophoresing in free-solution does not undergo these conformational changes.

3.3.1. U-shaped extensions

Fig. 3-1 is a schematic of a U-shape collision between DNA and HEC polymer. The

behavior of DNA in the U-shape collision has been previously examined in gels [6][7]

[13], polymer solutions [8][9] and in theoretical treatments of DNA colliding with an

obstacle [14]. In a polymer solution, the DNA is in a random coil, globular conformation

until it collides with the polymer obstacle. At this point, part of the DNA molecule is

retarded by the polymer at the point which will become the apex of the U-shape, and the

ends of the DNA begin to stretch in the direction of the electric field, forming the “arms"

of the U-shape. The extensions of the U-shapes can be quite dramatic: extensions of

T4 DNA in 0.09% HEC 1.76M at 33 V/cm ranged from a few microns to up to 20 pm for

each U-shape arm, though extensions longer than 10-12 pm usually occurred with DNA

molecules that had multiple entanglement points (see below). Similarly, the extensions

of T4 DNA in 0.1% HEC 1.32M were typically in the range of 6-10 pm, slightly less than

for the 0.09% HEC 1.76M solution. The contour length of T4 DNA is approximately 60

pum, so we observed instances where the T4 DNA was extended to two thirds of its

contour length. After the arms complete their stretching, the DNA molecule “slides"

around the polymer obstacle until the DNA releases from the obstacle in the direction of

-
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the longer arm. After releasing from the obstacle, the DNA rapidly contracts back into

its random coil configuration. U-shape collisions typically last on the order of several

seconds, and very rarely did we observe the entire U-shape collision process occur

during the length of time the DNA took to traverse the screen, typically 3-4 seconds.

Using the piezo-electric motion controller, we were able to track a few DNA molecules

Polymer

$4,
DNA

Fig 3-1. Schematic of a U-shape collision between DNA and a polymer obstacle. The
steps of the collision can be described as follows: I. the DNA electrophoreses towards
polymer molecule; II. the DNA collides with the polymer and deforms, the ends of DNA
begin to stretch; Ill. the DNA forms a U-shaped conformation with two arms; IV. the
DNA slides off the polymer obstacle in the direction of the longer arm, like a pulley; V.
the DNA releases from the polymer obstacle; and VI. the DNA relaxes back to its free
solution globular conformation.
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for an extended period, and we observed several U-shape collisions of T4 DNA in

0.09% HEC 1.76M that lasted between 4 and 8 seconds, and a few that lasted longer

than 8 seconds that we could not view the entire collision process. Unfortunately,

although the piezo-electric motion controller was able to accurately move the stage at

velocities that could keep the electrophoresing DNA in the field of view, due to

inconsistencies in the thickness of the microscope slides, the focal depth could not be

kept constant for a long period of time, and the DNA molecules we were tracking tended

to go out of focus after tracking them for a distance of 200-300 microns. Fig. 3-2 shows

a U-shape collision between DNA and HEC polymer.

Fig. 3-2. U-shape collision between T4 DNA and HEC 1.76M. The DNA slides off the
polymer obstacle in the direction of the longer arm and then contracts back into a
globular form. Electrophoretic conditions: 0.09% HEC 1.76M in 1XTBE containing 3%
B-mercaptoethanol. The concentration of the T4 DNA was 0.1 mg/ml, with the
intercalating dye TOTO added at a ratio of 1 dye molecule per 5 bp of DNA.
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3.3.2. Brief collisions

The second type of DNA-polymer interactions is the brief collision. We define a brief

collision to be an event where the DNA extends from its globular form such that R -

2*Rs. In a brief collision, the DNA collides with a polymer obstacle. However, unlike the

U-shape collisions, the DNA does not seem to release from the polymer. Instead, it is

likely that the reverse process is true: the polymer obstacle releases from the DNA

before the DNA has the opportunity to form a full U-shape conformation. Fig. 3-3 shows

that the development of a brief collision is very similar to the development of a U-shape

collision: the DNA is first in a random coil, globular conformation until it collides with the

polymer obstacle. The DNA then deforms as the polymer obstacle retards the forward

motion of a part of the DNA molecule, and the ends of the DNA molecule can then begin

Fig. 3-3. A frame-by frame (30 frames/sec) picture of a brief DNA/polymer collision.
The polymer obstacle releases from the DNA before a full U-shape can be formed. The
time scale of a brief collision (less than one second) is about an order of magnitude less
than the full U-shape collision. Electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3-2.
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stretching in the direction of the electric field. Sometimes both ends stretch visibly away

from the main mass of the DNA molecules and sometimes only one arm stretches a

discernible distance, but in both cases the DNA then retracts back into its globular

conformation after only a short extension of the DNA, and before a full U-shape is

formed. It is important to note that the DNA does not appear to rotate or “slide" around

the polymer obstacle in this case, but rather the DNA appears to contract into its normal

random coil from the perturbed, extended conformation. This is likely due to the

polymer obstacle releasing from the DNA, the opposite of the U-shape collision process.

The brief collision process differs from the U-shape collisions in several ways. First, as

noted earlier, the extensions of the DNA molecule in a brief collision are much less than

in a U-shape collision. Also, the duration of brief collision is significantly less than the

duration of a U-shape collision, with typical brief collisions occurring on the time scale of

fractions of a second. The durations of the brief collisions were highly variable, with an

average duration of approximately half a second. While the initial development of the

brief collisions and U-shape collisions are very similar, the differences between the two

types of collisions seem to derive from the way the collision ends: in the brief collision,

the polymer obstacle seems to release from the DNA molecule before a U-shape can be

formed, while in the U-shape collision, the DNA releases by sliding around the polymer

obstacle, and thus must go through the much longer process of forming arms,

stretching, and releasing from the polymer. It is interesting to note that the two types of

collisions seem to be mutually exclusive: we have not observed a U-shape collision

where the DNA is released from the polymer in any manner other than sliding around

the polymer obstacle. It seems that once the DNA forms a U-shape, the polymer does

not release from the DNA as it does in the brief collision process. It may be that there

are two types of entanglements between the DNA and polymer, one of which is stable
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enough for the DNA to form a U-shape, while the other is transient and results in the

polymer obstacle releasing from the DNA in a relatively short period of time. It is also

possible that in order to form a U-shape, the DNA must collide with a polymer obstacle

large enough to fully entangle with the DNA, so that the size of the polymer may

determine the nature of the collision.

3.3.3. Multiple collisions

The observations of U-shape collisions seem to show that there are discrete

entanglement points between DNA and polymer obstacles. In experiments using HEC

1.76M with a concentration at the entanglement threshold of 0.09% (wt/wt) and also with

HEC 1.32M at 0.1% (wt/wt), a significant fraction of the DNA molecules that were in a U

shape conformation had two or more discrete entanglement points with different HEC

obstacles, forming W-shapes or even more complex shapes. Fig. 3-4 shows an

example of a DNA molecule that has multiple entanglement points. In forming a W

shape, the DNA collides with more than one polymer obstacle, so that three arms

extend from the DNA, the two ends of the DNA and the length of DNA in between the

two entanglement points. The arm consisting of the length of DNA in between the two

entanglement points slides around both entanglement points, which then leaves a U

shape. Often the W-shape seems to be formed while the arms of the DNA are

extending, from a collision of a polymer obstacle with the head of the arm, which is

locally still in a random coil conformation (the head of the arm is brighter than the arm

itself, indicating a higher density of DNA in the head of the arm than in the extended

portions of the arm).
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Fig. 3-4. DNA can interact with multiple polymer obstacles. A third arm forms as part of
the original DNA U-shape interacts with another polymer obstacle, forming a W-shape.
The short arm then slides around the two polymer obstacles, leaving a U-shape.
Electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3-2.

There are three reasons to believe that both of the polymer obstacles are still entangled

even after the middle arm slides around them to form the U-shape. First, the extensions

of the arms of the U-shape are longer than the typical U-shape formed without multiple

entanglement points, which implies that the frictional drag force on the DNA caused by

the entangled polymer obstacles is greater in the U-shape with multiple entanglements

than the U-shape with only a single entanglement point. In a solution of 0.09% HEC

1.76M, the typical maximum extension of a T4 DNA molecule (contour length - 60 pum)

is 10-12 pum at an electric field strength of 33 V/cm, while T4 DNA molecules that have

multiple entanglements had extensions ranging from 10-25 pm. Second, the angle of

the apex is wider than the typical U-shape, which is expected if there are two different

obstacles that are providing localized frictional drag forces at two locations on the DNA
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separated by some distance. The wider apex angle persists even after the third arm of

the W-shape slides around the local polymer obstacle, leaving a U-shape. Third, the

velocity of the U-shape with multiple entanglements tends to be lower than the average

velocity of typical U-shapes. All of these reasons point towards the polymer not

releasing from the DNA, even after the W-shape is converted back to the U-shape.

3.3.4. Effect of polymer size, polymer concentration and DNA size

Three different samples of HEC, with weight-average molecular masses of 139,000

(HEC 139K), 1,320,000 (HEC 1.32M) and 1,760,000 (HEC 1.76M) were used in our

videomicroscopy experiments. In earlier work [5], we showed that the HEC 139K

sample was unable to resolve DNA larger than 1000 bp at any concentration, above or

below the entanglement threshold of 1.8% (wt/wt). However, the HEC 1.32M and HEC

1.76M samples provide good resolution of DNA up to 24,000 bp. We found that for

HEC 1.32M and HEC 1.76M, dilute concentrations below the entanglement threshold

(0.37% (wt/wt) and 0.09% (wt/wt), respectively) provided the optimum resolution for

large DNA. These data led us to believe that interactions between individual polymer

molecules and DNA were responsible for the separation of larger DNA, since the

presence of an entangled network of polymers was not necessary for the separation of

large DNA, nor did the presence of an entangled polymer network guarantee that large

DNA could be separated. Thus, we have examined the differences in the dynamic

behavior of DNA electrophoresing through solutions of the three different sizes of HEC

in an attempt to discern the factors responsible for the separation of large DNA.

When electrophoresing in free-solution, DNA remains in a compact, globular random

coil conformation [15]. With the introduction of polymer molecules into the
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electrophoresis buffer, the DNA is seen to adopt extended conformations as a result of

collisions with polymer molecules. The degree of interaction with the polymer solution is

a function of three variables: polymer size, polymer concentration, and the size of the

DNA. To examine the effects of polymer size on the dynamics of electrophoresing DNA,

we performed experiments in three different HEC samples: HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M and

HEC 1.76M. In a 1.5% solution of HEC 139K, just below the entanglement threshold,

T4 DNA spent most of its time in a globular conformation, as is the case in free-solution,

though there are occasional instances of both brief collisions and U-shaped collisions.

Fig. 3-5 shows a typical image of DNA in a HEC 139K solution. However, in HEC 1.76M

OO : O i : Oº. - O
Fig. 3-5. T4 DNA electrophoresing through a 1.5% (wt/wt) solution of HEC 139K. Note
that the DNA is migrating in a globular conformation, as is typical of the DNA behavior in
the small polymer solution. All other electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3-2.
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solutions both at the entanglement threshold and well below, the DNA spends most of

its time in extended conformations, and a small fraction of the time in a globular

conformation. DNA electrophoresing through solutions of HEC 1.32M spent slightly less

time in extended conformations than DNA in similar concentrations of HEC 1.76M. The

differences between the two high molecular mass HEC solutions (HEC 1.32M and HEC

1.76M) and the low molecular mass HEC solution (HEC 139K) are striking: even though
the HEC 139K solution is more concentrated: there are fewer conformation-changing

DNA-polymer collisions in the solution of low molecular mass polymers. Also, in the few

U-shaped collisions that DNA molecules do undergo in the HEC 139K solution, the

extensions of the DNA are significantly less than in the HEC 1.76M solution. Typical

extensions of a T4 DNA in a U-shape collision in an HEC 139K solution are 4-7 p.m,

approximately half the extensions seen in the HEC 1.76M solutions. This is not

unexpected, since the size of the polymer obstacle that entangles with the DNA to cause

it to form the U-shape should have an effect on the extension of the DNA: the frictional

force imparted to the DNA will increase with the size of the polymer obstacle. It appears

that the size of the polymer is very important in determining the frequency of these

shape-changing collisions, as well as the extent to which they alter the DNA motion.

The concentration of the polymer also affects the DNA behavior. In a 0.01% HEC

1.76M solution, there are fewer DNA/polymer collisions than in a 0.09% HEC 1.76M

solution, and the U-shape collisions that do occur usually had less extension than those

in the more concentrated solution. Additionally, there were fewer U-shape collisions

with multiple entanglement points. In a 0.09% HEC 1.76M solution, T4 DNA migrates

in a globular conformation about half as frequently as in a 0.01% HEC 1.76M solution,

while significantly more time is spent in U-shape collisions in the more concentrated

solution. Similar effects are seen in the HEC 1.32M solutions. Interestingly, the T4

DNA migrates spends as much time in brief collisions as U-shape collisions in the 0.01%
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HEC 1.76M solution, while in the 0.09% HEC 1.76M solution, the DNA spent drastically

more time in U-shape collisions than brief collisions.

To test the effects of DNA size on the dynamic behavior of the DNA, we

electrophoresed lambda DNA (48 kbp), T5 DNA (103 kbp) and T4 DNA (166 kbp)

through various solutions of HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M, and HEC 1.76M. In general, the

lambda DNA is seen to undergo significantly fewer U-shape collisions, and spends more

time in globular conformations, than does T4 DNA. Figure 3-6 shows a lambda DNA in

U-shape collisions in a solution of 0.09% HEC 1.76M. Note that the extensions for

lambda DNA are significantly less than for T4 DNA, as shown in Figure 3-7. The values

Fig. 3-6. Lambda DNA electrophoresing through a 0.09% (wt/wt) solution of HEC 139K.
Note that the extensions of the DNA are less than for T4 DNA. All other electrophoretic
conditions as in Fig. 3-2.
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Fig. 3-7. T4 DNA electrophoresing through a 0.09% (wt/wt) solution of HEC 1.76M.
Note that the extensions of the DNA are greater than for lambda DNA, as well as the
presence of multiple arm collisions. All other electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3-2.

for T5 DNA tended to fall in between the values for lambda and T4 DNA, as expected.

The extensions of the lambda DNA in U-shape collisions were also less than those of

the T5 DNA and T4 DNA, which is expected since the contour length of the lambda DNA

(~17 pm) is less than that of T5 DNA (~38 pm) and T4 DNA (~60 pm). Fig. 3-8 (a-c)

shows summaries for each experimental condition of the percentage of time DNA

spends in each of the three types of conformations: globular, brief extension, and U

shape. The fraction of time spent in the different conformations was calculated by

observing approximately 100 DNA molecules per electrophoretic condition as they

electrophoresed across the screen and noting the number of frames that the DNA

molecules were in the different conformations. Typically, since U-shape collisions
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Fig. 3-8 (a,b). Relative fractional times DNA spends in each of the three conformations:
globular, brief collisions, and U-shape collisions. This summarizes the data for (a) T4
DNA in solutions of HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M, and HEC 1.76M (concentrations detailed on
chart) and (b) T5 DNA solutions of HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M, and HEC 1.76M
(concentrations detailed on chart). All polymer solutions used were either at or below
the entanglement threshold.
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Fig. 3-8 (c). Relative fractional times DNA spends in each of the three conformations:
globular, brief collisions, and U-shape collisions. This summarizes the data for (c)
lambda DNA in solutions of HEC 139K, HEC 1.32M, and HEC 1.76M (concentrations
detailed on chart). All polymer solutions used were either at or below the entanglement
threshold.

have a duration on the order of several seconds, DNA in a U-shape would remain so

across the length of the viewing area (80 pm). Brief collisions occur on the time scale of

fractions of a second, with an average duration of about half a second, though the

deviation from this value was large. The mean duration of the observed brief collisions

decreases with polymer size, though it should be noted that this trend was not

statistically significant due to the large variance in durations for brief collisions. DNA

that was not in a U-shape would frequently cycle between a globular conformation and a

brief collision. In the 0.09% HEC 1.76M solution, it was extremely rare for a DNA

molecule to cross the field of view without undergoing one of the two collision processes
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(1 out of the 100 molecules tracked did so). However, in the HEC 139K solution

approximately a third of the observed DNA molecules traveled the length of the viewing

area without undergoing a shape-changing collision. The data in Fig. 3-8 shows that

decreasing the size of the polymer in the solution increases the fraction of time that DNA

is unentangled with a polymer obstacle. The 1.5% HEC 139K solution is just below the

entanglement threshold of that polymer (1.8%), but all DNA samples electrophoresing

through it spent the majority of the time (66%) not entangled with polymer. This is in

contrast to the HEC 1.76M solutions, where all DNA samples, lambda, T5 and T4 DNA,

spent more time in a collision with polymer (either a brief collision or a U-shape collision)

than in the unentangled, random coil conformation. For HEC 1.32M, only the lambda

DNA electrophoresing through the lowest concentration (0.01%) spent more time in the

globular conformation than extended conformations. Reducing the concentration of

HEC 1.76M from 0.09% to 0.01% increased the amount of time the DNA migrated in its

unentangled globular conformation and decreased the amount of time spent in a U

shape collision. In 0.09% HEC 1.76M, T4 DNA is in a U-shape collision about 60% of

the time, while this decreases to about 34% in the 0.01% HEC 1.76M solution.

Conversely, the time spent in the unentangled random coil conformation increases from

18% to 32% When the concentration is reduced from 0.09% to 0.01%.

3.4. Conclusions

We have shown that there are two distinct types of collisions between DNA and polymer

obstacles when DNA electrophoreses through polymer solutions that result in the DNA

changing its conformation. These are termed brief collisions and U-shape collisions.

The size of the polymer, the size of the DNA, and the polymer concentration all affect

the frequency of these collisions. We believe that these DNA-polymer collisions are
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responsible for the separation of large DNA in polymer solutions. Fig. 3-9 shows a

schematic of the transient entanglement coupling mechanism, originally proposed by

Barron et al.[5], modified to account for the videomicroscopy data presented here. After

colliding with a polymer obstacle, the DNA is forced to drag the polymer through the

solution, increasing the molecular friction of the DNA and allowing for the separation of

the DNA. Large polymer molecules are necessary for these collisions to occur, as

& “ i.
DNA (118 bp)
Rq = 14 nm

Rs =103nm

|
§5

Fig. 3-9. The transient entanglement coupling mechanism. DNA normally migrates in a
compact, random coil conformation (I). When the DNA molecule collides with a polymer
obstacle, it either has a brief collision (II) where the DNA extends for a brief period but
then retracts as the polymer obstacle slips off the DNA, or the DNA has a U-shape
collision (Ill) where the DNA extends into a U-shape, then slides around the polymer
obstacle. The polymer obstacles increase the molecular friction factor of the DNA,
allowing for electrophoretic separation.
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evidenced by the large decrease in observed polymer collisions in the HEC 139K

solution when compared to the HEC 1.32M and HEC 1.76M solutions. Even the few

collisions that are seen in the HEC 139K solution could be the result of the presence of

large polymer molecules in the solution, because though the number-average molecular

mass of HEC 139K is 24,000-27,000, the weight-average molecular mass is 139,000,

implying that there are still polymer molecules present in the solution that have a large

molecular mass. Decreasing the size of the DNA also affects the dynamic of behavior

of DNA in the polymer solutions. In a 0.09% solution of HEC 1.76M, A DNA (48 kbp) *º

º

has significantly fewer U-shape collisions, and spends a much larger amount of time in º - º

its native globular form than does T5 DNA (103 kbp), which in turn has fewer U-shape

collisions and spends a larger amount of time in the random coil conformation than does

T4 DNA (166kbp). Differences in behavior between different sizes of DNA are

presumably necessary for separations to occur. Experiments in a 0.01% solution of

HEC 1.76M, an order of magnitude below the entanglement threshold, show that while

the polymer concentration affects the dynamic behavior of DNA, the conformation

altering brief collisions and U-shape collisions are dependent on polymer being present

in solution, regardless of whether a network of polymers exists or not. The transient

entanglement coupling mechanism is the only current model for DNA electrophoresis

that can explain these phenomena.
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Chapter 4:
Collision theory for the electrophoretic separation
of DNA in low molecular mass polymer solutions
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Abstract

We present a mathematical model of DNA capillary electrophoresis in polymer solutions

based on non-entangling collisions between DNA and polymer molecules. Using

videomicroscopy images of DNA migrating through polymer solutions, we propose a

modified transient entanglement coupling mechanism for DNA separations that includes

non-entangling DNA/polymer collisions. We show that a mathematical model based on

individual non-entangling DNA/polymer collisions is able to predict the mobilities of DNA

in solutions of low molecular mass polymer. We compare the model predictions to

mobility data for separations of DNA in a range of concentrations for solutions of both

hydroxypropyl cellulose (MW = 100,000) and hydroxyethyl cellulose (MW = 139,000). The

model relies on one fitted parameter, the time constant for the interaction between the

DNA and polymer molecules, which is based on the physical properties of DNA and

polymers.
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4.1. Introduction

Electrophoresis has been a longstanding useful technique for separating DNA. For

many years, electrophoresis of DNA was performed in slab gels, but recently the use of

capillary electrophoresis has made it possible to separate DNA using uncrosslinked

polymer solutions. This development has allowed a significant decrease in the analysis

time for electrophoretic separations. Grossman and Soane [1] have proposed that the

mechanism of separation is the same in gels and polymer solutions, asserting that

"pores" or "tubes" are formed in entangled polymer solutions that lead to the separation

of DNA either by the Ogston sieving or reptation mechanisms. Polymer solutions can be

characterized as dilute, semi-dilute, or entangled based on the concentration of the

polymer in relation to the entanglement threshold of the polymer, q'. Viovy and Duke [2]

have proposed a modified version of the biased reptation model to account for the

dynamic nature of the uncrosslinked polymer network by a process termed "constraint

release", where the polymer molecules making up the "tube" through which the DNA is

reptating are themselves allowed to reptate through the solution so that the tube

dimensions fluctuate with the movement of the polymer molecules.

However, we have shown that entangled polymer solutions are not necessary to

separate DNA, and that dilute solutions are often better suited to separating restriction

fragment-sized DNA. Even ultra-dilute polymer solutions (over two orders of magnitude

below q ), can provide separations of DNA from 2-23 kbp [3]. At these concentrations,

polymer chains remain relatively isolated in solution. Although polymer chains may

collide and interact transiently, the polymer matrix does not form an entangled network,

so nothing resembling "tubes" or "pores", which are assumed to exist in the reptation

and Ogston models, would be expected to exist. This suggests that the mechanism of
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DNA separation in dilute, uncrosslinked polymer solutions must be quite different from

that postulated for entangled polymer solutions and gels; in the semi-dilute and dilute

regimes, the mechanism of separation is not determined by the presence of any network

structure in the polymer solution.

Barron et al. [4] have proposed a transient entanglement coupling mechanism for the

separation of DNA in polymer solutions, the only current mechanism that can explain

separations in dilute polymer solutions. The transient entanglement coupling

mechanism asserts that DNA collides with polymer molecules and is forced to drag the

polymer through the solution, thus increasing the frictional force acting on the DNA and

reducing its electrophoretic mobility. It should be noted that the mechanism is not solely

restricted to dilute solutions; the mechanism may apply to both dilute and entangled

polymer solutions. Indeed, the character of the DNA separation does not change in the

transition from a dilute to an entangled polymer solution: similar separations are

obtained in a range of concentrations around q} with no apparent shift in the behavior of

DNA [4], [5]. Hubert et al. [6] developed a mathematical model based on this early

interpretation of transient entanglement coupling, using the data of Barron et al. [4] for a

low molecular mass HEC polymer. A discussion of the Hubert et al. model is included in

appendix A. Since we first proposed the transient entanglement coupling mechanism,

videomicroscopy of DNA electrophoresing through polymer solutions has shed new light

on the mechanism of separation and the interactions between DNA and polymer

molecules during electrophoresis. Thus, we have modified the transient entanglement

coupling mechanism to incorporate a new type of collision, the non-entangling collision,

that we believe is almost solely responsible for DNA separations in solutions of low

molecular mass polymer. In this paper, we present a mathematical model based on this

modified transient entanglement coupling mechanism to describe separations in low
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molecular mass polymers. This model has the advantage of being mechanistically

based, and has only one fitted parameter.

4.2. Theory

4.2.1. Transient Entanglement Coupling Revisited

As originally proposed, the transient entanglement coupling mechanism [4] asserted that

as DNA electrophoreses through a polymer solution, it collides and entangles with

polymer molecules, which are then dragged through the solution. Separations were

posited to occur because larger DNA would have higher probabilities of entangling with

polymer molecules. At the time this mechanism was proposed, little was known about

the specific nature of the interactions between DNA and polymer. We now know more

about these interactions between DNA and polymer that are responsible for the

separation of DNA.

The most striking support for this mechanism comes from the direct observation of DNA

electrophoresis in polymer solutions using epifluorescence microscopy. Shi et al. [7],

Carlsson et al. [8] and Sunada et al. [9] have shown that large DNA (> 48 kbp)

electrophoresing through polymer solutions both above and below the entanglement

threshold undergo conformational changes, cycling between compact and U-shape

conformations. This conformational cycling is qualitatively similar to DNA motion in gels,

except that in polymer solutions the apex of the U-shape conformations continues to

migrate, instead of being fixed in space. This implies that the polymer molecules that

perturb the DNA conformation are not permanent on the time scale of the DNA motion.

The DNA is never seen to "reptate" through the polymer solutions, except in the case of
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highly concentrated polymer solutions [10]. Instead, the DNA migrates in a globular,

random coil conformation when it is not entangled with polymer molecules. We have

shown there are two types of DNA-polymer collisions that result in a conformational

change in the DNA, termed "brief" collisions and U-shape collisions [9]. The behavior of

DNA in a U-shape collision has been well studied [11], [12], [13], [14]: the DNA collides

and entangles with a polymer obstacle, and the ends of the DNA stretch out in the

electric field, forming a U-shape, which then slides off the polymer obstacle like a pulley

in the direction of the longer arm. In a brief collision, the DNA begins to extend an arm

(occasionally two) after colliding with a polymer molecule, but instead of forming a U

shape, the DNA then retracts to a globular conformation. This would be expected if the

polymer molecule were to release from the DNA instead of the DNA releasing from the

polymer, as it does in a U-shape collision. The duration of brief collisions is significantly

less than the duration of U-shape collisions. As a result of both U-shape and brief

collisions, the center-of-mass velocity of the DNA decreases, as the polymer molecules

that entangle with the DNA provide an additional drag force on a part of the DNA. Since

the electrophoretic force on the DNA molecule is equal for all segments of the DNA, this

means that any part of the DNA that is entangled with a polymer molecule will migrate

more slowly than the rest of the DNA molecule, and the DNA will stretch out in solution;

this is observed by epifluorescence microscopy.

We have found, however, that such entangling collisions are not sufficient to explain the

separation of DNA in all polymer solutions. Specifically, in solutions of polymers with a

low molecular mass (M,< 200,000), CE experiments have shown that large DNA

fragments (> 2000 bp) are not resolved at any polymer concentration, whereas these

fragments are resolved in solutions of polymers with higher molecular masses (MW

300,000) [4], [5]. We originally interpreted these results to mean that small polymers do
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not sufficiently entangle with large DNA to provide a separation. Indeed, this does

appear to be the case: we have used epifluorescence microscopy to show that large

DNA in an HEC solution (MW = 139,000) very rarely form entanglements with polymers

that result in conformational changes in the DNA [9]. Figure 4-1 shows the difference in

behavior of DNA in a solution of low molecular mass polymer (Fig. 4-1(a)) and a solution

of high molecular mass polymer (Fig. 4-1(b)). While DNA in a high molecular mass

polymer solution undergoes many entanglements with polymer molecules that result in a

conformational change in the DNA, in low molecular mass polymer solutions DNA

migrates mostly in a globular conformation, not forming entanglements. These results

point out a paradox in our original interpretation of the mechanism of separation: if large

DNA entangles very infrequently with low molecular mass polymers, then small DNA

should form almost no entanglements at all. Yet, small DNA molecules (72bp-1353bp)

are easily separated in solutions of low molecular mass polymers both above and below

the entanglement threshold. Collisions between DNA and polymer that lead to

entanglement coupling are not sufficient to explain the separations of DNA.

To understand the entire mechanism of separation, it is necessary to examine the

properties of DNA and polymer in solution. DNA has a persistence length of 450-500 A,

depending on the presence of intercalating dyes [15]. This persistence length is

approximately 120 bp. Thus, small DNA essentially acts like a rod in solution, with little

flexibility. Certainly, it does not seem possible that DNA smaller than several

persistence lengths could form a U-shape. It is very likely that small DNA is unable to

form any lasting entanglements with polymer molecules. Similarly, it is likely that due to

their small size, low molecular mass polymers have a very small probability of forming

any entanglements with any size of DNA molecule (this is borne out by videomicroscopy

studies [9]). We believe that there is a third type of collision between DNA and polymer
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Figure 4-1. T4 DNA (166 kbp) electrophoresing in: a) 1.5% HEC (Mn = 27,000, M. =
139,000); b) 0.09% HEC (Mn = 438,000, MW = 1,700,000). DNA undergoes extensive
conformational changes in the large polymer, but has few entangling collisions in the
smaller polymer, even at the higher concentration.
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molecules that does not lead to an entanglement, but rather the DNA "pushes" the

polymer out of its path, and during this transient contact between the DNA and polymer

molecules, the polymer imparts a drag force on the DNA.

It is useful at this point to examine the meaning of the entanglement threshold, QP", of

the polymer solution. The entanglement threshold is the concentration at which polymer

chains begin to overlap in solution. If the radius of gyration of the polymer, Rp, and the

molecular mass, Mw, of the polymer are known, the entanglement threshold can be

defined as the concentration at which the excluded volumes occupied by individual

polymers in solution begin to overlap [16]:

. 3M, (4-1)
(p = 4nn,R,

However, one drawback of this method is that polymers are often quite polydisperse,

and equation (4-1) assumes a monodisperse sample. An experimental method of

determining the entanglement threshold for a polymer solution was proposed by

Grossman and Soane [1]. In this method, the log of the specific viscosity is plotted

against the polymer concentration. For a dilute solution, this plot will be linear. As the

polymer coils begin to interact in solution, the slope of this line will increase (as the bulk

hydrodynamic properties of the solution are affected by polymer-polymer interactions),

so the entanglement threshold is taken as the concentration at which the slope of this

line departs from linearity. This means that at concentrations near the entanglement

threshold, nearly all the solution volume contains polymer molecules. Thus, as DNA

migrates through a polymer solution, it must be constantly colliding with polymer

molecules. In solutions of low molecular mass polymer, virtually none of these collisions
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will result in an entanglement that changes the conformation of the DNA. The effect of

these frequent collisions on the DNA is not to simply increase the viscosity of the

solution, as this would result in no separation of DNA since it does not change the

relationship between the electrophoretic and drag forces acting on the DNA (it would

only serve to lower the electrophoretic mobility of all DNA to the same value). However,

by treating the effect of the polymer molecules as a collision process with DNA,

separations are possible because the collisions will have different effects and

frequencies for different sizes of DNA, thus imparting a drag force on DNA that varies

with DNA size.

As was the case with entangling collisions between DNA and polymer, videomicroscopy

images of the separation process are useful to explore the properties of this type of

collision. In separations of large DNA in all polymer solutions, one aspect of the

separation is striking: there is almost no motion of the DNA in the plane normal to the

electric field, especially when the DNA is in a globular conformation. Also, the velocity

of the DNA as it migrates in a globular conformation is approximately constant on the

time scale of the video images (30 Hz). Videomicroscopy images of T4 DNA migrating

through solutions of HEC (MW = 139,000) show that DNA in a globular shape travels in a

straight line with a nearly constant velocity [17]; any perturbations of the DNA occur on a

time scale less than 1/30" of a second. It is not possible to use videomicroscopic

techniques to characterize non-entangling collisions between DNA and polymer, since

these collisions occur on length and time scales that cannot be visualized by

microscopy. Videomicroscopic data can, however, identify when polymer molecules are

entangled with DNA, since these entanglements occur on length and time scales easily

visible by videomicroscopy. The videomicroscopic data is consistent with the theory that

when a DNA molecule is not entangled with polymer in a U-shape or brief collision, any
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DNA-polymer collisions occur on a short time scale, such as the non-entangling

collisions we propose to occur.

The effects of such non-entangling collisions should be as follows: when the

electrophoresing DNA collides with a stationary polymer molecule, there should be

some transfer of momentum from the DNA to the polymer molecule, as the DNA pushes

the polymer molecule out of the way. Due to the random coil nature of both the polymer

and DNA molecules, the collision should be “sticky”: i.e., the polymer molecule is

unlikely to simply bounce off the DNA molecule, but rather parts of the DNA and

polymer chain will overlap. It is likely that there is some slight localized deformation of

both the DNA and polymer chains during this collision process. It is also possible that

there could be some translational motion of the DNA if the DNA-polymer collision is off

center, but the effect of this on the DNA mobility should be negligible. For the brief

period in which the DNA and polymer are in contact, the polymer molecule will add a

frictional drag force to the DNA molecule, as the DNA is forced to drag the polymer

through the solution until they lose contact. For the purposes of the collision model, we

assume that the frictional drag from the polymer molecule is the predominant force

acting on the DNA due to these non-entangling collisions.

Thus, the transient entanglement coupling mechanism as we currently view it appears to

have three components, all based on the collision process between DNA and polymer

molecules in solution. These components, shown in Figure 4-2, are: U-shape collisions,

in which the DNA entangles with the polymer obstacle and releases in a pulley-like

motion; brief collisions, in which the DNA entangles with the polymer for a brief period of

time before the polymer releases from the DNA; and transient, non-entangling collisions

where the DNA pushes the polymer molecules out of its path. The non-entangling
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collisions are responsible for much of the reduction of the electrophoretic mobility of

DNA in polymer solutions, and are likely the cause of separations of small DNA (< 1000

bp). As we will discuss in the next section, the non-entangling collisions are not

sufficient to separate large DNA.

a. * i
DNA (118 bp)

*S DNA (9416 bp)
R , = 218 nm R, =103nm

§ {
& §5

Figure 4-2. The transient entanglement coupling mechanism. DNA normally migrates
in a compact, random coil conformation and collides with polymer obstacles. The
majority of these collisions are non-entangling collisions, where the DNA pushes the
polymer molecule out of its path (l). When a DNA molecule collides and entangles with
a polymer obstacle, it either has a brief collision (II) where the DNA extends for a brief
period but then retracts as the polymer obstacle slips off the DNA, or a U-shape collision
(III) where the DNA extends into a U-shape, then slides around the polymer obstacle.
The polymer molecules increase the molecular friction factor of the DNA, allowing for
electrophoretic separation.
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4.2.2. Collision Model

The collision model is based on the principle that polymer molecules in solution impart a

drag force on DNA molecules when they collide as DNA electrophoreses the solution.

Although we deal only with non-entangling collisions in this paper, the basic equations

remain the same regardless of whether the collisions result in entanglements between

DNA and polymer or not. The drag force on the DNA and the drag force imparted by

the polymer obstacle counterbalance the electrophoretic force acting on the DNA

molecule:

F, = Fora + F, (4-2)

The electrophoretic force, Fe is defined as:

F = qe■ t NDNA E (4-3)

where qeh is the effective charge per base pair, NDNA is the number of base pairs of the

DNA molecule, and E is the electric field strength. The effective charge per base pair

has been estimated to be 0.066-0.1e per base pair [18], [19] in a buffered solution. In

our model calculations, we use a value of 0.066e.

The drag force on the DNA, FDNA, acts in the direction opposite of its motion and is given

by:

Fona = fona NDNAV (4-4)
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where v is the velocity of the DNA and fona is its translational friction coefficient per base

pair, which is easily calculated from the free solution electrophoretic mobility of DNA.

The drag force due to the polymer is given by:

where f is the friction coefficient of the polymer, which for a non-free-draining random

coil, is given as:

-
2f, - 4t mR, /3 (4-6)

where m is the solvent viscosity and Rp is the radius of gyration of the polymer. Thus, at

steady-state, the electrophoretic mobility of the DNA dragging one or more polymer

molecules is:

qet NDNAE
(4-7)

for ANDNA + frº|lr =

where P is the number of polymer molecules being dragged by the DNA. The average

number of polymer molecules being dragged by a DNA, X, is given by:

X F
t.A., N.HE

L (4-8)
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where tº is the time constant for the DNA-polymer interaction, Nc is the number of DNA

polymer collisions that occur during the separation, L is the length of the capillary, p is

the average electrophoretic mobility during the separation, and Ae■ is the effectiveness

of the collision, which can be interpreted as the fraction of the drag force Fe that is

imparted on a DNA molecule during a collision with a polymer collision. Since we do not

have a physical basis for specifying the value of Ae■ t, but expect that Ae■ t could vary for

more concentrated solutions (past the entanglement threshold) and larger DNA, we

leave it as an adjustable parameter for the calculations in this paper. Thus, the effective

time constant of the DNA-polymer interactions, t, Ae■ t, is the only fitted parameter in the

model, and is assumed to be a constant for a particular polymer sample. The number of

DNA-polymer collisions, Nc is determined from a collision theory analogy:

N. = C, ■ t(Rosa +R,) L (4-9)

where r(RDNA+R.)” is the collision cross-sectional area, L is the length of the capillary,

and Cn is the number concentration of the polymer solution, given by:

Ca = (4-10)

where NA is Avogadro's number, Mw is the weight-average molecular weight of the

polymer, and C is the concentration (g/L) of the polymer solution. The radius of gyration

of the DNA molecule, RDNA, is calculated using the Porod-Kratky equation:
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RprA = Ga■ --(-e” ) (4-11)

where Le is the contour length of the DNA and a is the persistence length of the DNA. In

our calculations, we use a value of 450 Å for a, since the experimental data we use to

compare with our model results are based on DNA with no intercalating dye. Studies

have shown that in the presence of intercalating dyes such as ethidium, the persistence

length of DNA increases to a value of 500 Å [15].

The average electrophoretic mobility of the DNA, ■ i, will be equal to:

p =(X-P), +(P+1-X), (4-12)

where P is an integer value such that P : X & P+1. For the case where X & 1, pp is

equal to puts, the free solution electrophoretic mobility of DNA, which in the buffer solution

we employ (1X Tris) is 3.8°10'cm^V/s. Combining equation (4-12) and equation (4-8)

and solving for ■ i, gives:

p
- (P+1)pur – Pup, (4-13)t.A. N. E[.

c’veff "c
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4.3. Results

4.3.1. HEC 139K and HPC 100K

We have examined this model using CE data from two different polymers: hydroxyethyl

cellulose with a weight-average molecular mass of 139,000 (HEC 139K) and

hydroxypropyl cellulose with a weight-average molecular mass of 100,000 (HPC 100K).

These polymer samples were chosen because they have a low molecular mass, and

therefore should primarily cause separation of DNA through non-entangling collisions.

The primary parameter needed for input into the model is the polymer radius of gyration,

which determines the collision area and the drag force of the polymer. Implicit in the

use of only the radius of gyration to describe polymer properties is that the effect of

collisions is similar for different polymers. Some of the differences in polymer properties

are accounted for in the calculation of t. Ae■ t, but polymers with radically different

structures or densities may not behave in a similar fashion. However, the differences

between HEC and HPC (HEC is a stiffer, more hydrophilic polymer) appear to be

insignificant in applying our model. For the HEC sample, the radius of gyration was

calculated using the Porod-Kratky model for a worm-like coil, using a value of 8.3 nm for

the persistence length, resulting in a value of Rp = 29 nm [4]. The persistence length of

the HPC sample was not known, so we estimated the radius of gyration from the

experimentally determined entanglement threshold using equation (4-1). The

entanglement threshold of the HPC 100K sample has been measured as 0.68% (%

wt/wt)[5], which gives a radius of gyration of Rp = 39 nm.

It should be noted that for all hydroxyethyl cellulose samples we have used, the

entanglement threshold calculated using equation (4-1) is less than the measured
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entanglement threshold, due at least in part to the large polydispersity of the HEC

samples. If there were a similar trend for HPC, this would imply that the actual radius of

gyration is larger than the calculated value. This would have an effect on the value

calculated for the effective time constant for the non-entangling collisions, t, Ae■ t. This

parameter represents the time over which the drag force of the polymer acts on the

DNA, and the assumption behind the use of this parameter is that the average force that

a polymer molecule imparts on a DNA molecule during a collision is constant regardless

of the DNA size. By using only hydrodynamic drag forces to model the force imparted

on the DNA during a collision with a polymer molecule, we are effectively ignoring the

dissipation of energy that will occur as the DNA and polymer collide and deform locally.

We calculated tºe■ from equation (4-13), using the electrophoretic mobilities of DNA

fragments in a 0.3% (% wt/wt) polymer solution for both HEC 139K (Figure 4-3) and

HPC 100K. This corresponds to the second-lowest concentration in our data sets for

3.00E-06

2.50E-06

2.00E-06

1.50E-06

1.00E-06

5.00E-07

0.00E-1-00 ||

O 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

DNA size (bp)

Figure 4-3. Calculation of the time constant for the DNA-polymer interaction, t.A.■ .
Using experimental data for electrophoretic mobilities of DNA in 0.3% HEC 139K, the
model parameter t.Ae■ is calculated for each size of DNA. The average value for DNA
larger than 300 bp is then used as the constant value for all other sizes and polymer
COncentrations.
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these polymers. As Figure 4-3 shows, the calculated tºe■ is approximately constant for

DNA larger than 200 bp. The average value for t. Aeff for the DNA fragments between

603 and 1353 bp, 1.38°10° sec for HEC 139K and 5.8°10' sec for HPC 100K, was then

applied to all calculations involving the same polymer type. The larger value for t.Ae■ for

the HEC 139K polymer could be due to the larger size of the HEC 139K leading to a

larger tº, or could be due to differences in polymer properties between HEC and HPC.

The model predicts the average number of polymer molecules being dragged by each

DNA molecule, X, is less than 1 for all DNA sizes and concentrations in the HEC 139K

and HPC 100K data sets.

Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 show the predictions of the model and the experimental data

for HPC 100K and HEC 139K, respectively. With t.Ae■ being the only fitted parameter,
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0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500

DNA size (bp)

Figure 4-4. Model results for several concentrations of HPC 100K. Electrophoretic
mobilities are calculated using equation (4-13) using a value of 5.8°10' sec for T.Ae■ .
Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols, while model
results are given by lines.
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Figure 4-5. Model results for several concentrations of HEC 139K. Electrophoretic
mobilities are calculated using equation (4-13) using a value of 1.38°10° sec for t.A.■ .
Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are represented by symbols, while
model results are represented by lines.

there is good agreement between the model and experimental data. The shape of the

mobility curve is well represented, with the exception of very small DNA (< 200 bp),

where the model predicts higher electrophoretic mobilities than the experimental data. It

is quite likely that for DNA smaller than 200 bp, the radius of gyration calculated by the

Porod-Kratky equation is no longer valid, as the DNA will be acting more like a rod in

solution than a worm-like coil. This factor is also quite likely responsible for the

anomalous values for t \et calculated for DNA fragments smaller than 200 bp (Fig. 4-3).

It is interesting to note that our model performs well at the highest polymer

concentration predicted in Fig. 4-4, 0.9%, which is above the entanglement threshold of

;
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HPC 100K (0.65%). It is quite possible that our model can help explain separations in

entangled polymer solutions as well as dilute solutions. However, since our model does

not include any parameters for polymer-polymer hydrodynamic interactions, we expect

that the model's predictions will be less realistic as the polymer solutions become more

entangled and polymer-polymer interactions in the solution become more pronounced.

One important aspect of the model is that it accurately predicts the loss of resolution for

DNA larger than 2000 bp in these low molecular mass polymer solutions. As the size of

the DNA increases, the collision cross-sectional area increases, which leads to a higher

number of DNA-polymer collisions. However, as the DNA size increases, the effect of

each collision on the mobility of the DNA decreases because the electrophoretic force

on the DNA increases while the drag force of the collision does not. Likewise, the effect

of each individual collision on a small DNA fragment is greater, which leads to a steeper

slope of the mobility curve in the small DNA range (< 600 bp). The model predicts both

the steeper slope for small DNA fragments and the plateau in mobility as the DNA size

increases. The model also provides excellent predictions of the effect of increasing

concentration on the mobility of a specific size of DNA. Figure 4-6 shows the predicted

and experimental values of the electrophoretic mobility of two sizes of DNA, 310 bp and

1353 bp, with increasing HPC concentration. It is interesting to note that the model

predicts the behavior of the 310 bp peak with remarkable accuracy for the entire range

of dilute solution separations in our data set, 0.1%-0.9% (w/w), including the

concentrations well beyond the entanglement threshold of 0.65% (w/w). However, the

model predicts higher electrophoretic mobilities for the 1353 bp fragment at

concentrations near to and above the entanglement threshold. Since at these

concentrations the polymer molecules are beginning to interact with each other in

solution, there may be a localized polymer network, or at least small groups of polymer

molecules that are interacting with each other. Larger DNA fragments may begin to
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of experimental data and model predictions for two different
sized DNA fragments for several concentrations of HPC 100K. Model predictions are
represented by lines, while experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are
represented by symbols.

have some entangling collisions with polymer molecules that are in such a group or

localized network, similar to the way they interact with high molecular mass polymers.

In effect, past the entanglement threshold, the low molecular mass polymers may act

like they are high molecular mass polymers. This would explain the overestimation of

the electrophoretic mobility, since if the DNA molecule underwent entangling collisions

as well as non-entangling collisions, this would decrease the electrophoretic mobility.

We would not expect to see this effect for small DNA such as the 310 bp fragment,

since these DNA molecules are not much larger than the persistence length of DNA,

and thus are expected to not be able to have these entangling collisions.
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4.3.2. HPC 300K

To test the applicability of the non-entangling collision model to polymers with a higher

molecular mass, we have calculated model results for a third polymer, HPC 300K (Mw =

300,000). This polymer sample has an entanglement threshold of 0.45% [5], and we

have calculated the radius of gyration to be 64 nm based on the weight average

molecular mass. Since the model deals only with the non-entangling collisions that

occur in solutions of low molecular mass polymer, we did not expect good performance

from our model for HPC 300K. As is shown in Chapter 2, sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, HPC

300K has shown the ability to separate large DNA, which thus implies that HPC 300K is

large enough to entangle with DNA, leading to additional mechanisms of separation

beyond the non-entangling collisions our model describes. Our model results are given

in figure 4-7. We calculated a value of 1.80°10° sec for t.A. (vs. 5.8°10' sec for HPC

100K), using the mobility data for HPC 300K at 0.05% for DNA & 2000 bp. Assuming

that the mechanism of separation is the same, this implies that the larger polymers

could have a longer contact time with the DNA, or the effectiveness of the collisions

increases with the molecular mass. As expected, the model does not perform as well as

it does for HPC 100K. In particular, the model predicts that no separation should occur

for DNA larger than about 2000 bp, whereas DNA up to 23,130 bp is separated in the

electrophoretic experiments. The predictions for the smaller DNA are also significantly

worse than for HPC 100K. However, it should be noted that the model predicts higher

mobility values for large DNA than are contained in the experimental data. For larger

DNA, we expect this polymer to be able to undergo entangling collisions with DNA

molecules, which would decrease the mobility. Since these types of collisions are not

included in this model, we expect the model should predict higher mobility values than

we find experimentally.
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Figure 4-7. Model results for several concentrations of HPC 300K for a) DNA « 1500
bp and b) DNA « 25,000 bp. Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (4-
13) using a value of 1.80'10" sec for t.A.■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic
mobilities are represented by symbols, while model results are represented by lines.
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4.3.3. Effect of polymer polydispersity

The model assumes the polymer sample is monodisperse, which we know to be

inaccurate. The HEC 139K sample has a polydispersity (M./M.) of over 5, as the .

number-average molecular mass (Mº) is between 24,000 and 27,000 g/mol. Obviously,

the choice of whether to use the weight-average molecular mass or the number-average

molecular mass makes a significant difference in the calculated values of t, Aeff. The

high polydispersity implies that the majority of polymer molecules in the solution have a
*-

relatively small molecular mass, close to Mn, but the presence of a smaller number of --

significantly larger polymers leads to a much higher weight-average molecular mass, s
Mw. Unfortunately, the distribution of molecular masses in the sample is not known, so -
we are not able to compensate for the polydispersity in our model, and we are forced to º
rely on the weight-average molecular mass for our predictions. Indeed, we do not even I
know the number-average molecular mass for the HPC 100K and 300K samples,

though we believe that the polydispersity of both samples is high, since they are

unfractionated (see Chapter 2.3.1). In order to test the effects of polymer polydispersity, ;
it would be useful to examine separations employing a low molecular mass,

monodisperse polymer or to accurately determine the molecular mass distribution of a

polymer solution.

4.3.4. Distribution of number of polymers being dragged by DNA.

One aspect of the separation process that our mathematical model does not address is

the distribution of polymers in a dilute solution. Indeed, the model assumes a uniform

distribution of polymer molecules in solution. For example, if a DNA molecule were to

Collide with, on average, 1.5 polymer molecules at each point in time, our model
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calculates the average electrophoretic mobility as the average of the mobility of a DNA

molecule dragging 2 polymer molecules and the mobility of a DNA molecule dragging 1

polymer molecule. If the polymer molecules were randomly distributed in the solution,

there may be some occasions where the DNA molecule was not actually dragging any

polymer molecules, and some occasions where more than 2 polymer molecules were

being dragged. We wished to test whether allowing a wider distribution of the number of

polymer molecules being dragged would improve the fit of the model. Towards this end,

we employed an optimization program titled What's Best!, (an add-in to the Microsoft

Excel spreadsheet). What's Best! is designed to optimize a function within a

spreadsheet, with the user specifying which cells are adjustable and any constraints on

the values of the cells. We set up a spreadsheet to optimize the fit of predicted

electrophoretic mobilities to known values from our data set, minimizing the function

Pºpredicted
-

P'experimental (4-1 4)

where n is the total number of DNA fragments for which we had experimental data at a

given polymer concentration. The predicted values for the electrophoretic mobilities

were given by the equation

Pl = X0||r-0 + X11p–1 + X2|lr-2 + X3|lr-3 + X41,-4 + Xsplp-s (4-15)

where x0, x1, x2, x2, x4, and X5 are variables representing the fraction of time spent with P

polymers attached, and are determined by What's Best for each DNA fragment. The

mobilities with different numbers of polymers attached, pp, are given by equation (4-7).

Furthermore, we used the constraints that

º -

º -

:
;
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xo + x1 + x2 + x3 + x 4 + Xs = 1 (4-16) 7)

so that the total fraction of time spent in all DNA/polymer configurations is equal to 1,

and

x + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x, +5xx = X (4-17)

where X is the average number of polymer molecules being dragged by the DNA

molecule, as determined by equation (4-8). Additional constraints were added to make

sure that the spreadsheet did not allow unrealistic distributions, for example, x4 to be

larger than x2 when X was less than 2. Figure 4-8 (a) shows how the average number

of polymers in contact with the DNA, X, varies with DNA size. Figure 4-8 (b) shows the

predicted distribution of the number of polymers in contact with DNA molecules for a

0.5% solution of HEC 27K, using the What's Best! program. Using this distribution

leads to a better fit of the experimental data than the model equations without using a

distribution of number of polymers attached to the DNA. As expected, the fraction of

time spent with a certain number of polymer molecules attached shows a distribution

with a maximum at the DNA size where the number was closest to the average number

of polymers attached, X, and decreased rapidly on both sides of that maximum. The

data was fit to gaussian distributions in figure 4-8 (a), with the exception of the case

where there are no polymers attached, which was fit to an exponential decay. The t
s
º

gaussian fits to the data correctly show that the actual peaks of the distributions for two,
-

º
three, and four polymers attached occur for slightly larger DNA sizes than the data I

^s ºrR; ■ i
points. The distribution also shows that even when the average number of polymers

attached, X, was larger than 1, there is still a fraction of time where the DNA is not in

contact with any polymers.
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Figure 4-8. Distribution of the number of polymers molecules dragged by a DNA
molecule giving the optimum fit to the experimental data. A) The average number of
polymer molecules dragged by different sizes of DNA molecules. B) The total fraction
of time spent by DNA molecules with a specific number of polymer molecules attached
was determined for each size of DNA fragments to match experimental data for 0.5%
HEC 139K. Optimization of the distribution of the number of polymers being dragged by
a DNA molecule was performed in an Excel spreadsheet. The data are fit with a -//
gaussian curve, with the exception of the zero polymers attached data, which was fit | 1
with an exponential decay. / 2.
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4.3.5. Comparison of the present model with that of Hubert et al. [6]

The model proposed here is a second model to be based on the transient entanglement

coupling mechanism of separation for DNA in polymer solutions. Hubert et al. [6]

constructed a model based on entangling collisions between DNA and polymer using

the same HEC data set that we use in the current paper (from ref. [4]). The basis for

both models is that hydrodynamic drag forces resulting from DNA-polymer collisions

results in a reduction of mobility of the DNA and leads to separation of DNA. However,

the mechanism of separation is completely different for the two models.

The Hubert et al. model assumes that when DNA and polymer collide, they entangle and

both the DNA and the polymer slide around each other and release. As we have

illustrated however, this model, which is purported to be valid only for small polymers, is

based on a mechanism which appears not to occur with small polymers based on

videomicroscopic data. Videomicroscopy of DNA in dilute solutions of small HEC (the

same polymer sample used as a data set for the model) shows that entangling collisions ;
between DNA and polymer are quite infrequent for large DNA (T4 DNA, 166 kbp). We

believe that for small DNA, especially DNA around the size of one persistence length

(about 120 bp), the DNA is physically unable to undergo a U-shape collision, so

entangling collisions between DNA and small polymer, while infrequent when the DNA is

large, should be virtually non-existent when the DNA is small. The model we present

assumes that when DNA and polymer collide, they do not entangle, but the polymer

molecule imparts a hydrodynamic drag force upon the DNA. No entangling collisions,

U-shape or brief, are postulated to occur. We believe this more accurately describes

the small DNA, small polymer case that both the non-entangling collision model and the

Hubert et al. model address.
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Despite the vastly different mechanisms upon which the models are based, they share

the common assumption that separation of DNA results from hydrodynamic drag forces

imparted upon the DNA by polymer molecules. This is where the two models converge

(to a point). Thus, equation (4-7) is similar to equation (1) in Hubert et al., equation (4-

8) is similar to equation (5) in Hubert et al. Despite these similarities, there are

significant differences in the approaches of the authors. Hubert et al. rely on scaling

arguments to derive a final equation that contains two adjustable parameters, Y and 3.

Our model is based on molecular parameters wherever possible, whereas Hubert et al.

scale these parameters. For example, we calculate an exact value for the drag force of

one polymer molecule using equation (4-5) and equation (4-6), whereas in Hubert et

al.'s calculation of the drag force, a prefactor is incorporated into this drag force in their

scaling argument for the parametery. Thus, Hubert et al. are unable to calculate values

such as the "aggregation number" of polymers on a DNA molecule, n. We calculate

based on molecular parameters that n < 1 for the entire data set, as the drag force from

one polymer would result in slower mobilities than are seen in the electrophoretic data.

Hubert et al. apply a set of equations based on the assumption that n > 1 for the data

set in their paper, though they do include an equation than would be applied for the case

for n < 1. Additionally, Hubert et al. use the entire experimental data set to fit two

parameters (Y and B) and then compare their model predictions using these parameters.

The predictive ability of the model is thus not examined. The model presented here has

only one adjustable parameter, the product of t. and Ae■ t, and we calculate this value

using only the electrophoretic data from one concentration in a data set, and predict the

rest of the data set using this value. In this sense, our model is predictive, while the

Hubert et al. model only provides a fit of two parameters to a data set.

*-
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It is interesting at this point to compare the model predictions of both models. The HEC

139K polymer data is the same data set used in reference [6] (where it is identified as

24 000-27 000 MW HEC). Comparing Fig. 4 of [6] to Fig. 4-5 in this paper shows that

both models provide similar results, and both models predict the general trends of the

data (this can also be seen by comparing Fig.5 of [6] to Fig. 4-6 in this paper). The

model of Hubert et al. appears to be slightly more accurate in predicting the mobilities,

especially at higher concentrations. Both models are less accurate at predicting the

behavior of DNA smaller than 200 bp. We have also calculated the predictions of the

Hubert et al. model for the second polymer used in this paper, HPC 100K. For these

calculations, we estimated the contour length of HPC 100K to be 180 nm, based on a

molecular substitution value of 2.5 propyl groups per monomer, similar to that of HEC.

Figure 4-9 shows the calculations of Y and 3 for HPC 100K, similar to Fig. 3 in [6]. The

value we calculated for Y, 0.866, is similar to the value for the HEC 139K sample (0.95,

though if calculated using the concentration range used in [6] to calculate 3, the value

for y becomes 0.831 for the HEC 139K sample). The value for B was determined to be

0.33, using the mean of the values calculated for the different sizes of DNA (it is not

possible to estimate a constant value for this parameter, as there does not appear to be

any plateau value, even though 3 should be a constant). This value is significantly less

than that for HEC 139K (1.76), and in the Hubert et al. model it signifies that the ratio of

the scaling prefactors of the polymer escape time to the DNA escape time is five times

greater in HEC 139K than HPC 100K. Figure 4-10 shows the Hubert et al. model

predictions for HPC 100K. In this case, the Hubert et al. model predictions show much

greater deviations from the experimental data than our model (compare to Fig. 4-4),

especially for concentrations higher than 0.1%. It should be noted that the highest

concentration in these figures, 0.9%, is above the entanglement threshold of 0.65% for
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HPC 100K, and the Hubert et al. model is not expected to apply to concentrations above

the entanglement threshold.

We also compare model results for HPC 300K, which has an entanglement threshold of

0.45% [5], a calculated the radius of gyration to be 64 nm based on the weight-average

molecular mass, and an estimated contour length of 540 nm. It is not clear whether or

not, according to the restrictions Hubert et al. place on the validity of their model, this

radius of gyration of the polymer is larger than the limit for which Hubert et al.'s

mechanism should apply (their model is restricted to cases where the radius of gyration

of the polymer is smaller than the persistence length of DNA, which they give as 60 nm).

In ref [6], Hubert et al. use the number-average molecular mass to characterize

polymers, which would lead to a smaller calculated radius of gyration. Unfortunately,

this polymer sample is the smallest polymer that we could use to compare results of the

models for different molecular masses of the same polymer type. As seen in section 3.2

and figure 4-7, our model gave the expected poor performance. However, the Hubert et

al. model performs even more poorly than our model for HPC 300K, as shown in figure

4-11. The Hubert et al. model also predicts that mobilities of DNA plateau for DNA

larger than 2000 bp. The values calculated for Y and 3 were 2.35 and 0.16, respectively,

though it should be noted that the value of beta did not reach a constant value, and the

plot for gamma was not as linear as the plot for HPC 100K. That 3 differs from the value

for HPC 100K is not expected, since this number should be a constant for each polymer,

independent of size. That the plot of Y is not linear is not surprising, since the plots for

both HPC 100K and HEC 139K for y show the same non-linear trend (the slope

decreases as the polymer concentration increases), but the extent of the non-linearity

increased for HPC 300K. Although Hubert et al. state that the "collision process itself

might be different" than their proposed mechanism for larger polymers,
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videomicroscopic evidence clearly shows that U-shape collisions and brief collisions are

ubiquitous in solutions containing large polymers.

4.4. Discussion

Our model clearly shows that the separations of DNA in low molecular mass polymer

solutions can be explained by non-entangling collisions between DNA and polymer

molecules. The model is able to quantitatively predict the behavior of DNA in two

different types of polymer, HEC and HPC. Additionally, the model is able to explain

separations in dilute polymer solutions, whereas the Ogston and reptation models fail.

The model also provides a physical basis for the reason why DNA larger than 2000 bp is

unable to be separated in solutions of low molecular mass polymers: without large

polymers, the only type of collision postulated to occur is the non-entangling collision,

which our model clearly shows is unable to provide separation for large DNA. The two

types of entangling collisions, brief collisions and U-shape collisions, are not necessary

to explain separations with small DNA and low molecular mass polymer (and have been

shown by videomicroscopy to be extremely infrequent in low molecular mass polymer —

see chapter 3). We have thus based our model on the physical mechanism of

separation as we presently understand it for low molecular mass polymer solutions.

Interestingly, the model is not necessarily constrained to solutions below the

entanglement threshold: Figures 4-4 and 4-6 show that the model is able to predict the

behavior in the HPC 100K solution at concentrations above the entanglement threshold.

The decreased model performance for large DNA at higher concentrations could easily

be interpreted to mean that the nature of the polymer changes so that the polymer

molecules no longer act like low-molecular mass polymers, rather than there being a

change in the mechanism of separation. Thus, transient entanglement coupling could

:
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explain all separations in polymer solutions, rather than just dilute solutions. All that

would be required to extend the mathematical model to concentrated solutions would be

to determine how the presence of a polymer network affects the DNA-polymer

interactions.

Further development of the model to include the effects of brief collisions and U-shape

collisions is necessary to accurately model the case of DNA electrophoresis in high

molecular mass polymer solutions. Unlike the non-entangling collisions, only a very

small fraction of polymer collisions lead to entanglements between DNA and polymer.

But, these entanglements have a much longer time constant than the non-entangling

collisions. In order to include these entanglements in the model, it is necessary to

derive relationships between the size of the DNA, the size of the polymer, and the

frequency and duration of the two types of collisions. The effects of the two types of

entangling collisions will be to add additional drag forces onto the DNA molecules, with

larger DNA molecules having both an increased probability of collision, and collisions of

longer duration. The effect of these collisions is to extend the range of DNA that can be

separated by providing additional size-dependent drag forces acting on the DNA. It is

probable that effects of these drag forces, similar to those of the non-entangling

collisions, will at some point cancel out the increased frequencies of collision for some

size of DNA, leading again to a plateau value for the electrophoretic mobility and a loss

of resolution.
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Chapter 5:

Collision theory for the electrophoretic separation
of DNA in polymer solutions
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Abstract

Previously, we have presented a collision model for the electrophoretic separation of

DNA in low molecular mass polymers. Here, we present a complete mathematical

model of DNA capillary electrophoresis in polymer solutions based on the transient

entanglement coupling mechanism of separation, involving three types of collisions

between DNA and polymer molecules that affect the electrophoretic mobility of DNA.

These collision types are: 1) non-entangling collisions between DNA and polymer

molecules, 2) brief collisions that result in a short extension of the DNA molecule and 3)

U-shape collisions, in which the DNA entangles with a polymer molecule and slides

around the obstacle with a pulley-like motion. The extension of the collision model to

include all three types of DNA-polymer collisions allows for the prediction of separations

in high molecular mass polymer solutions as well as the previously well described low

molecular mass polymer solutions.

5.1. Introduction

The development of capillary electrophoresis has provided an important tool for

separating DNA. With the advent of chip-based analysis tools, it is possible to perform

separations in minutes or even seconds [1], instead of the hours required for traditional

slab gel electrophoresis. Whether for DNA sequencing or restriction fragment

separations, the speed advantage of capillary electrophoresis using uncrosslinked

polymer solutions is enormous. However, the mechanism of separation in polymer

Solutions has been misunderstood. Originally, it had been believed that the mechanism

of separation in polymer solutions was identical to that of DNA in gels and the Ogston

and reptation mechanisms were mistakenly applied. Grossman and Soane [2] proposed

--
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that polymer solutions formed networks and acted as physical gels, and that "pores" or

"tubes" are formed in entangled polymer solutions that lead to the separation of DNA

either by the Ogston sieving or reptation mechanisms.

The discovery that separations were possible in dilute polymer solutions, where no

polymer network is present, led to the development of the transient entanglement

coupling mechanism [3][4], which has been further refined based on videomicroscopic

images of DNA electrophoresis through dilute polymer solutions [5] [6][7]. The transient

entanglement coupling mechanism asserts that DNA collides with polymer molecules

and is forced to drag the polymer through the solution, thus increasing the frictional

force acting on the DNA and reducing its electrophoretic mobility. There appear to be

three types of collisions that occur between the DNA and polymer [5]. The first, and

most prevalent, type of collision is a collision in which the DNA collides with a polymer

molecule but does not entangle with it. The polymer is essentially pushed out of the

path of the DNA molecule, but during the short period in which they are in contact, there

is an additional frictional force acting on the DNA due to the polymer. The second type

of collision is termed a brief collision, in which the DNA entangles with a polymer

obstacle and begins to extend, but the polymer releases before the DNA can reach full

extension. The third type of collision is the U-shape collision, in which the DNA

entangles with the polymer, extends in the field, forming a U-shape, and the releases in

a pulley-like motion in the direction of the longer arm. In the previous chapter, we

presented a mathematical model based on the first collision type to describe separations

in low molecular mass polymers [8]. In this chapter, we extend the model to include all

three types of collisions.
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5.2. Theory

5.2.1. Collision Model

The collision model is based on the principle that polymer molecules in solution impart a

drag force on DNA molecules when they collide as DNA electrophoreses the solution.

The basic equations have been laid out in Chapter 4, section 2.2. In order to include the

two types of entangling collisions, we modify equation 4-8 to read:

+ fone + fu shape (5-1 )

where X is the average number of polymers being dragged by the DNA, to is the time

constant for the DNA-polymer interaction, Aeff is the effectiveness of the non-entangling

collisions, Nc is the number of DNA-polymer collisions that occur during the separation

(determined by equation 4-9), L is the length of the capillary, u is the average

electrophoretic mobility during the separation, fushape is the fraction of time the DNA

spends in a U-shape collision, and fore is the fraction of time the DNA spends in a brief

collision, when the DNA is not in a U-shape collision. We interpret fore■ in this fashion

because we know that while DNA is in a U-shape, it still undergoes conformation

changing collisions with polymer (as seen in the formation of multiple arms). However, it

is extremely difficult to determine whether a U-shape is also undergoing a brief collision,

so we simply calculate the fraction of time the DNA is in a brief collision during the

periods when it is not in a U-shape collision. These two parameters are estimated from

videomicroscopic data (shown in table 3-1). Figure 5-1 shows the dependence of the

fraction of time spent in the U-shape conformation and globular conformation as a
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Figure 5-1. Fraction of time spent in U-shape and Brief collisions for T4 DNA
electrophoresing through HEC 1.76M and HEC 1.32M solutions. Data from Figure 3-8
(a-c).

function of HEC Concentration for T4 DNA in HEC 1.76M and HEC 1.32M solutions.

The trend is for the fraction of time spent in the U-shape to increase as the

concentration increases. The two lines representing the U-shapes have an average

slope of about 2.6 (or 0.24/q)"). Thus, we take that to be the average concentration

effect for large polymers:

fu-shape – fu shape max
-

(q)"
-

C)*0.24/ q)* (5-2)
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where q)" is the entanglement threshold concentration of the polymer (0.09% for HEC

1.76M) and fushape max is the maximum value for the fraction of time spent in U-shapes,

which we take as 0.6, from the value of fu-shape at the entanglement threshold for HEC

1.76M, the largest value we measured. The trend for the brief collisions also trends up,

but with a smaller slope:

fbnet = fone max — (qb" – C)*0.08/qb" (5-3)

where foreimax is the maximum value for the fraction of time spent in brief collisions,

which again we estimate as the value of fene■ at the entanglement threshold for HEC

1.76M, 0.56.

Figure 5-2 shows the effect of the size of the polymer on the fraction of time spent in a

U-shape. As the polymer size increases, fu shape also increases, with a slope of

approximately 0.00000022. The trend is similar for fone, with a slightly different slope of

0.0000002. Thus, we determine the effect of the polymer size to be:

fu-shape = fu-shape max - (1,760,000 – Sp)"0.00000022 (5-4)

and

fone = fone max — (1,760,000 – Sp)"0.0000002 (5-5)

where Sp is the size of the polymer in g/mol, and 1,760,000 is the size of the largest

polymer we tested.

Figure 5-3 shows the effect of DNA size on fushape. As can be seen, the fraction of time

spent in a U-shape increases as the DNA size increases from 48 kbp to 103 kbp, but
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Figure 5-2. Fraction of time spent in U-shape and brief collisions for T4 DNA (166 kbp)
and T5 DNA (103kbp) as a function of HEC size. Data from Data from Figure 3-8 (a-c).
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Figure 5-3. Fraction of time spent in U-shape collisions in four polymer solutions:
0.01% HEC 1.76M, 0.09% HEC 1.76M, 0.01% HEC 1.32M, and 0.1% HEC 1.32M as a
function of DNA size. Data from Figure 3-8 (a-c).
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seems to level off between 103 kbp and 166 kbp. It is possible that fu-shape reaches a

maximum around 100 kbp. We know that very small DNA should not be able to form

any U-shape interactions at all, so when we are modeling the effect of DNA size on the

fraction of U-shapes and brief collisions, we needed an equation that would allow no

entangling collisions with small DNA. Thus, we use the following equation for the effect

of DNA size:

fu shape - fu shape max * (RJDNA
-

Rq603 bp)/(R948kbp
-

Ro803 bp) (5-6)

fone = fone " (RJDNA - Ro 803 bp)/(R948%bo - Ro 803 bp) (5-7)

where Roona is the radius of gyration of the DNA fragment, and Roleoabo and Roaskbp are

the radii of gyration for DNA sized 603 bp and 48 kbp. We estimate that a 310 bp

fragment, less than 3 persistence lengths, should not be able to form U-shapes, but that

the next larger DNA fragment in our experiments, 603 bp, should be able to form

entanglements with polymer, so we use 603 bp as the cutoff. The fraction of time spent

in brief collisions did not show any discernible trend with varying DNA size, so we

neglect the effect of DNA size on fore■ . This actually has interesting implications: we

know that the size of the DNA affects the length of time that a DNA molecule takes to go

through one U-shape cycle [9][10], so we expect to see an effect from the size of the

DNA. However, we believe that brief collisions are caused by a polymer molecule

releasing form a DNA molecule, instead of the other way around, so it is possible that

the size of the DNA really does have little effect on the fraction of time spent in a brief

Collision.

:
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Thus, the final equations for fulshape and fore■ are, combining equations 5-2, 5-4, and 5-6

for fulshape and 5-3, 5-5 and 5-7 for fene■ .

fu shape = (fu shape max - (1,760,000—Sp)*.00000022e-6 - (<b"—C)*0.26/q\")"(Rapna - Ros■ obe)/

(R948kbo - Ro 810 bp) (5-8)

fone = (fonema, -(1,760,000 – Sp)"0.0000002 - (p“ – C)*0.08/q\")"(Rapna - Rostob■ )/

(R048bp - Ro 810 bp) (5-9)

While we do not assert that these equations are rigorous, as the data by nature is not

very accurate, they do provide a ballpark figure to estimate the fraction of time spent in

the brief and U-shape collisions for our modeling purposes.

Thus, the final equation for the electrophoretic mobility of the DNA will be:

(P+ 1-fbrief -fu-shape)|1 P - (P -fbrief -fu-shape }r. (5-10)
t.A., N., E■ ºº:

C
}*-*)

H =

5.3. Results

5.3.1. HPC 100K and HEC 139K

We have shown that the non-entangling collisions are sufficient to explain the

separations in low molecular mass polymers such as HEC 139K and HPC 100K. Thus,

we have modified the non-entangling collision model to incorporate the two types of

-
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entangling collisions, U-shape and brief collisions. The complete collision model still has

only one adjustable parameter, the effective time constant of non-entangling DNA

polymer collisions, t \et, which is fitted to electrophoretic data for small DNA in the

polymer solution in question. The inputs to the model remain the same: polymer radius

of gyration, polymer concentration, DNA size, and viscosity. The polymer data used as

inputs to the model are detailed in Table 2-1 in chapter 2. To test the complete collision

model, we applied the model to the same polymers as the non-entangling collision

model to compare the performance, using the same values for t.A.■ , 5.8°10'. Figures

5-4 (a) and (b) show the model predictions for HPC 100K for both small and large DNA ºº

molecules calculated using a value for t.A.■ of 5.8°10'. Comparing to Fig. 4-4, we see

3.80

• *-* HPC 100K3.60

3. 4 O

3 2 O

M

—. .01 m od el

º - —0.3^ `s + 1 –05
—0.9

2.80 e .01 data

s `--~ * + 0.3
2.60 a 0.5

`s a 0.9

2.20

2.00

3 O O
*

O 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

DNA bp

Figure 5-4 (a). Model results for several concentrations of HPC 10OK for DNA & 1500
bp. Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of
5.8°10' sec for t.Ae■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by
symbols, while model results are given by lines.
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Figure 5-4 (b). Model results for several concentrations of HPC 100K for DNA & 25
kbp. Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of
5.8°10' sec for t.A.■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by
symbols, while model results are given by lines.

that for DNA smaller than 600 bp, the model results are identical, as expected since

equations 5-6 and 5-7 limit the effects of entangling collisions to DNA larger than 310

bp. For larger DNA, the complete collision model predicts lower electrophoretic

mobilities than the non-entangling collision model, and in fact underperforms the non

entangling collision model for DNA 600 bp to 1500 bp. It is possible that the high

polydispersity of the low molecular mass polymer solutions causes the model to

overpredict the reduction in electrophoretic mobilities. Since the collision model is

based on videomicroscopic evidence, the equations are set up to assume that low

molecular mass polymers are capable of undergoing entangling collisions with DNA
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molecules. In fact, the conformation-changing interactions we see between DNA and

polymer in solutions of low molecular mass polymer may be the result of a few very

large polymer molecules in solution, and that the bulk of the polymers in the solution are

unable to have these two types of interactions. Figure 5-5 shows the collision model

predictions for HEC 139K, again using the same value for t.A. (1.38'10") as was used

in chapter 4.3.1. In comparison with the results shown in figure 4-5, again the complete

collision theory overpredicts the reduction in mobility for larger DNA fragments

compared to the non-entangling collision model. However, the differences for both HEC

139K and HPC 100K are relatively minor.
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Figure 5-5. Model results for several concentrations of HEC 139K for DNA « 1500 bp.
Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of 1.38°10°
Sec for t.Ae■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols,
while model results are given by lines.
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5.3.2. HPC 300K

As seen in Chapter 4.3.2., the non-entangling collision model is not sufficient to explain

separations of larger DNA in solutions of high molecular mass polymer. As shown in

Figure 4-7 (b), the non-entangling collision model predicts a plateau value of the

electrophoretic mobility for DNA much larger than 2000 bp at any polymer

concentration. While this is a realistic representation of the inability of low molecular

mass polymers to separate large DNA, it does not reflect the ability of high molecular

mass polymers to separate large DNA. Figure 5-6 shows the complete collision model

predictions for HPC 300K, using the same value for t.A. (1.80°10°). The complete º

collision model improves upon the performance of the non-entangling collision model,
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Figure 5-6. Model results for several concentrations of HPC 300K for DNA & 25 kbp.
Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of 1.8°10°
sec for t.Ae■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols,
while model results are given by lines.
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especially for larger DNA. Instead of predicting a plateau value for the electrophoretic

mobility of DNA, the model correctly predicts the trend of decreasing electrophoretic

mobility with increasing DNA size.

5.3.3. The effect of polymer size

The videomicroscopic data was taken using three different sizes of HEC: HEC 139K,

HEC 1.32M, and HEC 1.76M. We have tested the model to determine the effect of

polymer size on the model results using these three polymers. Figure 5-7 shows the

model predictions for HEC 1.32M for small and large DNA, using a calculated value of

6'10" for t.A.. This value was calculated based on the electrophoretic mobilities of

*

.
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Figure 5-7 (a). Model results for several concentrations of HEC 1.32M for DNA & 1500
bp. Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of
6°10° sec for t.A.■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by
symbols, while model results are given by lines.
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Figure 5-7 (b). Model results for several concentrations of HEC 1.32M for DNA & 25
kbp. Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of
6°10° sec for t.A.. Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by
symbols, while model results are given by lines.

DNA fragments ranging from 118 bp to 310 bp at a concentration of 0.07%. Again, the

model correctly shows decreasing electrophoretic mobilities for large DNA. In this case,

the model tended to slightly underpredict the reduction of the electrophoretic mobility,

with best performance at 0.1%. This may reflect that the model performs better at

concentrations nearer the entanglement threshold, in this case 0.37%, and that model

performance degrades at low concentrations. Figure 5-8 shows the model predictions

for HEC 1.76M, using a calculated value of 1.5°10° for t.A.■ . The model results again

.

--
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Figure 5-8. Model results for several concentrations of HEC 1.76M for DNA & 25 kbp.
Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of 1.5°10°
sec for t.A.eti. Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols,
while model results are given by lines.

show the shape of the electrophoretic mobility curves, and predicts the decreasing

electrophoretic mobilities for large DNA. Model performance again was best for the

concentrations closer to the entanglement threshold, 0.09% for this polymer. We have

also calculated the model results for a third HPC sample, HPC 1M. These results are

shown in Figure 5-9. We calculated a value of 2*10° for t.A. for this polymer. Figure

5-9 shows that the model predicts separation for large DNA fragments, and provides

relatively accurate predictions for the electrophoretic mobilities.
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Figure 5-9. Model results for several concentrations of HPC 1M for DNA & 25 kbp.
Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of 2*10°
sec for t.A.eti. Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols,
while model results are given by lines.

In showing the model results for 3 different sizes of both HPC and HEC, it can be seen

that the model performs well over a broad range of polymer sizes. It should be noted

that the values for t, Aeff show a definite trend, increasing with increasing polymer size.

This is to be expected, as larger polymers colliding with DNA should have more of an

effect on the DNA motion than smaller polymers. The difference between the calculated

values for t.A. for HEC 139K (1.38°10°) and HEC 1.76M (1.5°10°) is about an order of

magnitude, similar to the difference in size between the polymers. Similarly, the

difference between the calculated values for t \en for HPC 100K (5.8°10') and HPC 1M

(2*10*) is also about an order of magnitude.
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5.3.4. The effect of polymer type

As can be seen from the results for the six HEC and HPC polymer samples, the model

has performed well for these cellulosic polymers. To further test the model, we used the

model to predict the electrophoretic mobilities for a polyacrylamide sample, PAA 1.14.M.

The model predictions for PAA 1.14 for small and large DNA are shown in figure 5-10,

using a value of 1.3°10° for t.A.■ , calculated from the 0.05% electrophoretic mobilities

for small DNA. As can be seen, the model is fairly accurate at predicting electrophoretic

mobilities for the small (< 1000 bp) DNA, and also provides excellent results for large

DNA as well. Thus, it appears that the polymer type does not have a large effect on the

model predictions: the important parameters are the polymer size and concentration.
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Figure 5-10. Model results for several concentrations of PAA 1.14M for DNA & 25 kbp.
Electrophoretic mobilities are calculated using equation (5-10) using a value of 1.3°10°
sec for t.Ae■ . Experimentally determined electrophoretic mobilities are given by symbols,
while model results are given by lines.
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5.4. Discussion

The model contained in chapter 4, based only on non-entangling collisions, has shown

to be inadequate for predicting the electrophoretic mobilities of large DNA. The

complete collision model presented in this chapter incorporates entangling collisions,

both U-shape and brief collisions, that we postulate to occur in solutions of high

molecular mass polymers based on videomicroscopic evidence contained in chapter 3.

The model predictions clearly show that these entangling collisions are responsible for

the separation of large DNA in polymer solutions, and explain the lack of separations of

large DNA in low molecular mass polymer solutions. In addition, while the model

equations that incorporate the entangling collisions into the model, equations 5-8 and 5

9, are based on a data set for HEC, the model results show that these equations can be

applied to other types of polymers as well. The model results for HPC, as shown in

figures 5-4, 5-6, and 5-9, are equally as good as the results for HEC, shown in figures 5

5.5-7, and 5-8. While it may be true that different polymer types may have slightly

different interactions with DNA molecules, the general behavior seems to not be

polymer-specific. Indeed, the model shows excellent predictive ability for a

polyacrylamide sample, PAA 1.14M, as shown in figure 5-10. Thus, the model does not

appear to be limited to cellulosic polymers, though we have not tested the performance

of the model for non-linear polymers. It is quite possible that highly branched polymers

may behave differently than linear polymers – videomicroscopic experiments could help

determine if this is the case.

The model equations for the complete collision model are based on videomicroscopic

evidence, so the only adjustable parameter for the model is still the effective time

constant of non-entangling DNA-polymer collisions, t, Ae■ t, which we calculate for each
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polymer sample based on capillary electrophoretic data. Since the value for t.Ae■ seems

to increase as the polymer size increases, it should be possible to estimate the value for

this parameter for a given size of a polymer if the values for other sizes of that polymer

are available, making the model truly predictive. While for our model purposes, we have

kept the value of t, Aeff constant for a polymer sample, there is no reason to assume that

this is assumption is valid. We simply chose not to make further assumptions of how

the values of t, and Aeff would change with DNA size. It seems likely that the

effectiveness of a DNA-polymer collision would increase as the DNA size increases.

The effect of a variable Ae■ t to the model would be to add another factor that would

decrease the predicted electrophoretic mobility of large DNA with respect to smaller

DNA. Since our model tends to predict slightly higher electrophoretic mobilities for large

DNA than the actual experimental values, such an addition would likely improve the

model results.

The collision model is based on the assumption that the separation of DNA is due

entirely to frictional drag imparted upon the DNA as it collides with polymer molecules,

both in entangling and non-entangling collisions. It is probable that this is not the only

mechanism by which collisions with polymer molecules affect the motion of DNA in

polymer solutions. The laws of physics tell us that when a moving object collides with a

stationary object, the result is a change in the momentum of the objects. Certainly, we

expect that when a DNA molecule collides with a polymer molecule, there should be

Some momentum transfer between the polymer and DNA, which would have the result

of decreasing the DNA velocity. By choosing to represent the effects of a collision using

only frictional drag, we neglect the other forces of the collision. It is possible that more

complex modeling of the collision force to include impact forces as well as frictional

forces could improve the model.
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Appendix A: Electrophoretic mobilities of DNA for HEC,
and PAA

Polymer: HEC 438K
Concentration|Mobilities for DNA bp

23130 9416 6557 4361 2322 2027 1353

HPC

1078 872
0.4000| 1.7092 1.7761 1.8472 1.9243 2.0180 2.0180 2.1738
0.3500| 1.7631 1.8618 1.9615 2.0314 2.0928 2.0928 2.2155
0.3000| 1.8091 1.9474 2,0504 2.0898 2.1631 2.1631 2.2812
0.2500| 1.9197 2,0514 2.1115 2.1571 2.2373 2.2466 2.3581
0.2000] 2.0318 2. 1380 2.2188 2.2727 2.3612 2.3816 2.4865
0.1500I 2.1954 2.2935 2.3574 2.4164 2.5183 2.5414 2.6593
0.1000] 2.2818 2.3957 2.4716 2.5442 2.6684 2.6993 2.8399
0.0750 2.3838 2.5087 2.5908 2.6688 2.8036 2.8385 2.9928
0.0500| 2.5061 2.6284 2.7158 2.7990 2.9441 2.9858 3.1480
0.0250| 2.7305 2.8703 2.9565 3.0426 3.1922 3.2355 3.3853
0.0125| 2.9770 3.11.25 3.1948 3.2735 3.4102 3.4461 3.5591
0.0063| 3.1881 3.3028 3.3659 3.4287 3.5364 3.5602 3.6332
0.0031|| 3.4030 3.4909 3.5384 3.5859 3.6595 3.6728 3.7264
0.0013| 3.5732 3.6253 3.6524 3.6800 3.7069 3.7076 3.7321
0.0006| 3.7024 3.7179 3.7243 3.7306 3.7411 3.7411 3.7639

603 310 281 271 234 194 118
0.4000 2.3177 2.7274 2.7933 2.8059 2.9080 3.0056 3.1830
0.3500| 2.4204 2.8284 2.8923 2.9019 2.9967 3.0838 3.2404
0.3000 2.5249 2.9261 2.9830 2.9942 3.0819 3.1616 3.3017
0.2500| 2.6361 3.0228 3.0738 3.0844 3.1634 3.2345 3.3495
0.2000] 2.7979 3. 1530 3.1974 3.2067 3.2754 3.3356 3.4240
0.1500|| 3.0001 3.3099 3.3500 3.3521 3.4090 3.4546 3.516.1
0.1000|| 3.2003 3.4462 3.4741 3.4741 3.5194 3.5505 3.5821
0.0750|| 3.3412 3.5379 3.5592 3.5595 3.5956 3.6184 3.63:13
0.0500|| 3.4525 3.5960 3.6101 3.6101 3.6378 3.6378 3.6492
0.0250) 3.5946 3.6834 3.6834 3.6834 3.7046 3.7046 3.7046
0.0125| 3.6979 3.7278 3.7278 3.7278 3.7370 3.7370 3.7370
0.0063| 3.7055 3.7236 3.7236 3.7236 3.7236 3.7236 3.7236
0.0031|| 3.7611 3.7677 3.7677 3.7677 3.7677 3.7677 3.7677
0.0013| 3.7527 3.7527 3.7527 3.7527 3.7527 3.7527 3.7527
0.0006| 3.7736 3.7736 3.7736 3.7736 3.7736 3.7736 3.7736

2.1738
2.2349
2.3063
2.3937
2.5340
2.7212
2.9229
3.0807
3.2365
3.4551
3.6052
3.6647
3.7373
3.7398
3.7639

72
3.2758
3.3177
3.3564
3.3925
3.4503
3.5177
3.5821
3.63:13
3.6492
3.7046
3.7370
3.7236
3.7677
3.7527
3.7736

2.1882
2.2688
2.3529
2.4515
2.6041
2.8028
3.0148
3.1723
3.31.89
3.5101
3.6367
3.6831
3.7428
3.7398
3.7639
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23130 9416 6557 4361 2322 2027 1353 1078 872
1.7566
1.7809
1.8034
1.8700
1.9127
1.9983
2.0898
2.1964
2.347.1
2.3549
2.4331
2.4498
2.5111
2.61.85
2.81.99
2.8878
3.1179
3.5691
3.6582
3.6878
3.7540
3.7691

603

1.7949
1.8303
1.8526
1.9516
2.0222
2.0848
2.1846
2.2992
2.4621
2.4802
2.5442
2.5676
2.6403
2.7459
2.9387
3.0053
3.21.80
3.6175
3.6884
3.7026
3.7540
3.7691

310

1.8396
1.8855
1.9362
2.0086
2.0745
2.1444
2.2492
2.3718
2.5367
2.5591
2.61.96
2.6462
2.7229
2.8295
3.0096
3.0836
3.2795
3.6512
3.6999
3.7125
3.7540
3.7691

281

1.8900
1.9396
2.0060
2.0613
2.1228
2.2002
2.3089
2.4421
2.6084
2.6344
2.6941
2.7243
2.8063
2.91.13
3.0825
3.1585
3.3478
3.6803
3.7125
3.7190
3.7540
3.7691

271

1.9487
2.0163
2.0972
2.1501
2.2046
2.2913
2.4064
2.5557
2.7366
2.7634
2.8153
2.8644
2.9452
3.0443
3.2156
3.2917
3.4535
3.7088
3.7273
3.7275
3.7540
3.7691

234

1.9487
2.0163
2.0972
2.1501
2.2046
2.3226
2.4301
2.5850
2.7697
2.7977
2.8563
2.8952
2.9850
3.0842
3.2550
3.3274
3.4832
3.7217
3.7273
3.7275
3.7540
3.7691

194

2.1407
2.1375
2.2075
2.2650
2.3167
2.4313
2.5428
2.7146
2.9166
2.9468
3.0081
3.0572
3.1408
3.2360
3.3959
3.4584
3.5774
3.7403
3.7540
3.7496
3.7592
3.7691

118

2.1407
2.1375
2.2296
2.2887
2.3534
2.4773
2.5965
2.7882
3.0002
3.0343
3.0929
3.1326
3.2252
3.3140
3.4594
3.51.63
3,6157
3.7511
3.7540
3.7496
3.7592
3.7691

72

Polymer:
Concentration

HEC 105K
Mobilities for DNA bp

0.5500
0.4500
0.4000
0.3500
0.3000
0.2500
0.2000
0.1500
0.1000
0.0900
0.0800
0.0700
0.0600
0.0500
0.0300
0.0250
0.0125
0.0025
0.0013
0.0006
0.0003

0.00015625

0.5500
0.4500
0.4000
0.3500
0.3000
0.2500
0.2000
0.1500
0.1000
0.0900
0.0800
0.0700
0.0600
0.0500
0.0300
0.0250
0.0125
0.0025
0.0013
0.0006
0.0003

0.00015625

2.2292
2.3067
2.4233
2.4960
2.5914
2.7350
2.8688
3.0592
3.2493
3.2750
3.3284
3.3498
3.4325
3.4958
3.5904
3.63:13
3.7016
3.7511
3.7540
3.7586
3.7592
3.7691

2.5979
2.6908
2.8187
2.8779
2.97.16
3.0933
3.2011
3.3282
3.4561
3.4742
3.5084
3.5105
3.5775
3.6172
3.6820
3.71 17
3.7221
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

2.6676
2.7540
2.8812
2.9345
3.0236
3.1399
3.2715
3.3566
3.4783
3.4966
3.5283
3.5247
3.5922
3.6285
3.6820
3.7117
3.7221
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

2.6786
2.7653
2.89.28
2.9456
3.0267
3.1495
3.3232
3.3617
3.4783
3.4966
3.5283
3.5247
3.5922
3.6285
3.6820
3.7117
3.7221
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

2.7878
2.8668
2.9868
3.0333
3.1160
3.2222
3.3865
3.41 13
3.5187
3.5360
3.5635
3.5546
3.6211
3.6547
3.7097
3.7213
3.7300
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

2.8974
2.9589
3.0780
3.1130
3.1893
3.2863
3.4357
3.4498
3.5451
3.5586
3.5835
3.5546
3.6211
3.6547
3.7097
3.7213
3.7300
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

3.0949
3.1340
3.2380
3.2556
3.3176
3.3916
3.51.21
3.4967
3.5669
3.5771
3.5983
3.5731
3.6366
3.6674
3.7097
3.7213
3.7300
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

3.2105
3.2275
3.31.75
3.3205
3.3731
3.4284
3.5281
3.4967
3.5669
3.5771
3.5983
3.5731
3.6366
3.6674
3.7097
3.7213
3.7300
3.7671
3.7659
3.7586
3.7642
3.7819

2.14O7
2.1811
2.2672
2.3340
2.4106
2.5450
2.6764
2.8763
3.0878
3.1186
3.1762
3.2127
3.3027
3.3868
3.5098
3.5595
3.6434
3.7511
3.7540
3.7496
3.7592
3.7691
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Polymer:
Concentration

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
1.7
2.1
2.5

3

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
1.7
2.1
2.5

3

281
3.6007
3.4230
3.3020
3.0083
2.8094
2.6483
2.4752
2.3546
2.1.036
1.9526
1.8223
1.7026

4361
3.4277
3.1546
2.9591
2.5934
2.3403

271
3.6007
3.4230
3.3020
3.0083
2.8094
2.6483
2.4752
2.3546
2.1036
1.9526
1.8223
1.7163

2322
3.4326
3.1811
2.989.3
2.6206
2.3604

234
3.6148
3.4519
3.3389
3.0588
2.8724
2.7206
2.5531
2.4382
2.1918
2.0445
1.92O7
1.8093

2027
3.4326
3.1811
2.98.93
2.6206
2.3604

194

1353
3.4904
3.2292
3.0452
2.6743
2.4313
2.2496
2.0772
1.9582
1.7370
1.6014
1.4925
1.2834

118

1078
3.5042
3.2498
3.0694
2.7016
2.4577
2.2750
2.0988
1.9755
1.7370
1.6014
1.4925
1.2834

72

HEC 27K
Mobilities for DNA bp

23130
3.41.87
3.1238
2.920.1
2.5639
2.2799

603
3.5468
3.3235
3.1572
2.81.38
2.5765
2.3940
2.2125
2.0856
1.8379
1.6961
1.5791
1.4589

9416
3.4277
3.1440
2.9428
2.5740
2.3053

310
3.6007
3.4107
3.2806
2.9819
2.7732
2.6073
2.4326
2.31 10
2.0595
1.9105
1.7831
1.6700

6557
3.4277
3.1546
2.9591
2.5907
2.3261

3.6205 3.62544 3.62544
3.4712 3.4869 3.4869
3.3659 3.40675 3.41 145
3.1013 3.18118 3.22718
2.9263 3.03922 3.11.146
2.7859 2.92036 3.01688
2.6195 2.77383 2.8875
2.5093 2.6735 2.8038
2.2587 2.44026 2.58832

2.296 2.45457
1.9919 2.17365 2.34075
1.8775 2.05113 2.22257

2.1167

872
3.5136
3.2684
3.0924
2.7303
2.4873
2.3031
2.1232
1.9989
1.7567
1.6014
1.4925
1.2834
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23130 9416 6557 4361 2322 2027 1353 1078 872
2.2310
2.3050
2.4065
2.5421
2.5949
2.6655
2.7375
2.8203
2.91.17
2.9895
3.0507
3.1544
3.3015
3.4475
3.6024

603

2.2310
2.3050
2.4065
2.5421
2.5949
2.6655
2.7375
2.8203
2.91.17
2.9895
3.0653
3.1592
3.3058
3.4475
3.6024

310

2.2310
2.3050
2.4065
2.5421
2.5949
2.6655
2.7375
2.8203
2.91.17
2.9895
3.0801
3.1743
3.3095
3.4475
3.6024

281

2.2310
2.3050
2.4065
2.5421
2.5949
2.6655
2.7375
2.8203
2.91.17
2.9895
3.0880
3.1794
3.3095
3.4475
3.6024

271

2.2720
2.3593
2.4657
2.5821
2.6370
2.71.02
2.7833
2.86.10
2.9559
3.0280
3.1117
3.2021
3.3384
3.4668
3.6024

234

2.2720
2.3593
2.4657
2.5821
2.6370
2.71.02
2.78.33
2.86.10
2.9559
3.0280
3.1117
3.2021
3.3384
3.4668
3.6024

194

2.3520
2.4404
2.5416
2.6501
2.7058
2.7759
2.8436
2.9293
3.01.96
3.0973
3.1710
3.2574
3.3909
3.5063
3.6290

118

2.3722
2.4648
2.5678
2.6769
2.7324
2.8024
2.8726
2.9591
3.0481
3.1206
3.1985
3.2814
3.4079
3.5217
3.6290

72

Polymer:
Concentration

HPC 100K
Mobilities for DNA bp

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.55
0.5

0.45
0.4

0.35
0.3

0.25
0.2

0.15
0.1

0.05

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.55
0.5

0.45
0.4

0.35
0.3

0.25
0.2

0.15
0.1

0.05

2.4993
2.5962
2.7076
2.7997
2.8459
2.9289
2.99.19
3.07.26
3.1570
3.2188
3.2923
3.3669
3.4731
3.5712
3.6671

2.7281
2.8235
2.9282
3.0015
3.0495
3.1085
3.1643
3.2297
3.3077
3.3640
3.4123
3.4618
3.5547
3.6279
3.7003

2.7707
2.8657
2.9586
3.0370
3.0784
3.1394
3.1940
3.2555
3.3323
3.37.91
3.4290
3.4747
3.5609
3.6279
3.7003

2.7707
2.8657
2.9586
3.0370
3.0784
3.1394
3.1940
3.2555
3.3323
3.37.91
3.4290
3.4747
3.5609
3.6279
3.7003

2.8497
2.9367
3.0271
3.0956
3.1344
3.1939
3.2450
3.3036
3.3873
3.41 13
3.4646
3.5051
3.5869
3.6497
3.7087

2.91.33
2.9982
3.0995
3.1455
3.1801
3.2376
3.2860
3.3496
3.4091
3.4381
3.4886
3.5231
3.5869
3.6497
3.7087

3.0595
3.11.63
3.1865
3.2399
3.2648
3.3230
3.3629
3.3976
3.4568
3.4743
3.5138
3.5363
3.5984
3.6497
3.7087

3.1271
3.1908
3.2502
3.2927
3.3088
3.3578
3.3835
3.4159
3.4681
3.4743
3.5138
3.5363
3.5984
3.6497
3.7087

2.4010
2.4949
2.5997
2.7078
2.7634
2.8350
2.9052
2.9875
3.0784
3.1466
3.2246
3.3030
3.4246
3.5342
3.6384

%
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Polymer: HPC 300K
Concentration|Mobilities for DNA bp

23130 9416 6557 4361 2322 2027 1353 1078 872
0.05| 2.9657 3.0512 3.1112 3.1654 3.2760 3.3073 3.4043 3.4464 3.4775

0.1| 2.6507 2.7469 2.8190 2.8802 2.9942 3.0282 3.1532 3.2132 3.2677
0.15| 2.5076 2.6053 2.6758 2.7399 2.8543 2.8837 3.0154 3.0803 3.1413

0.2| 2.3644 2.4650 2.5367 2.5966 2.7048 2.7317 2.8452 2.9286 2.9961
0.25 2.2626 2.3539 2.4211 2.4741 2.5749 2.5987 2.7237 2.7870 2.8550

0.3| 2.1801 2.2714 2.3379 2.3946 2.4896 2.5158 2.6313 2.6899 2.7573
0.35| 2.0956 2.1880 2.2543 2.3094 2.3994 2.4233 2.5363 2.5889 2.6537

0.4| 2.0399 2. 1296 2.1861 2.2358 2.3156 2.3319 2.4440 2.4901 2.5500
0.45| 1.9600 2.0923 2. 1441 2.1896 2.2678 2.2818 2.3920 2.4341 2.4891

0.5| 1.8736 1.9970 2.0789 2.1161 2.1938 2.1985 2.3142 2.3508 2.4028

603 310 281 271 234 194 118 72
0.05| 3.5435 3.5862 3.5862 3.5975 3.6130 3.6130 3.6130 3.6130

0.1| 3.3124 3.4574 3.4682 3.4682 3.4933 3.4933 3.5026 3.5026
0.15| 3.2625 3.3987 3.4159 3.4159 3.4489 3.4686 3.4822 3.4822

0.2| 3.1233 3.3126 3.3344 3.3344 3.3746 3.4030 3.4273 3.4346
0.25 2.9881 3.1975 3.2409 3.2419 3.2888 3.3238 3.3722 3,3768

0.3| 2.9071 3.1535 3.1876 3.1876 3.2450 3.2910 3.3510 3.3684
0.35| 2.8058 3.0669 3.1026 3.1082 3.1676 3.21.72 3.2977 3.3265

0.4| 2.7035 2.9753 3.0157 3.0206 3.0841 3.1387 3.2402 3.2729
0.45| 2.6354 2.91.82 2.9607 2.9660 3.0326 3.0912 3.1958 3.2471

0.5| 2.5454 2.8489 2.8973 2.8973 2.9724 3.0369 3.1546 3.2094

Polymer: HPC
1M

Concentration|Mobilities for DNA bp
23130 9416 6557 4361 2322 2027 1353 1078 872

0.001.25| 3.3924 3.4101 3.4142 3.4142 3.4142 3.4142 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413
0.00625| 3.1256 3.1833 3.2197 3.2454 3.3021 3.31.45 3.3500 3.3638 3.3638

0.0125| 2.9527 3.0077 3.0668 3.1097 3.1981 3.2220 3.2869 3.3157 3.3331
0.025| 2.7432 2.8305 2.8892 2.94.94 3.0689 3.0989 3.1997 3.2480 3.2843

0.05| 2.5289 2.6055 2.6755 2.7342 2.8286 2.8560 2.9579 3.0425 3.0986
0.1| 2.2937 2.3846 2.4849 2.5418 2.6292 2.6497 2.7521 2.8153 2.8858

0.15| 2.1434 2.2287 2.2917 2.3418 2.4357 2.4484 2.5526 2.6030 2.6728
0.2| 2.0380 2.1275 2.1872 2.2355 2.3276 2.3362 2.4273 2.4677 2.5273

0.25| 1.9783 2.0613 2.1144 2.1595 2.2429 2.2429 2.3381 2.3690 2.4208

603 310 281 271 234 194 118 72
0.001.25| 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413 3.4413
0.00625| 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882 3.3882

0.0125| 3.3794 3.3805 3.3805 3.3805 3.3805 3.3805 3.3805 3.3805
0.025| 3.3450 3.3860 3.3860 3.3860 3.3860 3.3860 3.3860 3.3860

0.05| 3.1954 3.2877 3.2877 3.2877 3.3146 3.3146 3.3146 3.31.46
0.1| 3.0288 3.2069 3.2103 3.2103 3.2578 3.2578 3.2578 3.2578

0.15| 2.8017 3.0635 3.0862 3.0862 3.1345 3.1625 3.1799 3.1799
0.2| 2.6712 2.9488 2.9630 2.9630 3.0488 3.0882 3.1352 3.1352

0.25| 2.5798 2.8729 2.9099 2.9099 2.9595 3.0153 3.0890 3.1107
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Polymer:
Concentration

0.025
0.05

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

0.025
0.05

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

PAA 1.14M

23130
3.21.69
3.01.26
2.7411
2.4572
2.3121
2.1854
2.1010

603
3.6119
3.5536
3.4546
3.2276
3.0459
2.90.48
2.7723

9416
3.2810
3.0678
2.8302
2.5417
2.3803
2.2620
2.1689

310
3.6321
3.6120
3.5502
3.3859
3.2659
3.1584
3.0492

Mobilities for DNA bp
6557

3.3123
3.1184
2.8986
2.6051
2.4407
2.3224
2.2262

281
3.6321
3.6120
3.5513
3.4036
3.2895
3.1918
3.0894

4361
3.3518
3.1709
2.9551
2.6650
2.4903
2.3738
2.2712

271
3.6321
3.6120
3.5513
3.4120
3.2895
3.1918
3.0894

2322
3.4179
3.2904
3.0709
2.7786
2.5950
2.4667
2.3541

234
3.6321
3.6198
3.5774
3.44.17
3.3317
3.2554
3.1501

2027
3.4567
3.3064
3.1062
2.8048
2.6188
2.4933
2.3656

194
3.6321
3.6198
3.5774
3.4550
3.3419
3.2859
3.2010

1353
3.5320
3.41.89
3.2478
2.9474
2.75.15
2.6115
2.6913

118
3.6321
3,6198
3.5774
3.4655
3.3959
3.3412
3.2744

1078 872
3.5614 3.5839
3.4644 3.4974
3.3153 3.3668
3.0208 3.0936
2.8235 2.8942
2.6709 2.7444
2.5411 2.6070

72
3.6321
3.6198
3.5774
3.4655
3.3959
3.3447
3.2975
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